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Recent experimental advances in high energy, pulsed, excimer lasers operating at

photochemically important wavelengths, and in time-resolved detection of transient

paramagnetic species by pulsed and direct-detection electron spin resonance (ESR)

spectrometers, offer exciting new possibilities for investigating the reaction dynamics of

rapid chemical reactionsinvolving free radicalintermediates. Of special interest are those

tea~tions involving electron~pin-dependent processes with consequent magnetic-field

dependent effects, of which chemically induced electron spin polarization (CIDEP) of the

radical intermediates is arguably the most striking and informative., Since the

interpretation of these experiments usually involves determining the parameters of a

theoretical model from the experimental data, it is likely that refinement of various aspects

of these models will be helpful in realizing the full capabilities of the new experimental

techniques. This talk will review some of the moie important theoretical problems arising

in fast photochemically-induced reactions, with emphasis on CIDEP mechanisms, and will

suggest some approaches to them.

The CIDEP mechanisms themselves are obviously important, but there are also

significallt problems connected with the kinetics of the polarization-producing reactions.

Poiarization-destroying processes such as radical recombination, spin exchange, and spin

lattice relaxation are of special interest because they not only playa role in determining ,

the conditions under which thepolarizations can be obse,rved, but it is often possible to

determine their rates from the observed polarizatioll decay. However, these rate

determinations are complicated by the fact that these processes have quite similar effects

on some polarizations but dissimilar effects on others. For example, bimolecular radical

recombination, spin exchange, and spin-Iattice relaxation all reduce the spin~egregation

MO-1-ii

or "entropy" type polarization produced by the S~TO mixing part of the Radical Pair

Mechanism (RPM), but only relaxation, and possibly bimolecular reactionof different,

radicals, affect the absolute polarization produced by the Triplet Mechanism (TM)or the

S-T_ mixing part of the RPM.

Kinetic models involving simple radicals such as the H atom (1.e., a single, spinl/2,

magnetic nucleus) adequately illustrate the key problems and suggest useflil

approximations without the cOluplications posedby multinuclear radicals. One such

approximation for treating the combined effects of bimolecular recombination. and. spin

exchange is to use the theoretical result that spin~xchahgeis composed of ashort-range

part, which is approximately the same as the bimolecular reaction rate except that spin

exchange acts directly on the S-TOpolarization whereas the reactive process acts indirectly

by removing the singlet component of the pair; and a long-range part which is obtained by

solution of the Stochastic-Liouville equation for spin evolution of adiffusing, fully~,

polarized, radical pair at a given initial separation [1,2]. The correct weight lactors for

these spin exchange terms, which is the subject of someconfusion, are obtained by

recognizing that the short-range spin~xchange term affects only those radicals which

survive the reactive encounter, whereas the long-range spin~xchange term affects all

encountering pairs. The random, or F-pair, S-TOpolarization process also results from

these short range encounters; its effect is to favor one of the two otherwise equally likely

spin distributions resulting from the spin~change part of the encounter.

Another useful simplification is to assume pureelectron spin-Iattice relaxation (no

accompanying nuclear spin transitions) with equal rates for the longitudinal and transverse

processes (1.e., T1=T2)' This assurnption usually is valid if the dominant spin relaxation

mechanism is spin-rotation, as found experimentally for many small free radicals [3].

Whether spin-rotation relaxation is dominant in a particular system may be ascertained

by using the Cur! relation y=-2Ab.g/it [4] to estimate the spin-rotation interaction ('Y)

from the electron g-factor shift (b.g) and the rotational constant (A), and estimating the

rotational angular momentum correlation time (TN) from the rotational correlation time

(T2) by the relation TNT2=I/6kT [5], where I is the moment ofinertia and T2 is calculated

2
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Applied Physics Laboratory, The Johns Hopkins University
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using a slipping model of rotationaJ diffusion [6] rather than the eommonly used stieking

model. UsuaJly,wZTN«I, where Wz islhe Zeeman energy, so that T l =T2.

The S-TOand S-T_ radical pair polarization proeesses, and other level-erossing

proeesses like S-T_, may be qualitatively envisioned by vector models whieh give

eonsiderable insightinto the physieaJ faetors involved in these proeesses and the time seaJes

involved [7,8]. More quantitative treatments require solution of the Stoehastie-Lionville

equation, in whieh the diffusion of the radicaJs determines the time dependence of the

separation-dependent exchange interaction that combines with the internal magnetic

interactions of the radicaJs to produce the poiarized electronspin states of the pair [9J. A

particularly promising approach to solutions of this equation lies in the application of

vafious Green's-function techniques. Sushin has recently obtained anaJytie formulas for

S-TOCIDEP and.other effects over a wide range of conditions by dividing the problem

into regions of strong and weak exchange [10J. An earlier treatment by Monchick and

Adrian yielded single integraJequations for both S-TO[7] and S-T_ [8].radical pair

CIDEP. Although the S-TOequation can be solved.only under limited condilions, it is

also useful for ohtaining aquaJitative picture of the CIDEP process, and its range of

solvabilit.y can beextended by variationaJ teehniques [l1J. Some applications of this

equation are: Estimating the rate at which S-TOCIDEP develops and CIDEP ina

confined region such as a micelle.

A Monte-Carlo caJculationof S-TO'CIDEP will be destribed in which the diffusive

evolutionofthe radical pair, and the corresponding spin evolution nnder the resulting

exchange and magneticinteractions, is determined by a computer-generaled random

number sequence. The polarization for a given set of exchange and magnetic parameters is

the average over a large number of runs, typically 104, which required run times of 15 to 45

min on a 25 MHz, 386 personaJ computer. Within the rather larger error limits inditated

by their standard deviations the results generally agree with other numerical calculations

and anaJytic.formulas. It remains, however, to examine possible dependences on diffusion

step length which presently is approximately 1 A in the strong to moderate exchange

region and 4 A outside this region. Althougha considerably larger, aJbeit computationally

3
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feasible, number ofruris (at least 106)wOuld be.required to reduce the error to the point

where the calculated S-TOpblarizations are more semiquantitative, it should be noted that

S-TOCIDEPin an unrestricted three-dimensionaJ environment is an especially

challenging case because this polarization is the small difference between relative large

positive and negative polarizations produced by different diffusive trajectories. In this case

the methodis probabiy more useful as a another'way of visualizing the polarization piocess

than for quantitative caJculation. The method may, however, be useful for more complex

cases where analytic treatments are harder, especiaJly in situations where the polarization

Or other magnetic field effect aJways has the same sign. Possible application& are diffusioIl

inconfined systems oIiI\ solids, or situations where the time evolution of the phenomenais

lmportant.
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Departures from simple CIDEP behaviour.

K.A.McLauchlan, N.J.K.Simpson and P .D.Smith.

Physical Chemistry Laboratory, South Parks Rd.,

Oxford OXI 3QZ, U.K.

not the RPM, originating between radicals of different g-value,' and re-distributed by

electron exchange. It is likely, however that the TM is the source of the polarization, but

no attention has been given to why the signals are unusually strong; no accurate method

for measuring the magnitude of polarization yet exists.

Direct evidence that the TM does occur was first obtained from observations of

It has long been apparent that at least two different processes contribute to the

polarization observed in the spectra of small free radicals in low-viscosity solutions. This

led to the recognition of the radical pair mechanism (RPM) and of the triplet mechanism

(TM), and spectra could be reproduced by adding contributions from the two different

sources of polarization in empirically-adjusted proportions [1,2]. There has been little

questioning of whether the polarization origins are correctly attributed. The operation of

the TM has rarely been demonstrated in an unequivocal fashion, for the interpretations of

experimental spectra show only that they can be reproduced by addition of a calculated

RPM pattern to another with no hyperfine intensity distortion.

The TM was first thought to be an uulikely source of spin polarization in the liquid

state [3], but this was overcome by the recognition of the röle of rapid triplet reaction [4J.

There seems little doubt that emissive single-phase, hyperfine-undistorted, polarisation

does have this origin. Other sources of absorptive single phase hyperfine-independent

contributions come from reaction of equilibrated triplets [5J and from radicals which have

undergone 'rapid relaxation. There is some evidence that these are inadequate to account

for all observations.

Firstly, we review the evidence that the TM exists at all. Most spectra reported

wholly in one phase (emission), and without hyperfine intensity distortion, are from radical

ions. It was a puzzle why these did not also exhibit a RPM contribution, but this was

understood by the realisation that this was averaged out over the ensemble by degenerate

electron exchange processes involving the parent molecule [6]. Undistorted spectra from

neutral radicals may indicate that radical-ions are involved in the reaction pathway. It has

not been demonstrated directly that the TM occurs, and it is possible that the chemistry of

the systems is not sufficiently weil established to conclude that the source of polarization is

5
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radicals formed from by hydrogen addition to nitrogen heterocyclics, which exhibit

intensity-distorted spectra demonstrating the occurence of both polarization processes. The

sense of the single phase contribution was shown to be predictable from the group

theoretical arguments applied to the inter-system crossing step in the triplet, and to vary

as both the symmetry [7] and the sign of the zero-field coupling constant [8J was varied.

An suggestion that the operation of the TM could be demonstrated by producing radicals

by photolysis with plane-polarized light [9] was shown, to yield effects below the detection

level for a variety of systems [10]' despite some initial claims to the contrary [11]. Finally,

recent Fourier-transform experiments have demonstrated the growth of the single phase

polarization in real time, and it correlates with polarization via the triplet mechanism [12J.

Nevertheless, it is remarkable that so long after the mechanism was proposed, its theory

has not been verified in any detail.

The phase of the single-phase contribution to the CIDEP spectrum has been used to

determine the sign of the zero-field coupling constant in the triplet states of aliphatic and

aromatic ketones, for all non-cyclic ones yield radicals which exhibit mixed polarization

behaviour [13,14J. It is weil known, for instance, that the ketyl radical formed by photolysis

of acetone in propan-2-o1, in a symmetric radical pair, exhibits a spectrum with excess

absorption. We remarked some years ago [151 that it seemed unlikelythat this originated

in the TM, due to the rate of hydrogen abstraction being too low for radical formation to

compete with relaxation in the triplet. Further evidence will be presented to show that this

is indeed so. In the reaction with tri--ethylamine, the radicals are formed largely (perhaps

predominantly) via a singlet route, yet the single-phase absorptive contribution is as

evident as ever [16]. Direct observation of the polarised triplet of acetone showed it to be

emissively, not absorptively, polarised [171. Arecent Fourier transform study of the
6
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deuterated species hasshown independently and uneguivocallythat the single-'phase signal

does not arisefroIllthe TjV1[~8].lt wassaid rather to arise in the reaction of eguilibrated

triplet. This explanation appea~s inconsistent. with our own .results and leads to values of

various rate constants which are incompatible with their literature values [19]. It seems

therefor~, thllt the single-'philse contrihution does not arise from the reaction of either

spin4'olarised o~ spin-,-eguilibrated triplet. 1t appears tobea property more of the

polarised radicalitself than of the way it ia pro(\uced. We are ullllble at present to suggest

any convincing origin forit.

The common appearance ofCIDEP spectra is for them to he in one phase at low

field, and in the other phase at high. YVe now turn to situations in which theappearance of

the 'spectrum qiffers from this standard form, whilst still dealing with effects II,!e to the

mi:xingo~ only the S and TOlevels of the radical pair. There are three separate situations

known in which the smooth progression, for. example, from emission to ahsorptionis

interrupted, and every line apparently shows an EIA antiphase signal, oran emission line

intercedes in an otherwise ahsorptive region of the spectrum. The initial case is observed

with radicals.present il} .micellar systems [20,21], or in high viscosity. solutions [22], and

originates in the direct ohservation of the spin---eorrelated radical.pair [22,23]. The second

has heen. repor.ted in .radicals under.goingchemical exchange, in particular the

chair-to---ehair interconversion .of derivatives of cyclohexylradicals [6]. This' is a special

case of the .thirr) il}stance,that of secondary radlcal. formation in processes involving the

formation' ofradicals in which the ejectron is coup1ed to the samenucleus as it was in the

first [24]. In both, the mixed-phase nilture of the spectrum arises in polarization transfer

processes. In the most extreme case,. a chang~ in the sign Of the coupling constant between

the primary.and secondary speci,es can cause a complete phase inversion of the spectrum,

and primaryJadicals for:tI1ed with E/Apolarization from triplet precursors can yield

secondaries. withAjE polarization [251..This accentuates the need to determine the whole

time-'depen(\ence of a system studied. using CIDEP techniques.

7
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ESR spectra of ,basic aqueous solutions of a wide variety of

benzoic acid derivatives during steady-state photolysis show that

tw'; types of radicals are formed in, lohe presence of a hydrogen

donor (such as 2-propanol): anion radicals and cyclohexadienyl

radicals. A typical system is 1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid

(terephthalic acid). The anion radical (a trianion in basic

solution) is weIl known, is long-lived, and its concentration is

high. The cyclohexadienyl radical is that formed by net hydrogen

atom addition (transfer from lohe donor) at lohe position opposite

one carboxyl group. Addition of acetone as sensitizer increases

lohe yield substantially. The spectrum of this radical is notable

in that lohe low-field half of lohe spectrum is in emission as a

result. of CIDEP. Part of lohe reason for the large polarization

i8 lohe long relaxation time for lohe radical -10 ~s. However, lohe

radicals involved all bear multiple negative charges so it is

surprising that lohe reaction rate is fast enough to produce such

a polarization. The purpose of lohe work reported here is to

better understand lohe origins of lohe polarization.

The reaction mechanism involves reaction of lohe triplet

state of lohe acid anion as shown by optical laser photolysis

studies on terephthalic acid [1 J. The tr iplet has a strong

absorption at 320 nm and an unquenched lifetime of at least 40

~s. The spectrum remains lohe same from pH 6.7 to 13. The loeie~

phthalate triplet lifetime in lohe presence of 10% 2-propanol by

volume is about 6 ~s at pH 13. TM optical absorption by lohe

cyclohexadienyl radical is not evident because it absorbs near

350 nm with a much weaker absorption (0 - 3000 M- l ern-I) thaq lohe

anion radical (0~30000). The formation. of two produelos' from

these acids is interpreted in terms of lohe spin densities of lohe

tr iplet state which, for lohe dimethyl ester, hai; been shown' to

have a quinoid structu.re [2]. In terephthalate triplet, there

will be spin densi ty mainly on lohe oxygens and lohe 1 and 4 car

bons of lohe ring. l\.ddition of hydrogen from lohe donor can occur

at those positions. There must be parallel reactions of lohe

tr iplet because radiolysis studies show that lohe anion radical

does not protonaloe on carbon. Reaction at lohe oxygen will be

like that in typical ketones. The reaction at a ring carbon is

like that seen by Saguchi et al. [3] for xanthone.

To further understand lohe observed behavior i time~resolved

ESR studies were carried out using a Lumonics HyperEX-400 laser

at 308 nm and lohe direct detection ESR spectrometer previously

used for pulse radiolysis experiments. Large signals of lohe

cyclohexadienyl radical were found with terephthalate only when

alcohols such as ethanol and 2-propanol were used as hydrogen

donors and lohen only in basic solution abOve about pH 12. If

tetrahydrofuran or sodium borohydride were lohe donors, little if

any cyclohexadienyl radical was formed. At neutral pH, where lohe

Mo-3
13:30

-14:00

CIDEP in lohe Photolysis of Benzoic Acid

Derivatives

A. S. Jeevarajan and R.W. Fessenden

Radiation Laboratory and Department of

Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of

Notre Dame, Notre Dame .. IN 46556, USl\.

acid is still present as

radical is found. Typical

growth and decay of lohe

lohe dianion, little cyclohexadienyl

curves are shown in figure 1. The

ESR signal for lohe cyclohexadienyl
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radical follow a typical pattern for a radical polarized in

o 10 20 30 40 50

TIME 0'5)

Figura 2. Time profiles of the central Une of
the anion radical.

Because the

In the theory, the

Further studies wi th terephthalate and other benzoic

It remains to explain why the sense f th l'o e po arlzation

ferred from the triplet when the anion is formed.

[ 4 ) •

changes between neutral and basic solution.

sign of the effect depends on the sign of the exchange inter-
action. The only change in the species is the state of ioniza-
tian. It is not clear whether changes in the charge theon
species could invert the ordering of the doublet and quartet
states.

triplet lifetime is - 6 Us as shown from the optical experiments,

i t is hard to understand how the 't rlplet can have other than

equilibrium magnetization. Th th de 0 er, an preferred, explanation

is that the polarization is the result of anion radical

terephthalate triplet encounters as described by Blattler et al.

acid derivatives are under way to further understand the origins

of the polarizations.
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Figur. 1. Tim. profIles of the lines et th.
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random encounters.

quencher a-hydromuconic acid at mM was added. The ESR signals

for the anion at both pH values clearly were separated into an

The time-resolved ESR signal of the anion radical showed

very unusual behavior. At neutral pH (monoanion radical) the ESR

line at the center of the spectrum showed an emission which

las ted for about 10 Us and then converted to absorption as shown

in figure 2. At pH 13, the anion radical (trianion here) showed

an initial excess positive amplitude which lasted a similar short

time. Experiments were then carried out in which the physical
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initial part which decayed faster (5 us) and a long time part

with a slow decay. The initial part of the signal clearly

depends on the triplet lifetime. Two explanations are possible.

The initial magnetization of the anion radical may be that trans-
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Eleclron Spin Polarization by a Radical-Triplet

Pair Mechanism
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Experimental evidence is presented for a spin polarization mechanism

of transienl radicals in solution. which occurs if the radical sampie con

tains triplet state molecules. It resembles the wellknown radical pair

1 mT 8
•

o E:==

.
mechanism (RPM) for radical F-pairs bul is buHt up during encounters

of lriplets and radicals and lherefore. is termed radical-triplet pair

mechanism (RTPM). The RTPM seems to generale a net polarization of

the entire ESR spectrum of the radicals. It probably results from quartel

doublel mixing and splitting due to the zero-field splitting and lhe ex

change inleraction. respectively. In addition. doublet pair spin stales

are filtered out by lriplet quenching. In fact. lhe ESR polarization lhus

crealed is just lhe counterpart of the magnetic field dependent compo

nent of triplet quenching by radicals [I).

Figure 1 on the next page gives an example [2]. The upper part of

thaI figure shows a steady state ESR spectrum of benzyl radicals re

corded during continuous UV irradiation of a dibenzylketone solution.

The slight increase of intensities from left to right indicates an EIA

multiplet polarization due to lhe RPM. Two arrows mark a high-field (h)

and low-field line (l) positioned symmetrically to the centre of the spec

trum. They have been investigaled by time-resolved ESR (TRESR). Le.

their intensities have been recorded in dependence on time after laser

flash photolytic radical generation. The result is given in fig. la which

also displays the time profile of the sum s • h + I. Since summing hand
13

Figure I

Upper pari:

Sleady slale ESR spec

lrum of benzyl radicals.

Lower part:

Time profiles of a benzyl

radical high-rield (h) and

low-rield (J) resonance

and sum s • h • I. Irradia

tion of solutions conlai

ning only dibenzylke

lone (a) and added an

thracene (b) or benzil (c).
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Energy level diagram ef a

radical-triplet pair with ex

change (3jJ and Zaeman (",l

splitting. States connected

with aach ether are mixed

by ZFS.

References

I cancels the antisymmetric EIA multiplet polarization. s reflects twice

the net polarization. Obviously. this is a weak absorption whose origin

is no malter of concern here. Figs. Ib and Ic give time profiles of the

same resonances as weil as their sumo which are observed for solutions

containing in addition anthracene (lb) or benzil (lc) in amounts resul

ting in optical densilies of 0.6 in the additive. Clearly. the net polariza

tion changes to weak and strong emission. if anthracene and benzil.

respectively. are present. Investigation of several other benzyl radical

resonances indicates. that the additives induce net emission only and

no additional multiplet polarization.

The same phenomenon is observed with other radicals and additives

which. like anthracene and benzil. form long-lived triplet states upon

irradiation. Since the size of the polarization in most cases increases

with the zero-field splitting (ZFS) parameter D of the triplet state. we

suppose that the emissive electron spin polarization originates trom an

counters of radicals with those triplet state molecules. Upon collision

they can form a doublet or quartel pair spin stale.

The overall doublet states will lead to triplet quenching [3,4], thus

destroying the radical-triplet pair. The remaining quartet states expe

rience - radical-triplet interactions altering the spin state populations

with time. The ZFS. for example. mixes quartet and doublet states as

depicted in fig. 2. Treating ZFS as perturbation in the high-field spin

Hamiltonian of the radical-triplet pair indeed shows that the combined

action of ZFS and exchange interaction induces an electron spin po

larization of the radicals leaving those pairs. lts sign depends on the

sign of ]. and emission indicates the quartet to be lower in energy than

the doubleI pair state.
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. Most ESR studies on the solvated eleetron are limited to the

of the spin polarized solvated eleetron eoncerning two different

This

TMPD in

2-propanol

9 = 2.0020
J~900ns

;--500 ns

/\r-300 ns

I \\
....../ ,I \\

I I .."
Abs. !J. / "'.~,,,.~~

+V~;~~:...~lk~:::~s
-.-_.' L.100ns

Ern. I 0.20 rnT,1
H

Fig. 1. trESR speetra
of e"-' G01'v,a '

At - 2 'c

the

at

Finally,

excitation

This E/A pattern gradually

laser

pattern eomponent.

The rise and the decay of the total absorptive signal

became narrower and some strong total

position whieh was almost identieal with that of the solvated

strongly depend upon the micr:owave power: (Fig. 2).

polarization indueed probably by the S-To mixing asa geminate

indicates that the absorptive signal is mainly due to the spin

broad E/A polarized speetral patter:n

electr:on reported in the radiolysis of methanol.

with the disappearance of the· E/A

appeared.

absorptive peak r:eaehed to 9 = 2.0020

absorptive eomponent grew up along

after

Immediately .after a laser pulse, a

Only a few reports on the

In the present talk, new CIDEP

Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Seienee

Osaka University, Toyonaka, Osaka 560, Japan

Electron in Photoionization.

Bisao Hurai and Keiji Kuwata,

Formation Mechanism of Spin Polarized SolvatedMo-5
15:00

-15:20

studies on photoionization of organic compounds and the formation

products has been postulated3
'.

solvated eleetron formed in photoionization are available1.
2

, •

Concerning the spin polarized solvated electron, the study on the

radiolysis of aqueoussolutions eontaining several ion speeies

has reported in whieh the qUt;lnching to the tr iplet state of

reports of radiation ehemistry.

systems will be given. pair of the solvated eleetron and the TMPD eation radiC:al. Sinee

An X-band ESR speetrometer was modified for the the photoejeetion of an t;llectron from TMPD in 2-pr:öpanol takes

time-resolved ESR measurements. Both a transient memory w1th place from the excitedsinglet state'" and the isotropic g,..tensor

computer and a boxear integrator were used to observe the CIDEP of TMPD cation (g =2.0034) is a bit larger than that of solvated

and SDS in distilled water were 2.0 x 10- 3 and 1.0 x 10- 1 M,

coneentration of TMPD was between 5.0 X 10- 3 and 2.0 X 10-
2

M

spectra of some paramagnetie speeies at several observation times

17

TMPD in 2-pr:opanol

leads tothe postulation

18
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Fig. 2. Time-pr:ofiles of CIDEP
signals of e-Bo1v~

The

laser:

excited

excluded

absorption spectrum

value of At - 5 ·c

is

TMPD to the

the

after

of

positivea

The E/A pattern observed

immediately

by careful examination.

excitation is explained by the

spin polarization

contribution

exchange interaetion (J).

triplet state of

electron, the total

ofThroughout the experiment, the

'ig. 1. shows the time-resolved ESR

The concentrations of xanthone (or other earbonyls)

In the first system, a nitrogen-gas laser (),= 337 nm)

1) TMPD in aleohols2
'

respectively.

excitation.

was used for the excitation.

(mol dm- 3 ), and 2-propanol was mainly used as the solvent. In

the seeond system, an excimer laser (~= 308 nm) was used for the

signals.

MO-5-i Mo-5-ii



direet observation of the radieal ion pair showing the exchange is very slow. According to the light intensity dependence of the

interaetion5
) between the radieal ions. This speetrum of the ESR signal, the hydra ted eleetron is produeed through biphotonic

radieal ion pair is also explained by a singlet preeursor with process. The signal of the hydrated eleetron easily quenched by

positive J value.

These data indieate that the transient time region of the

the addition of Cu2
+ ion and the quenehing rate (3 x 10'0 M-'s-')

"as in good agreement with that reported in the transient optieal

S-'1'0 mixing after the deerease of, the exchange interaction of absorption method.

radieal ion pair is observed in this particular system. The These results lead to the eonelusion that xanthone is

observation of a positive J value is not surprising in the system photoionized through the two photon processes in an SDS micelle

of ionic radieal pair in whieh the situation is quite different and the eleetron is quickly ejeeted to the aqueous cireumstance

from that of the ordinary neutral radical pairs. through the interface of the mieelle. The eause of the emissive

The addition of water to the solution drastieally ehanged

the spin polarization from enhaneed absorption to net emission.

spin polarization may be explained by the fast intersystem

erossing followed by photoionization in the seeond excitation of

This may be explained by the increase of the eontribution of TM the spin polarized triplet state.

(triplet mechanism).

2) Xanthone in SDS micellar solution

hll ISC hll
[Xn]ODO ----+ [1Xn*]aoe ----+ [3Xn*]SOB ----. [Xn+·]Boa + e-aq.

Fig. 3. shows the time-resolved ESR speetrum observed in the

laser photolysis of xanthone in the SDS mieellar solution at the

Further detailed information of these two systems will be

,iven in this talk.

[lJ A. S. Jeevarajan and R. W. Fessenden, J. Pllys. Cllem., 93

(1"989) 3511.

:ReferencesThe

reportedelectronhydratedthethat, ofwithidentieal

observation time of 0.2 to 0.4 ps at room temperature.

,~faetor of .this sharp emissive signal is 2.0003 which is

Some other CIDEP

superposed

solvated

[ZJ Preliminary report; H. Murai and K. Kuwata, Chem. Phys.

[3J R. W. Fessenden and N. C. Verrna, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 98

Eetters, 164(1989) 567.theon

theofspeetrum

previously.

signals

eleetron are too weak to be
1,OmT ,
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hydrogen

assi,ned.

the

This indieates that

abstraction

xanthone in SDS
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Diffusional Aspeets of CIDNP and CIDEP:

Fundamental Quantities and Relations.
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DK-5230 Odense M, Denmark

3-dimensional eontinuous diffusion J«(t) ean be ealculated from R(t) as [1,2J

J«(t) = -41rD(d)d'eßV(dlR'(t,d)

where R'(t,d) is the partial derivative of R with respect to the initial separation ro evaluated

at the reaction distanee d.

The description of radical reactions in media where the diffusive motion of the radicals is

an important or even controlling factor may be quite eomplieated and involve a large number

of seemingly unrelated quantities. Furtherrnare these quantities are orten diflicult to ealcu-

late. The magnetie field dependenee of the reaction yield and the spin polarization phenomena

CIDNP and CIDEP inerease the eomplieation of the deseription but add valuable and some-

times detailed information about the diffusive process. There are, however, several general

relations whieh faeilitate both the understanding and the deseription. For suffieiently diluted

systems all information on the diffusion process is contained in the rate of first encounter 30t a

separation d starting from an initially separation ro > d. This fundamental quantity is denoted

R(t, d I ro) and may equivalently be interpreted as the probability density for the first arrival

(or first passage) time at d starting from ro • Several accurate expression for this fundamental

quantity and their implieations on the observable quantities will be diseussed.

The kinetic equation for a recombination reaction of l'classical" particles is

dn ,
- = -R(t)n - J«(t)n
dt

The first term deseribes the rate of disappearenee of initially eorrelated pairs and the seeond

tenn describes the bulk recombination of initially uncorrelated pairs. This equation implies

that R(t) and J«(t) varies on a short time seale and n(t) on a long time seale. On the short

time seale R(t) ---> 0, as t3/ 2 in 3-d, and 1«t) ---> J(, the steady state eonstant, for t ---> 00. For
21
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In general both R(t) and ]((t) depend on the rate by whieh the radieals form a produet

when they eneounter. This is usually deseribed by a mieroscopie rate constant h. This extra

eomplieation ean be eliminated by the use of the following general relations [2J that show that

the general ease ean be ealculated from the diffusion controlled quantity:

R( h) _ R(s,x)
s,x, -1-R'(s)D(d)/h

]«(s, h) = ]«(s)
1- fl>(s)D(d)/h

where k(s) = (BR(s, r)/Br),=d and tilde indieates the Laplaee transformed quantity with

variable s. The steady state rate eonstant ean be written as

1{ = lims]«(s,h) = ](vA._0

where J(v is the diffusion controlIed rate constant. This equation ean be interpreted as the rate

of whieb the members of a pair meet for the first time multiplied by the total probability that

they read either during this encounter or during one of the subsequent reencounters before

they diffuse apart never to meet again.

For 3-d continuous diffusion in an interradieal potential V(r) these quantities are equal to

]{v = ({OO eXP(ßV(X))dx)-l = 41rD(d)dj"(d)
Jd 41rD(x)x'

A=~
1 +hr

22
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where r- 1 = -R:(8)D(d). In the reencounter picture one would write

A = -1---p~~---.x~)

where .x is the probability of reaction during a single encounter and p is the probability that

two pariicles separating after an encounter will later reencounter. The two descriptions are

related by p = R(s = 0).

For a spin system the probability of reaction A depends on the spin states and on the

magnetic interactions. In order to distinguish it from the classical quantity we call it F. The

reencounter calculation scherne, initated by Pedersen[3J and Salikhov [4], gives the following

formal expression

where Mi and Mo are the quantum mechanical propagators for the spin system, averaged

respeetively Qver the time duration of an encounter and the time between two consecutive

encounters. The prohability density of the latter time is given by the diffusion controlled R(t).

By diagonalizing the propagator Mo one then finds that the diagonal elements are simply

equal to R(iw;;) where the frequencies Wi; are differences hetween the eigenvalues of the free

pair Hamiltonian.

The effect of the diffusion in varying potentials is conveniently studied using the reencounter

formalism which allows one to separate the treatment of the microscopic reaetion, thc quantum

mechanical evolution, and the diffusion process. Furthermore this approach olten leads to

analytically or easily applicahle formulae. For example for a triplet precursor in high magnetic

fields [5)

AF·
F(To) = 1 +F·(1 - 1\)

23
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where the quantity F· measures the efficiency of the S - To mixing and

F" = p(l - c) +p'[(1 - c) - (1 - s' - c'))
2(1 - p)2 +3p(1 - c) - p'[(1 - c) + (1 - 8' - c')J

with c and 8 equal to the 'real and imaginary parts of R(iQ), respectively. Similar expressions

can he derived for an arhitrary field strength [6J.

The most accurate expression for long times and for 3-d continuous diffusion is [7J

R(s,r)=exp (- fS(r_d)) dj"(d) {l+ fS[r-r!"(r)-d-d!"(d)J}V75 rf·(r) V75

There are several other expression for 2-d and 3-d diffusion and arecent one [8J for jump

diffusion on almost 2-dimensionallattices such as anthracene crystal.
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CIDEP measurement in the L band microwave

frequency region

The reaetion scheme and the polarization mechanism of this system

at the X band region has been extensive~y studied. 2

Fig.1 depicts the CIDEP spectrum observed at 1.5 ~s after the

Masahide Terazima*, Shin-ichi Hayakashi, and

Tohru Azumi

laser irradiation in the X band region (w-9.18 GHz, BO-330 mT) at

room temperature. The CIDEP spectrum shows emission in the low

Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science,

field side and enhanced absorption in the high field side with net

absorptive character (E/A* pattern). The E/A polarization comes

Tohoku University, Aoba-ku, Sendai 980 ,Japan

CIDEP created by RPM (radica1 pair mechanism) and TM (triplet

335 340
MAGNETIC FiELD/mT.

Fig.1

330

from the STOM and the net absorptive polarization is explained by

TH. 2

Fig.2 depicts the CIDEP

spectrum in the L band region

the X band CIDEP measurement.

(w-1.44 GHz, BO-50 mT) under

the same eonditions as those of

manyinterestedspeciallyhaveandsoultionhomogeneous

*} present address; Department of Chemistry,

Faculty of Science,Kyoto University, Kyoto, 606, Japan

mechanism) appears frequently during photochemical reactions in

investigators. CIDEP due to RPM arises by the S-T interaction of There are two distinguished

mechanisms of CIDEP (especially ST_H) at low magnetic field by

using an L band EPR spectrometer.

observed only under very limited conditions and the experimental

(3:2X2,-2)

(The stick spectrum at

Fig.2

!e (J.-1X2:l)(I;I)

_------,""'."""",,"...llil~J......._~--..JJ.IIL...._~.;--"'_
53.0 55.0 51.0

MAGNEliC FiELD/mT

• A
f

to

the

First, I
E

clearly

besides

is emission at

peaks

spli ts

band CIDEP spectrum.

several

features compared with the X ~

WV'JW.........."vJ\,/·I~~..;.,J,

this mag~etie field. Seeond,

protons

splitting due to the hydroxyl

proton. The further splitting ean be explained by the second-order

each hfs due to the methyl

hyperfine splittings of the methyl protons.

polarization

the dominant polarization is (3,3) (J.2X2.2) <J,1X2,I){l,1> (30X2.0X1[oxao)
. 11 / ~~.=---~"..llll_--o-i;,',--....u..llJ.11 ~ . . 11Stl E A pattern but the net 47.0 49.0 51.0

MAGNEliC FiELD/mT

the lower part of the CIDEP spectrum (Fig.2) depicts the calculated

We investigate thestudy on the mechanism of ST M is rare.

We choose acetone in 2-propanol photochemical reaction.

hv

the intermediate eadieal pairs. This meehanism consists of STOM

and ST M (in many eases, the exchange interaetion is negative and
+

ST M is preferab1e than ST+M). Usually, CIDEP is created under the

resonance magnetic field of the X band microwave (BO-330 mT) and

under this field, the large Zeeman splitting severely restriets the

mixing between the Sand T states. 1 Therefore, although STOH has

been extensively studied, the effect of the S-T mixing has been

hfs. ) Based on theoretieal consideration. the opposite net
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( 2 )polarization in the X and L band regions is interpreted as the

decrease of the TM polarization and the increase of the ST M

P = a PST + b PTM + c PST
o

First, we' neglect the contribution of TM (b=O). Fig.4 shows the

polarization by changing the magnetic field from 330 mT to 50 mT.
observed and calculated spectrum based on eq.(2) with ST M-d and

non-zero matrix element

seems to be difficult because each hfs of the same m are mixed

hyperfine independent part comes from the S-T interaction using

(thick
eq. (2)
bars) ,

When ST M-d is used for PST ' the

MAGNETIC FIELD

reproduced with a:c=I:0.20-0.25. When

A~B,~,fi.nR
E (3.-1) (2,-1) (1,-11. (3;2) (2:2) (3.-3)

A (3.3) (3.2) (2.2) D.l) (2.1) (1,1) (3.0) (2.0) (1,0)' (0,0)

E~'~~WU~V"¥IT~

b=O.

be

We

to

Fig.3 observed CIDEP spectrum
bars), the calculated ones by using
and ST_M-d for ST_M (middle thick
and ST H-i for ST M (thin bars).

the

and

can

observedthe

support

reasonable

polarization.

ST M-i for PST'

observed spectrum

are several differences

preference of ST M-d as

which

conclude that the ST M-d

ST M

more

for ST H polarization is

CIDEP spectrum.

explain

calculated spectra seem to reproduce the observed one well, there

ST M-i is the origin of the ST_M polarization, the calculated

spectrum with a:c=I:0.15~.2 is reasonably similar to the observed

CIDEP spectrum (Fig.3). Although, at the first glance, both of the
( 1 )

In this matrix element, the nuclear spin

Recently, Buckley and McLauchlan have separated the ST Minto

parts;2-d)hyperfine dependent (ST_M-d) and hyperfine

participates in the S-T interaction belongs to the observed

radical. In this case, the efficiency of the ST M is determined by

depends on the set (I,m) of each hyperfine lines. While, the

murtual flip-flop of electron spin and nuclear spin through the

where A denotes hfcc.

the nuclear spin of the observed and the counter radicals. The

clear distinction of ST M-d and ST M-i in the X band CIDEP spectrum

part of the ST polarization appears when the nuclear spin which

independent (ST_M-i) parts. ST M polarization arises from the

observed radical or the counter radical. The hyperfine dependent

the magnitude of the non-zero matrix element (eq.(I» and it

two

which plays a role in the S-T interaction can belong to either the

ST M.

expected to be suitable to distinguish ST M-d and ST M-i.

The observed L band CIDEP spectrum is tried to reproduce by

depending upon the mechanism. Thus, the L band CIDEP spectrum is

references
1. Adrian,F.J. ;Monchick,L.J.Chem.Phys. ,1979,71,2600.
2.a) Wong,S.K. jChui,T.M. jBolton,J.R.J.Phys.Chem. ,1981,85,12.

b) Basu,S. jGrant,A.J. jMcLauchlan,K.A.Chem.Phys.Lett. ,1983,
94,517.

c) Thurnaner,M.C. ;Chui,T.M.;Trifunac,A.D.Chem.Phys.Lett. ,1985,
116,543.

d) Buckley,C.D. ;McLauchlan,K.A.Chem.Phys.Lett. ,1987,137,86.
e) Tominaga,K. ;Yamauchi,S. ;Hirota,N.J.Phys.Chem.,1986,90,2367:

J.Chem.Phys. ,1988,88,553.
3. Fessenden,R.W.J.chem.Phys. ,1962,37,747.

On the other hand, the hyperfine lines of different

using the polarization due to STO' TM, and ST M-d, or ST M-i for

together.

(I,m) are expected to show very different polarization pattern
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Varian E-i09E X-band EPR spectrometer without field modulation.

Since the energy level of Tl state of anthrone is higher of 3100

cm- l than that of naphthalene can be caused an efficient T-T excitation

Al
20:00
-22:00

Spin Polarization Transfer during the intramolecular

Triplet-Trlpiet Energy Transfer in a Rigid MatrIx as

Studied by Time-Resolved EPR Spectroscopy

reported previousiy. Time-resolved EPR spectra were observed with a

Klmlo AKIYAMA, Shozo TERO-KUBOTA, and Yusaku IKEGAMi energy transfer. It was confirmed for the present samples by measuring

Insti tu te for Chemical Reaction Science, Tohoku the phosphorescence spectra. Excitation of 1 and 2 by the light with the

University, 2-1-1 Katahira, Aoba-ku, Sendai 980, Japan wavelengths ionger than 300 nm gave the phosphorescence due to the

naphthaiene moiety as reported previously.l

There has been little study on the spin dynamics for the case of Steady state EPR measurements also support the high efficiency of

intramoiecuiar energy transfer, while an efficient energy transfer has been the energy transfer. Figure 2a shows the conventional EPR spectrum of

reported in many systems. in the present study, we report the spin 3'1 generated from the N2 laser (337.1 nm, 10 Hz repetition rates) photoly-

polarization conservation during the intramolecuiar energy transfer under sis, which corresponds to the excitation of an anthrone moiety, in toluene

the external magnetic field by using time-resolved EPR (TREPR) technique. matrix at 77 K. The spectrum easily assigned to the Ti state of naphtha-

If the spin angular momentum is conserved during the energy transfer lene moiety from the zero-field splitting (ZFS) parameters (I D I = 0.0952 and

process, the population differences among the three subievels of the I E I = 0.0137 em-I). Each value is nearly identicai to that of Ti state of

acceptor tripiet state depends on the direction of the principal magnetic naph thalene. The similar results were also observed for 2.

axes between the donor and the acceptor. We select the spiran systems, in Figure 2b and 2c are shown the transient EPR spectra of i and 2

spiro (9,lO-dlhydro-9-oxoanthracene-lO,2' ,5' ,6' ,-benzidan) (1) and spiro(9,lO-

dihydro-9-oxoanthracene-lO,2'-(3I1)phenalene) (2), to confirm the above

in toluene matrix observed at 500 ns after the N2-iaser puise irradiation.

They presented poiarization patterns of E EEA/AAE and E EAE/AEA for 1 and

possibility. Their structures and coordination axes are shown in Figure 1. 2, respectively (E denotes the emission and A the absorption of the micro-

The rigid spiran, 1 and 2, were prepared according to the procedure wave radiation). The ZFS parameters determined from the canonical points

reported prevlously.l The samples were purified by recrystallizations well coincided with those of the Tl state of naphthalene. Since both

from pyridine-water and from light polarization patterns obtained are clearly different from that of the

steady-state and TREPR measure

,-L. ments a concentration of 1 x 10-3M

was used and degassed by using

they certainly result from spin polarization transfer during the intramo-

The reasoning is supported from the factslecular T-T energy transfer .

that the polarization pattern depends on the relative orientation between

direct excitation of naphthaiene by XeCI excimer laser (308 nm) excitation,Forpetroieum and sublimation.
I

m-Ln

•
..-L,

2 three freeze-thaw cycles. Sol- the donor and acceptor, while the ISC always takes piace on the ketone

j

Figure 1. Structure and coordination
systems of the rigid spirans (1 and 2)

29
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vents were purified by distillation

after dehydration by the methods

and is the step where spin polarization is created for both moiecules.

High field approximation cannot explain these spectrai pattern, be
30
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For 1,

On the other

Unfortunately, the

Therefore, the 0 and E

The ZFS parameters of the donor

This phenomenon will be usefui to clarify the mutualmagnetic field.

orientation between the donor and the acceptor as well as the relaxation

in the molecuiar frame during the T-T energy transfer under the external

The present results cleariy show the spin polarization conservation

the observed spectra both 1 and 2 as shown in Figure 2b' and c'.

between the ZFS parameters and the applied field.

band EPR experiments, were adjustable parameters for the simulation. The

tial ISC occurs to the highest 1 sublevel (1 II C=0).2

the direction of 1 is parallel to the x axis of the acceptor

values of the donor triplet state, which is invisibie state under the X-

exact ZFS parameters of anthrone are uncertain.

simulated spectrum was not appreciabiy aitered by the change of E value

between 0.05 to 0.01 cm -1. but affected by 0 vaiue. When the values of

D=-0.5 and E=0.02 cm- l is used for simulation, the results well reproduced

hand, cosEl ly is unity for 2 (l II y).

naphthalene leading to the relation of cos El lx = 1.0.

anthrone, as well as the acceptor. are required to calculate the line

the zero field spin functions of the donor and acceptor, respectively.

The probability (p/) finding for acceptor sublevel is written as

pj
A = L. L L I C· 0 I 2 I C· A I 2 I < x 0 I X A> i 2p 0

1 h k Ih Jk h k i

It is well known for the donor anthrone that the preferen-

shape. because their eigenfunctions depend on the relative magnitude

Ouring

I, m, n)(h

becomes

G( e. q,) Is the Gaussian function.

donor moiety is popuiated with a different

rate. The populating probability (Pi
O) for

the donor sublevel under the applied field

the anisotropic ISC, each sublevei of the

where, Bl,j Is the transition probability

between the I and j subievels in the

acceptor, PIA and P/ are the populating

ratios for the corresponding sublevels. and

respect to the principal molecular axes is

given by

[(e, q,) = Bi,j(pt - p/) G(e, q,)

The TREPR signal, [(e, q,), with the polar

angle e and q, of the applied fieid with

cantly distorted with the spectrai center.

polarization transfer under the finite

external magnetic field was attempted.

cause the spectral intensities were signifi-

Therefore, general expression for the spin
50mT
~

X'0

Figure 2. Steady-state(a) and

TREPR (b) spectra of 1 and
TREPR (c) spectrum of 2 in

toluene at 77 K. Computer

simulated spectra (b l and c 1
)

obtained by taking into acc

ount of intramolecular spin

polarization transfer.

a

A b

t
E

References

path of excited states.

S. Oym and R. M. iiochstrasser, J. Chern. Phys. 1969, 51. 2458.

J. Am. Chern. Soc. 1968, 90, 1940.R. A. Keller,1)

2)
tron spin.

the operator containing in the exchange mechanism is Independent of elec-

where Cih are the components of the unitary transformation diagonalizing

the spin Hamiltonian and Ph0 are the populating ratios for the donor

subievels in a molecular frame providing L Ph0=1. It can be expected that

the spin alignment is conserved during the T-T energy transfer, because

the mutual angle between the directions of the principal axes h of the

donor and k (k= x, y, and z) of the acceptor and I x hO> and
31
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Time-resolved EPR (TREPR) technique has made a significant

'contribution to our understanding of ~he short-lived and nonphos-

Institute for Chemical Reaction Science,

Tadaaki Ikoma, Kimio Akiyama, Shozo Tero-Kubota,

I I1MS I = 1 tran-

is enhanced

spectrum was

microwave. The

where E is

emission and A

the I 11 MS I = 2

transition. The

tlon of EAE at

absorption of

half and of AEA

spin polariza-

field half,

the low field

sitions show the

at the high-

b

c

a

However,

the absorp-

the elec-

Since tro-

Tohoku University,

Katahira 2-1-1, Sendai 980, Japan

and Yusaku Ikegami

Time-Resolved EPR studies on the Excited Triplet

States of Nonphosphorescent Troponoid Compounds
A2

20:00
-22:00

phorescent triplet (T1 ) states of various molecules.

pone (1) is a typical nonbenzenoid aromatic molecule,

tronic structure in the ground state and assignment of

tion spectrum have been the subject of much interest.

pounds in rigid glassy matrices.

Troponoid compounds were purified by distillation under

the nonphosphorescent character has prevented the investigation of

electronic structure in the T1 state of 1. In the present study,

we have succeeded to detect the Tl state of 1 and related com-

matrices of 2-methyltetrahydrofuran, ethanol, and 2,2,2-trifluoro-

zfs parameters

of I DI = 0.077 cm- i and lEI = 0.011 em-I. In various glassy

resulting in the

reproduced by

computer simula-

tlon (Figure 1d)

0.1 02 0.3 0.4 0.5
BIT

Figure 1. Observed (a-c) and simulated (d-f) TREPR

spectra for the T1 states of I, 2 and 3 irradiated

with .308 nm in a toluene glassy matrix at 77 K.

and/or recrystallization from cyclohexane before

solutions (0.01 mol dm- 3 ) were degassed byuse. The sample

reduced pressure

freeze-pump-thaw cycles and sealed in a quartz tube. A XeCl

excimer laser and a dye laser pumped by the excimer laser were

used as the light source.

The TREPR spectrum of the T1 state of 1 was clearly observed

in a toluene glassy matrix by the excimer laser irradiation at 77

K as shown in Figure 1a. The spectrum was obtained 0.5 ~s after

the laser pulse. A weak emissive signal at 0.15 T corresponds to

33

ethanol, similar TREPR spectra were observed, whereas a con-

ventional EPR spectrum and luminescence were never detected even

at 4.2 K in any matrices. As is distinct from simple 3nrr " carbo-

nyl molecules, little matrix dependence of the zfs parameters was

observed and suggesting the Tl state of 1 has nearly pure rr rr"

character. Relatively small I DI value and the narrow width (2 mT)

of the spectral component support the assignment.
34
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TREPR spectra of 2 and 3 exhibited little solvent dependence and

suggested that the T1 states of these molecules are pure Te Te·.

rescence. On the other hand. spectrum (Figure Ie) of 3 showed a

very different canonical points and polarities from those of other

two molecules. Furthermore. phosphorescence with some vibronic

progressions and decay rate constant of 30 s-l was observed. Doth

0.0 Tz
0.092 em-1

0.028 em-l

36

0.0 TZ•
n

__ •
n

_ 014 & Tz------

101 0.077 em-I 0.077 em-l
lEI 0.011 em-l 0.010 em-l

Therefore. we can determine the order of the

It can be assumed that the energy level of the out-of-

zero-field sublevel schemes and

relative population difference

(Pi) of I, 2 and 3.

E II B.

plane TZ sublevel locates at the lowest position in analogy with

Figure 3. Molecular axes and

ate signals of the canonical orientations gained in intensity

relative to the other signals (Figure 2a). In the excitation with

308 nm polarized by Glan-Thomson prism. the intensities of the

innermost pair.increased with E II D (Figure 2b). Intermediate

signals increased in the excitation by 357 nm with the light of E

II B correspond to those from the molecules aligned as Y II B.

Innermost signals are due to those from ht e molecules aligned as X

II B. since they are intensified in the excitation by 308 nm with

many 1l 1C * states.

triplet sublevels of 1 as shown in Figure 3. if the deviation of

the structure is relatively small in ht e T1 state. In the case of

other compounds. MPS experiment with appropriate wavelength laser

could determine zfs axes as shown in Fl'gure 3. The polarization

patterns of the TREPR spectra indicate that preferential popula-

tion occurs at the Tx sublevel during the intersystem crossing

process in all molecules. Th fe reason or the nonphosphorescent

character in the T1 states of 1 and 2 will be discussed in com

parison with MO calculations and decay kinetics.

•TeTe

From the theoretical calcula-

vector (E) of the light with 357

the irradiation of 1 with these

tion (MPS) spectra obtained from

nm was parallel to the static

magnetic field (D). the intermedi-

wavelengths. When the electric

transitions with different transi-

electric field. it has been clari-

can selectively excite these

tion dipole moment. Therefore. we

consists of two types of

spectrum induced by the external

tions and the dichromism of the

states by using the wavelengths of

357 and 308 nm. Figure 2 shows

time-resolved magnetophotoselec-

fied that the absorption band in

the region of 250 to 370 nm of 1

,
I
I
I
I,,,
: Ell B
I
I
I,
I
I
I
I
I,,,

"0;' 0.5

X Y Z
I I ,
I , ,

I , 'I , I

. I :

, , Ell B,

0.20.1

b

a

0.3
B/T

Figure 2. TREPR spectra of the T1

state of 1 in a toluene glassy

matrix excited with linearly

polarized laser lights of 357 nm

with Ell B (b)

with E II B (a) and of 308 nm

Zy X
ii'
I I
I I
I I

t+ 357nm : I

.~'I!';lr.lfI\E I
I
I
I
I,,,

~ 308nm:fE --""","'"
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The TREPR spectra of 2.3-benzotropone (2) and 4.5-benzotro

pone (3) were shown in Figure 1b and Ie. The T1 state character

of 2 is considered to be very similar to that of 1. since both

molecules show similar TREPR spectrum (Figure 1b) and nonphospho-
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2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Spectra were observed at 1 Jl S after 308 nm

d)

c)

laser excitation.

mixture.

Time resolved ESR spectra obtained in TE'II'O and

a) bezophenone, b) acetone, c)coronene, d) fluoranthene

Em.

Fig.i

a)

molecule-TE~lPO sys terns and summarized the resul ts as follows.

b)

systems, not only net emissive CIDEI' but also E/A, A and AlE patterns

of CIDEI' were obtained. We observed CiDEI' In many excited

(Tv
ESR

Spin polar ized

Several kinetic studies have been reported

Kinichi Obi and Akio Kawai

Department of Chemistry, Tokyo Institute of Technoiogy,

Ohokayama, Meguroku, Tokyo 152, Japan

Electron Spin Polarization

Generated in Singlet-Doublet and Triplet-Doublet Systems
A3

20:00
-22:00

(2.2,6,6-tetramethyl-l-piperidinyloxyl) systems.

Fig.l shows the tIme resolved ESR spectra of various molecule-TEMPO

photochemical processes.

method has an advantage to investigate the paramagnetic species but is

not applied the excited state quenching with free radical except for a

few works. l ,2) Time resoived ESR detects CIDEP which is generated

through the magnetic interactIon between paramagnetic species. We

applied the CIDEP studies to the quenching process of excited

molecules with radIcals and found out new mechanisms of CIDEP

generation in the excited molecule-radical interaction.

on the quenching of the lowest excited singlet (S 1) or triplet

state wi th free radicals, but its detail is not revealed yet.

Just after the pulsed photoirradiation, many kinds of short lived

exci ted molecules and intermediate species coexist interacting with

each other and play an obscure but important role in photophysical and

1. INTRODUCTION

TEIIPO was observed with E+E/A pattern in benzophenone and acetone

and fluoranthene systems. E and A mean emission and absorption.

respectively. Paul and his coworkers reported 21 the net emissive

CIDEP on radicals by Radical Tripiet Pair Mechanism (RTPM), but in our

systems, On the contrary. A+A/E pattern was observed in the coronene
Case 1.

Case 2.

<Systems>

molecules with long iived

Sl state and radical

molecules with high yield

of 1'1 state and radical

<CIDEI' pattern>

A + AlE

E + E/A

37
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To explain the ClDEP generation, we consider the triplet-radical pair

potentIal assuming J<O as shown in Fig.2. IQ 1/2>-11J 1/2> mixing in the none J region due to hyperF ine

interaction followed by reencounter of the pair, which is the similar

to S-TO mixing mechanism of Radical Pair Mechanism. We simulated the

spectra assuming initial state of the pair is quartet in TI quenching

whereas doublet state in Sl quenching, and J<O. Obtained results

showed EIA pattern In TI quenching and AlE pattern in S 1 quenching,

which are consistent with the experimental results.

According to the above discussion, we concluded the general rule of

CIDEP generation in the excited molecule-radical interaction as

>
CD
a:
UJ
z
UJ

10 312>
10 1/2>
10-1/21

10-3/21 T1 • DII2

T1 • D-lfz • To .01/2
T-l + 0112. To • O-uz
T-l • 0-1/2

T1-radical pair. lIyperfine dependence of CIDEP is explaIned by the

T
o

ID 1121

10-112>

R(triplet-radical)
•

follows.

<Process>

(1) SI quenchIng (doublet precursor RTPMj

<CIDEP pattern>

A + AlE

Flg.2 potentIal of triplet molecule and radical pair. (2) Tl quenching (quartet precursor RTPM) E + EIA

states show avoided crossing due to the zfs interaction of triplet

vanished owing to the quenching of T1 state with radicals. lienee, during

the course of dissociation of the pair, net emissive CIDEP is generated on

First, we dIscuss the net polarization.

molecule.

The IQ-3/2> and 10112>

As Paul suggested, doublet states of triplet-radical pair

<REFERENCES>

1) T. Imamura, O. Onitsuka, and K. Obi, J. Phys. Chern. 90, 6141 (1986).

2) C. BlattIer, F. Jent, and II. Paul, Chern. Phys. Lett. 166, 315 (1990).

radical, which is observed as the case 2 signal. On the other hand, if

the radical quenches the Sl state molecule, doublet states of Tl-radical

pair are generated due to Sl-TI enhanced intersystem crossing. This

initial condition of Tl-radical pair is opposite to that in above

mechanism, and hence produces the net absorptive CIDEP on radical with the

same mechanism. This is consistent with experimental results in case 1.

Secondly, we interpret the hyperfine dependence of CIDEP in the

39
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Time-resolved EPR Studies on the Short-lived

Triplet States Generated from the Intramolecular

Proton Transfer

Shozo Tero-Kubota, Tetsuji Noguchi, Kimio Akiyama,

An excimer laser (Lumonics lIE

-420, XeCl 308 nm) and a dye

laser (Lumonics HO-300) pumped

by the excimer laser were used

as the light source.

Figure la shows the TREPR

a

f..-
b E

o ~-rp

LI in MCH

spectrum obtained from the photo-

spectrum was. observed 0.5 )'S

lysis (308 nm) of.1, in an MCH

Theglassy matrix at 77 K.
Japan

Institute for Chemical Reaction Science,

Tohoku University, Katahira 2-1-1, Sendai 980,

and Yusaku Ikegami

spectra were assigned to be the

matrices using a time-resolved EPR

Tl states of the corresponding

0.50.4

The results

0.3

BIT

The clear magneto-

0.2

Fig.l Observed (a) and simu
lated(b) TREPR spectra gener
ated from the ESIPT in l.- in
a methylcyclohexane glassy
matrix at 77 K.

,

0.1The zfs

The presence of the keto tautomer of ,.e, in protic

When the electric vector (E) of the light was perpen-

photoselection(MPS) spectra were obtained by the dye laser pho

tolysis with 442 nm in an EPA glassy matrix at 77 K as shown in

after the laser pulse.

absorption in the region of 410 - 460 nm.

solvents was revealed by the appearance of a long wavelength

the keto tautomer generated by ESIPT.

Direct excitation·measurement of the keto tautomer of ~ was

examined to determine the direction of the principal axes of the

indicate that the direction of the transition moment for the

parameters ID[ = 0.072 and lEI =

0.016 cm- l were determined from

dicular to the static magnetic field (B), the innermost (Y) and

intermediate (Z) pairs were measured. On the other hand, only

zfs tensor.

outermost (X) signals were detected with E II B.

the spectral simulation (Fig. lb).

The polarization pattern and the

Fig. 2.

1zfs parameters Were similar to those of the related molecules.

The transient spectrum can be assigned to the Tl ( nno) state of
(Tl ) states of phenylsalicylideneani

(2) in glassy
~

The principal axes of the zero-field

In the present paper, we detected the

The observed

Direct excitation with a dye laser of the keto

2-(N-phenylacetimidoyl)-1-naphtholand(1),...

lection spectra (MPS).

the short lifetime.

tautomer of ~ was also examined obtaining clear magnetophotose-

splitting (ZFS) tensor was determined from the results of the MPS

measurements and semi-empirical PPP SCF-MO calculations.

TREPR measurements were carried out by using an X-band EPR

spectrometer (Varian E-l09E) without field modulation at 77 K.

short-lived excited triplet

line

keto tautomer.

(TREPR) method.

Although much attention has been paid to study the interme

diates in the excited state intramolecular proton transfer

(ESIPT) of photochromic free Schiff bases, there has been little

investigation on the triplet states generated during the process.

This is attributed to the non or very weak phosphorescence and
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the definite directions of the zfs principal axes cannot be

We carried out the semi-empirical SCF-MO calculations, since

Sl( nn o ) excitation of the keto form is parallel to one of the

principal axis (X) of the zfs tensor.

assigned basing upon the above results. Wave functions were

o HN-¢

CI~
Z

o HN-¢

cXt~
Z L

constructed from semiempirical PPP type LCAO MOs by including
__-1>.X 0.0421 cm-'

X 0.0453 cm-'

configurations arising from all the singlet excitations relative

the transition moment for the Sl excitation deviates 30°+ 5° from

to the ground state. The result suggests that the direction of

__......Z - 0.0453 em-I

0.83
~ ....... y - 0.0033 cm-'

0.17
"-....__.J.Z - 0.0421 em-I

that of the long axis for naphthalene moiety.
D = -tz = 0.0632 em-I

E = !(Y-X) =-0.0243 cm-'

Scheme I

It is obtained from the semiempirical PPP

D = 0.0680 cm-'

E =-0.0194 em-I

Since the keto-enol equilibrium lies in favor of the enol

44

in the keto form.

calculations that the Sl transition moment of the enol form is

nearly parallel to the long axis of the naphthalene moiety.

the excitation with the polarized light E II B (Fig. 3). The

result suggests that the direction of the transition moment of

1) S.Tero-Kubota, K.Migita. K.Akiyama, and Y.Ikegami. J.Chem.Soc.

Chem.Commun. (1988) 1067.

the Si(nno) state in the enol tautomer deviates from the X axis

form in nonpolar solvents, the Tl state generated from the ESIPT

in ~ was also detected by the irradiation with 384 nm (Fig. 3).

The intensities of the outermost and innermost pairs increased by

0.5

Zfs sublevels

X Z
""A ""t-......--!\:'

E """""""

E

are depicted in Scheme I.

and the spin polarization

0.3
BIT

Fig.3 Triplet TREPR spectra
obtained by the excitation
with the polarized light (384
nm) of the enol form of 2 in
a methylcyclohexane glasOlY
matrix at 77 K: (a) E.I. Band
(b)EIIB.

a

b
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c

a

Fig. 2 Triplet TREPR spectra
generated by the direct exci
tation with the polarized
light (442 nm) of the keto
tautomer of ~ in EPA matrix at
77 K: (a) EJ. B and (b) E 1/ B.
(c) The simulated spectrum for
the rondomly oriented sample.
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The CI DN P intensity of triphenylamine-sensitized
isomerization of trans-stilbene is measured. The CIDNP
studies carried out by Kruppa et al. show that this
reaction takes place via a radical ion pair. 1,2) (Scheme 1 )
In this case, the effect of Coulomb force between the
positive and negative radical components of each radical
pair is important in the diffusional motion of radicals. In
order to examine the effect of Coulomb force in the
diffusional motion of radicals, the solvent polarity effect
of the CIDNP intensity is measured. Theoretical analysis
using a stochastic Liouville equation including the effect of
Coulomb force in the diffusional motion is carried out.

. ,. I . , , . I , .. , I ' ... I , , ' , I ,. , , ! , , •• I , ' , , I , . , , /, , •. I , . , , I , , . , ! • , , , I , ,.. I ' . , , I , , ., I .. , . I, ,
ao LO 10 LO iO to 10 to 1.0

Fig. 1 1H CIDNP in trans-cis isomerization of stilbene in the presence
of triphenylamine. The enhanced absorption is measured at the peak
of cis-stilbene. (a) before irradiation, (b) in the presence of light, (c)
after irradiation.

(b)~ gnhanced ahsorplion

I, II (a)
------'~--~-

Effect of Coulomb Force on Diffusion as Studied
by CIDNP Intensities of Photo-Induced Electron
Transfer Reactions of trans-Stilbene

Takafumi Aizawa, Tomonori Sakata, Kiminori Maeda, Tohro Azumi
Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Tohoku University,

. Sendai 980, Japan

A-5
20:00

-22:00

Scheme 1 Reaction scheme of photo-induced electron transfer
reactions of trans-stilbene. Triphenylamine is used as a donor. ISC,
intersystem crossing, depends on the nuclear spin, so CIDNP is
observed at the peak of cis-stilbene.
45 46

low)high

Fig. 2 CIDNP intensities at the peak of cis-stilbene. The CIDNP
intensity gets large as the solvent permittivity decreases.

The CIDNP intensities (enhanced absorption for cis
stilbene, see Fig. 1) are measured in solvents of various
permittivities. The sample is mixture of 0.02M trans
stilbene and 0.02M triphenylamine. We change the solvent
permittivity by varying the mixing ratio of acetonitrile-d3
( Er=37.5) and benzene-d6 ( cr=2.28 ) .
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(b)

Fig. 2 shows the effect of' the solvent permittivity on
the proton of cis-stilbene. It is clear that the CIDNP
intensity increases as the permittivity of solvent
decreases. The CIDNP intensities are determined by both
the amount of product and the enhancement factor;
however, this experiment is not capable of distinguishing
these two factors. Therefore, another experiment was
designed to discriminate the two effects. The results show
that the enhancement factor is almost independent of the
solvent permittivity and only the yield of the reaction
product increases with decreasing the solvent permittivity.

This observation is analyzed theoretically by means of a
stochastic Liouville equation,

ap(t) =_iWp(t) + Dfp(t) + Kp(t)
at

where p(t) is the spin density matrix of the radical pair,
HX is the spin Hamiltonian, K is the reaction operator, and r
is the diffusion operator. The diffusion operator is
expressed as follows:

,

f = V2 + V\_l)U
kT

The 'second term is added in order to include the effect of
Coulomb force.

The results of the calculation are shown in Fig. 3. As the
solvent permittivity decreases, the yield of the reaction
product first increases (higher permittivity region), and
then decreases (lower permittivity region). As the solvent
permittivity decreases, the effect of Coulomb attractive
force increases. In higher permittivity region as the
solvent permittivity decreases the probability of
reencounter increases. As a result the yield increases. In
lower permittivity region as the solvent permittivity
decreases the probability of intersystem crossing
decreases. So the yield decreases.
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6.0 5.0
(a)
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,
I

20 30 40 10 20 30
q- q-

Fig. 3 The results of the calculation. (a) the yield of the reaction
product, (b) enhancement factor

The behavior observed experimentally is in accord with
theoretical calculations in higher permittivity region. In
this region the increase of the probability of reencounter
at higher permittivity is more important than the
suppression of the probability of intersystem crossing. The
Coulomb force affects more to increase the probability of
reencounter than to suppress the probability of
intersystem crossing.

In conclusion Coulomb force between radicals affects the
diffusional motion of radicals. In the present system by
the· effect of Coulomb force the yield of the reaction
product increases as the permittivity of solvent decreases.

References
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CIDEP and CIDNP studies on such reactions as to be influenced by

We

Fig.

Weak

*" "

micelle

chromone

earliest

The reaction

a-keto alkyl

but also the

tri-n-butylstannane

aromatic ketones.

" ,,* triplet states of

This radical can be assigned 10 the

This was not only one of the

such as Et 3GeH and

" ,,* triplet states of

This reaction occurs through Eq.6 of Fig. 3.

hydrogen-donors

It Is noteworthy that the signals of this

a-keto alkyl radical, which Is also produced through the

triplel slale of chromone as shown by Eq.4 of Fig. 3.

in Fig. 2(Cl.

type

Iriplet xanthone with triethylgermane (Et 3GeH) in an SDS

AG-ii

locate close to each other, we have also studied Its reaction with

We have also found the formation of cyclohexadlenyl-type

In the presence of Bu3SnH, we have found a new radical

50

Bu
3

SnH in 2-propanol with the aid of a CIDEP technique [61.

observation of spin-correlated radical pairs

radical can also be seen in the spectrum measured without Bu 3SnH

as shown In Fig. 2(Bl. This reaction occurs through Eq.2 of

hydrogen abstraction reactions of triplet ketones.

as shown in Fig. I [31.

radicals in the reactions of acetophenone and 2-acetonaphthone [41

first report on the formation of non-ketyl radicals in the

Fig. 3. This series of CIDEP studies has revealed that the hydro-

signals due to the cyclohexadlenyl-type radical were also observed

and that of benzyl-type radicals in those of flavones [51.

have found that these novel radicals can be formed with hydrlde-

scheme Is represented by Eq.l of Fig. 3.

2 shows observed CIDEP spectra. In the absence of Bu3SnH, the

signals due to the 2-propanol (Diagram a of Fig. 2(All and ketyl

(Bu3SnHl through the

S i nee the lowes t n :n; * and

(Diagram b of Fig. 2(Al) radicals were observed.

(Diagram c of Fig. 2(Cll.

" ,,* Triplet

H
30 G

In 1985, we found a peculiar CIDEP

H-HFC
39.1 Gx2+14.1 G+10.9G + 3.1 G

c

Wako, Saltama 351-01, Japan

Chofu, Tokyo 182, Japan
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States of Aromatic Ketones

Formation of Novel Radicals from the

CIDEP spectrum observed at 1.5 ~s after excitation of
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In the course of the studies of magnetic field effects on
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H

the SDS micellar solution containing xanthone and Et 3GeH [31.

Fi g. 1.

external magnetic fields.

spectrum due to a cyclohexadienyl-type radical in the reaction of

photochemical reactions in solution [1, 2], we have carried out



a gen abstraction of triplet ketones can occur at C-atoms other than

the carbonyl-oxygen with the reactions of not only hydride-type

hydrogen donors but also usual ones such as 2-propanol.

(6)

(5)

(3)

(4)

CO
~H •

I A I + .{C~2COH
.0

o
hv ~

-.";"",,"'.- H~O)

o

-{
o:::r~ + Bu,Sno

hv a-keto (X.)
... BU3SnH 8

Jm* 0

co-~ ... BU3Sn.
A 0 H .

~-keto

o

CO... I
A 0

o

CO~ I'" (CH,lzCHOH 3hv
A O rut'

In 2-propanol with Bu,SnH

Reaction scheme of triplet chromone with and withoutFig. 3.

In 2.propanol without BuaSnH

(A1

Abs.

I
1

Em.

Abs.

I
1

Em.

a

140 G
H

(C)

Bu 3SnH In 2-propanol
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Intramolecular hydrogen abstraction reaction of a polymethylene linked
xanthone and xanthene (XO-(n)-XH2 n=3,6,12) was investigated by using

chemically induced dynamic nuclear and electron polarization (CIDNP and
CIDEP) methods. In this system, the biradical lifetime has been obtained from the
transient absorption, and the effect of the exchange interaction was suggested
mainly from the magnetic field effects of the biradicallifetime. J) But it is difficult
to measure the exact value of the exchange integral with using the optical methods.
In this study, the exchange integral J between the two terminal radicals of the
polymethylene linked system is obtained from both of the simulation of the radical
pair CIDEP spectrum and the magnetic field effect of the low field CIDNP
respectively.

The CIDEP spectrum of XO-(I2)-XH2 at -60°C is shown in Figure I. This

CIDEP spectrum cannot be interpreted either by the conventional radical pair
mechanism or by the triplet mechanism and can be simulated based on the spin
correlated radical pair CIDEP mechanism. In the simulation process of this
CIDEP, we used the spin correlated CIDEP theory shown in Figure 2 modified
with (al the fast population relaxation between the central S-TO mixed state,2) (b)

the contribution from the triplet mechanism, and (c)hyperfine line dependent line
width. 3) We changed J value as the fitting parameter and simulate the observed
spectrum. The observed spectrum can be reproduced well with
-0.0 > J > -0. I8mT. Figure I b is an example of the simulation spectrum with

A-7
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-22:00

CIDNP and CIDEP Studies of Intramolecular
Hydrogen Abstraction Reaction of
Polymethylene linked System.
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J=-O.lmT, a=6.5 x lO-3. The rmite value of a means that the triplet mechanism

exists in the spin correlated radical pair CIDEP spectrum. The agreement between
the calculated and observed CIDEP is very good. From the simulation the
effective J value of the intermediate biradical is determined for the three different
polymethylene chains.

The low field ClDNP spectrum of XO-(3)-XH2 below 25mT shows total
emission pattern. In Figure 3, the spectrum measured at 5mT is depicted
for example. The pattern is totally different from that measured in high
magnetic field (2.5T) reported previously. The spectrum in high field is
satisfactorily explained by the $-TO mixing mechanism and the Kaptein's

rule is used for the assignment of the observed peaks. The total emission
feature in low field, on the contrary, can be explained well by the $-T_

mixing mechanism. In the biradical system, the exchange integral J value
is significant because of restriction of interradical diffusion and the $-L

mixing is effective. In ref.3 we have assigned the peak at 4.5 ppm to the
methine proton of intramolecular geminate recombination product from the
high field CIDNP spectrum.

The magnetic field dependence of the CIDNP signal intensity of this peak is
shown in Figure 4. We simulated the magnetic field effect curve with the
stochastic Liouville method. For the simulation spectrum, the reported hyperfine
coupling constants of the individual radicals are used. The difference of the g
values between XOH and XH is too small to be determined from the CIDEP
spectrum in the hydrogen abstraction reaction of free xanthone from the xanthene.
The same g value (2.00331) for the two radicals was used. The hyperfme coupling
constant A=1.264 mT and the parameter Jo=-9.48 x 108 mT4) from the literature

and a = 1.80 A-I as the fitting parameter. The effective diffusion constant
calculated from the solvent viscosity 5 x 10-5 is used for the effective diffusion
constant D'. We used the kinetic parameter kr=1.0 x 108 s-I and ks=1.0 x 106 s-I.

They are almost the same with the other work and the curve of the magnetic field
effect is not sensitive to such kinetic parameters.

The magnetic field effect of the CIDNP polarization in XO-(n)-XH2

n=3 6 12 is shown in Figure 4. The curve of the magnetic field effect is
nor~~lized by the peak intensity. The peak positions of the magnetic field
effects shift to high field with decreasing the chain length n. This shift
indicates that the IJI value increases with the decrease of the chain length.
The probability function PO(r) of the interradical distance in the

4) K.nler,F.J.J. ;S.gdeev, R. Z. ;K.plein,R. Chem.Phys.Lell. 1978, 58, 334.
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Figure 3
The CIDNP spectrum of XO-(3)-XH2 in the magnetic field 5mT.
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Figure 2
Spin correlated radical pair CIDEP theory.
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equiribrium shows that the mean distance between the radicals (XOH and
XH) increases with the increase of chain length.

The IJefri value of the XO-(n)-XH2 determined from the magnetic field

dependence of the low CIDNP intensity and spin correlated CIDEP methods
are shown in Table 1. Both of the methods shows increasing of the absolute
IJI value with decreasing of the polymethylene chain length n. But the
absolute IJI value observed from low field CIDNP is larger than that of spin
correlated CIDEP spectrum. This difference suggests that the two methods
observe different components of biradicals; CIDEP method can observe the
conformers which have longer interradical distance, and CIDNP is sensitive
to those of relative shorter distance.

From Table I IJ eff! is shifted to larger value in shorter interradical

chain length. Recently Tanimoto et. al. reported the magnetic field effects
on the biradical lifetime in this system. They suggested that the chainlength
dependence of the biradical lifetime is the effect of the change of the IJI
value. Mainly the decay of the biradical is caused by the geminate
recombination between the terminal radicals. The geminate recombination
products, which shows CIDNP, is formed through the geminate
recombination process concerned with the decay of the biradicals.
Therefore the IJ effl from CIDNP seems to be better to explain the

chainlength dependence of the magnetic field effect of biradical lifetimes.
Indeed, the shift of the J value obtained from CIDEP is so small that it is
difficult to explain the result of the transient absorption, but the shift of the
IJeff! obtained from CIDNP is larger than that of CIDEP and more explanable

to the chainlength dependence of the magnetic field effect .

Table1
The effective J values obtained from the CIDEP spectrum and the magnetic field
effect of CIDNP.

n=3

n=6 0.28 - 0.38 1.5 - 2.5 o 5 10 15 20
Magnetic field/mT

n=12

55

- 0.18 1.3 - 1.7
Figure 4
Magnetic field effect of CIDNP intensity.
(a) XO-(3)-XH2 ,tb) XO-(6)-XH2 , (c)XO-(l2)-XH2·
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On the Fonnation of Aminoxyl Radicals from 5,5,-Dimethyl

l-pyrroline-N-oxide and Implications to Its Biological

Applications

Tautorner..

Keisuke MAKINO, Akifumi HAG!, Hiroshi IDE, and Akira

MURAKAMI

1·hyd roxy-S,S-d Imet hyl-1-py rrolld-2-one

( HDMPN )
2- hyd roxy-S,S-d Imel hyl-1-pyrroll ne- N-ox Ide

( HDMPO )

Fig. 2 Overall reactions of DMPO in the presence of Fe(ID).

Fig. 1 Compounds produced from DMPO through DMPO-Fe(Ill).
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Masatoshi NISHI

Detailed studies have been carried out to elucidate fonnation mechanism of

unidentified background ESR signals obtained when 5,5-dimethyl-l-pyrroline-N

oxide (DMPO) is used in biological systems as a spin trap. Such ESR signals

remaining unidentified have been found to arise particularly in the Fenton

systems. In the present study, therefore, we have explored reaction of DMPO in

the presence of ferric ion.

A reaction mixture composed of DMPO and ferric ion was separated by

reversed-phase HPLC (RPLC). From NMR, MS and IR measurements of the

main RPLC peak, l-hydroxy-5,5-dimethyl-l-pyrrolid-2-one (HDMPN) was

found to be produced. The detailed 1H-NMR and MS fragmentation studies

indicated that less amount of 2-hydroxy-5,5-dimethyl-l-pyrroline-N-oxide

(HDMPO) was also produced in the same sample. HDMPN and HDMPO are

the tautomers with each other (Fig.l). In order to elucidate oxidation

mechanism converting DMPO to HDMPN, ESR measurement was carried out.

In an aqueous DMPO solution containing ferric ion, DMPO-OH was produced

and addition of methanol to this solution led to DMPO-OCH3 adduct. This result

implies that DMPO-OH is formed by the nucleophilic attack of water to
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DMPO [1]. Also it was found that oxidative conversion of DMPO to HDMPN

was accelerated by the addition of ferric ion to sonicated aqueous DMPO solution

which contains both DMPO and DMPO-OH. The reaction intermediate, from

which HDMPO and HDMPN formed, was, therefore, found to be DMPO-OH

(Fig.2). Unidentified background ESR signals in biological systems were

consistent with nitroxide radicals (HDMPO-OH and DMPOX) that were oxidized

HDMPO and HDMPN by hydroxyl radical (Fig.2). Conclusively it has been

elucidated that in the system, DMPO-Fe(III) complex is immediately formed and

through the reactions due to this complex, DMPO-OH is produced by

nucleophilic addition of water molecules, which is further deprotoned to produce

oxidation products. These products have been found here to give rise to such

background ESR signals.

Also, we investigated fundamental reactions of various analogous spin traps

such as 2,5,5-trimethyl-I-pyrroline-N-oxide (M3PO) and 3,3,5,5-tetramethyl-I

pyrroline-N-oxide (M4PO). (Fig.3) M3PO was not subjected to the reactions

described above, because of CH3 group at C2. M4PO was degraded at the lower

rate due to the CH3 groups at C3. These results are consistent with the above

conclusion.

Fig. 3 Spin traps studied In the present study.

In summary, we would stress that in the presence of Fe(III), DMPO-OH is

produced through the formation of DMPO-Fe(III) complex followed by the

nucleophilic addition of water molecule to the DMPO and the elimination of
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hydrogen atom. This will result in the misleading ESR signals. Also, it has

been found that DMPO-OH is an intermediate for the production of HDMPO and

HDMPN which will give rise to ESR signals in the presence of oxidative species.

This also makes it difficult to analyze ESR signals obtained. Since these series of

reactions are accelerated when H202 coexists in the systems, assignment of each

ESR signal obtained in systems such as some biological samples should be carried

out extremely carefully. Such undesirable reactions could be prevented by using

spin traps which have CH3 at C2.

Reference
[1] K. Makino, T. Hagiwara, A. Hagi, M. Nishi, and A. Murakami, BBRC, 172
(1990) 1073.
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decays very

b

radical signal

a

states via two-photon

processes)) Fig.2 shows the

time profiles of the CIDEP

signals of the benzil ketyl and

benzoyl radicals. The benzoyl

3015

bubbling

IS M 5
triplet lifetimes under • ;&

Fig.3, Time profiles of the CIDEP
conditions signals of ketyl radical under oxygen

bubbling, a) -10°C, b) -40°C

a b

d

Fig.2, Time profiles of the
CIDEPsignals. Benzil ketyl,
a) -IO°C.b) -40°C, c) -70°C,
benzoyl radical d), under
nitrogen bubbling

rapidly presumably because of a

very fast spin-lattice relaxation

time, but the decay of the ketyl

signal is very slow. In addition

to the emissive signals observed immediately after the photolysis

there is a slow rising component in the ketyl signal. This slow

component becomes quite evident at lower temperatures as shown

in Fig.2. Here we try to clarify the mechanism to produce this slow

component.

It was recently suggested by Bl;;':ttler et al. 2 ) that such a slow

rising polarization might be produced by the encounter between

the radical and triplet molecule (Radical Triplet Pair Mechanism,

RTPM). We first consider this possibility. Since this mechanism

req uires the presence of relatively

oxygen

becomes 0.2 and 0.3 J.lS at -10

long-lived triplet state, we

have compared the CIDEP

signals under nitrogen and

oxygen bubbling conditions.

The triplet state of benzil is

quenched effectively by oxygen

and the

are

cannot be

basis of the

intensi ties

but

signal

mechanism) ,

the

propose that the reactions take

place from h~gher excited triplet

proportional to the square of the

intensity of the excitation laser.

These observations led us to

reactions from the T I state of

explained on the

Masahiro Mukai, Seigo Yamauchi+ and Noboru Hirota

Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science

Kyoto University, Kyoto 606, Japan

CIDEP of BenzU

5G

Fig.I, CIDEP spectrum of
benzil in 2-propanol

a) observed, b) Simulated

A9
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b) benzil, because absorptive signals

l are expected for the reactions
Emi

from TI benzil. It was found that

.
(Ph-CO-CO-Ph)* ---------------~ 2 Ph-CO

(CH3)2CHOH •
(Ph-CO-CO-Ph)* ---------------~ Ph-C(OH)-CO-Ph

The TREPR spectra of both radicals show emissive signals (Fig.I).

tripletThis polarization is considered to be due to TM
a)

CIDEP studies of benzil in 2-propanol have shown anomalous

polarizations of the radicals involved)) Transient radicals detected

by TREPR(time-resolved EPR) are benzoyl and benzil ketyl radicals

produced by the following reactions,
hv

Ph-CO-CO-Ph -----------------~ (Ph-CO-CO-Ph)*
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and -40 ·C, respectively. They are about fifty times shorter than

those under nitrogen bubbling conditions. As shown in Fig.3 the

time profiles of the ketyl signals under oxygen bubbling conditions

also show slow rising components as under nitrogen bubbling

conditions, though the rise times as well as the signal intensities

somewhat decreased. This result clearly indicates that the RTPM

cannot account for the slow rising polarization entirely, though it

may contribute partly.

Next we consider the free pair RPM (Radical Pair

Mechanism) .3) Both benzoyl and benzil ketyl radicals are stable and

. long-lived. Since the g value difference between the benzoyl and

the ketyl radicals is significantly large, it is possible to obtain a

relatively large emissive signal of the benzil kety!. In this case the

benzoyl radical is expected to give an absorptive signal. The

absorptive signal was not detected experimentally, but this

observation may be rationalized on the basis of a very short spin

risingslowthe

the free pair RPM is most likely

to be the main mechanism to

64
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15 30 45/'5

Fig.5, The dependence of
the time profile of the benzil
ketyl signal on the laser intensity

in solution. The time profile of the slow rise and decay are also

affected by the laser intensity as shown in Fig.5. These observations

are considered to be consistent with the free pair RPM.

In conclution we think that

produce

(1) M.Mukai,S.Yamauchi and N .Hirota,J.Phys.Chem.93( 1989) 4411

(2) C.Blattier ,F.Jent and H.Paul,Chem.Phys.Lett.166( 1990) 375

(3) J .B.Pedersen,J.Chem .Phys.59( 1973) 2656

in the photolysis of benzi!.

emissive polarization observed

References

+ present address

Institute for Chemical reaction Science,

Tohoku University, Sendai 920, Japan

betoconsidered
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satisfactory. The rise and decay of the

ketyl signal become very slow at low

temperatures as shown in Fig.2.

indicating that the polarization is

dependent on the diffusion process

spectra are

lattice relaxation time of the benzoyl

radical. The spectrum simulated for

the benzil ketyl radical by the RPM is

shown in Fig.4 together with the

spectrum observed at 20l1S after

photolysis. The agreement between

the observed and the simulated

lOGa)

Fig.4, Spectrum of the
benzil ketyl at a longer time
a) observed at t=2011s
b) simulated by the RPM
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concentrations of Xn and SDS in distilled water were 1 x 10- 3 M

an excimer laser (}-..= 308 nm) was used for the excitation. The

10- 3 1;), 2,6-di-t.-butylphenol (DTBP), 2,4,6-tri-t.-butylphenol

AIO
20:00
-22:00

Investigation of Novel Radical Pair Interaction:

Ionic System and Micellar System.

Hisao Hurai, Hidekazu Honma, Natsuo Ishiwata and

and 5 x 10- 2 1;, respectively. As the phenol derivatives (1 x

Keiji Kuwata (TTBP) and 2,6-di-t.-butyl-Jrcresol (DTBC) were employed.

Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science,

Osaka University, Toyonaka, Osaka 560, Japan
1) Enhanced S-T_, Mixing of Radical Ion Pair"

Fig. la shows the CIDEP spectrum observed in the photolysis

of TMPD in the presence of the high concentration of MA (3 x 10- 2Recent development of CIDEP studies is clarifying the

details of the radical pair interactions as the important initial M) in 2-propanol. This spectrum is assigned to the anion radical

steps of chemical reaction. These interactions are also known to of MA, and the polarization pattern is explained by the

be the cause of the external magnetic field effects on chemical superposition of an E/A pattern of the RPM (S-To mixing) on the

reaction. The investigation of radical pair interactions, emissive TM. It is concluded that this reaction takes place via

however, has not been completed yet. In this presentation, quite the excited triplet state of TMPD.

anhydride (MA), and an ionic interaction between two geminate

at 295 K

O.6~mT ll!

(a)
Abs.

t
Em.

samethe

MA

almost

+

show

Ib shows the CIDEP spectrum observed under the

3TMPD-

lines

Fig.

MA (5 x 10-. M). As shown in this

condition of the low concentration of

field

figure '. the low and middle resonant

maleicwith(TMPD)

In the second system, a new information

N, N, N', N'-tetramethyl- Jrphenylenediamine

independent systems.

of radical pair formed in the photoreaction of xanthone (Xn) with

radicals is postulated.

novel phenomena of radical pair interactions observed by the aid

of a time-resolved ESR technique will be given concerning two

First system is the photooxidation of

Inphenol derivatives in well known SDS micelles is presented.

both systems, the exchange interaction may play an important role.

intensity, while the highest one almost

disappears or shows a weak E/A shape.
0.3-'0.7 ps

A DC detected X-band time-resolved ESR spectrometer and a

H ~I

at 295K

O.64mT ,,

66

trESR spectra of
MA-·.

Em.

(b)
Abs.

1

Fig. 1.Under

5 x 10-' M), the

the contribution of

reaction rate.it ref lected the

polarization pattern did not alter, and

MA (2 x 10- 3

the rise of the signal depended on the

Under the low concentration region of

concentration of MA, probably because

these conditions,

The

In the first

In the second system,

10-' to 3 X 10- 2 M.

(or a transient memory combined with a

The concentration of TMPD was 1.2 x 10- 2 M.

concentration of HA was varied from 5 x

2-Propanol was mainly used as the solvent.

65

source.

boxcar integrator

computer) were used for the CIDEP measurements.

system, an excimer laser(~= 351 nm) was mainly used for the light
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the ratio of the emissive 'I'M-like component and the E/A pattern

'I'M to the emissive component is unlikely. In fact, the plots of shown in

phenomena

Fig.

were

2b. The same

observed when TTBP
D T B P-Xn in

a )

SDS

1.0-1.2 )ls

component versus MA concentration indicate that the 'I'M and DTBC were used. The unusual

contributes to the emissive component under only the high spectrum shape (2) was finally
• I O.T

I )

low concentration of MA is due to the S-'I'_1 mixing of the radical

proposed that the emissive component under the condition of the \j'J

f\C)

b )

The

twomiddle

added) .

between

is

relaxation

(Fig. 2c where a slight emissive

mixed states to the calculation

component

reproduced by introducing quick

phenomenon (2) in an SDS micelle

:
i

'[TMPD+ •

At this stage it is tentatively

: S-To >
)

S-T_ 1

'[TMPD+'

ion pair.

concentration region of MA.

The S-T-1 mixing may be enhanced by the coulombic is very similar to that reported Fig. 2. Observed and simulated
spectra of radical pair.

interaction of the geminately formed ion radicals. It should be in the system of methylene linked

noted that the S-'I'-1 mixing occurs even under the conditions of biradicals 2
) • This fast relaxation must have something to do

small hfc of radicals, the ordinary non-viscous solvent such as with the exchage interaction between two spins.

2-propanol, and also at room temperature in this particular

system.

It is noteworthy that the radical pairs in micelles reported

so far show the conversion of the spectrum to the normal S-To

mixing (an E/A pattern)3', while no S-To mixing appears in this
2) Special Radical Pair in an SDS Micelle

system. The preservation of the spectral pattern (1) implies

the photolysis of xanthone and DTBP in an SDS micelle in aqueous

Fig. 2a shows the trESR spectrum of radical pair observed in

solution. In this system, Xn exclusively reacts with DTBP to
I

that the diffusional motion of these particular radical pair

systems is anomalously slow in the restraint environment.

form metastable radical pair in the micelle. R.eferences

[1 J Preliminary report appeared in 29th ESR symposium at Tokyo

['Xn· + DTBPJ1n sos ~ 3['XnH / 'DTBPxJ1n SDS
(1990).

where •XnH and •DTBPx denote xanthone kety 1 radical and di - t.- [2J M. Terazima, K. Maeda, T. Azumi, Y. Tanimoto, N. Okada and M.

butylphenoxy radical, respectively. Itoh, Clzem. Plzys• .letters, (1989) 164, 562.

There are two distinct points which are newly discovered in [3 J Y. Sakaguchi, H. Hayashi, H. Murai and Y. J. I' Haya, Clzem.

this system. (1) the signal decayed for a few)ls with keeping Phys• .letters, (1984) 110, 275; Y. Sakaguchi, H. Hayashi, H.

A10-iii

spectrum by the ordinary assumption of radical pair failed as
67

I
the same spectrum pattern. (2) The calculation trial of this i

t

Murai, Y. J. I'Haya and K. Mochida,

(1985) 120, 401.
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of this magnetic field effect as due to motional shift rather

than the shrinking of the end-to-end distance.

In this work, we measured the magnetic field effect

(MFE) of CIDNP on the photocleavage of cyclodecanone in various

A-ll
20:00

-22:00

Temperature Dependence of the Magnetic Field Effect of the

CIDNP in the Photocleavage of Cycloalkanone

Naotoshi Suzuki, Kiminori Maeda, Qing-Xiang Meng,

Kouei Suzuki, Masahide Terazimat, Tohru Azumi.

higher temperature. They explained the temperature dependence

Department of Chemistry,Faculty of Science, Tohoku

temperatures, and determined the effective J value of the

biradicals in each temperature from the peak position of the

Liouville equation4 , and discuss the cause of the temperature

University, Sendai 980, Japan

t Present addrss: Department of Chemistry,Faculty of

MFE of CIDNP. We simulated this curve with a stochastic

Science, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan
effect.

We used sample flow system in order to measure the

Biradicals generated from the Norrish type I reaction of magnetic field effect of CIDNP. The measurement is performed

cycloalkanone have been well investigatied. In this system the at -9 ,4 ,23 ,40 ·C. The NMR spectrum before and during light

biradical chain dynamics is connected with the spin dynamics irradiation of cyclodecanone are shown in Fig.i. All peaks of

biradical lifetimes in the substituted cycloalkanone, and

is very important for the reaction of biradicals.

discuss the mechanism of intersystem crossing from Arrhenius

100·

o -g"C

(I 40'C

B/mT
Fig 2 The teaperalure de:pendece: or KFE on ClOMP or
cy~lodecanone at -g'C and 40'C ,solid curve: is simulation
spectru. with parneters shown in Table;2.:

Emi _.A

23

~,

~
a/ppm I

I

This fact indicate that S-T_ mixing

mainly contributes to the intersystem crossing.
,.---~--_---.::..:'-

spectrum are emissive.

Fig I NKR Spe:ctUI or cyclode:canone {O,03 KJ in chlorororll-d- al II
roo. tellperature: tal bdore the light ,irradiation, (b)
during the ,light irradiation in the aagnetic field 8=8011.

So the interradical distance

Recently we found an evidence of the shrinking of

This temperature dependence is caused by the

biradical.

Wang et al. reported the temperature dependence of the

temperature dependence of the mean end to end distance of the

Staerk et al. recently reported the temperature dependence of

the intermediate biradicals in the polymethylene linked systems

through the simulation of the radical pair CIDEP spectrum
2

1plots .

through the exchange ~ntegral J.

the magnetic field effect on reaction yield of radical ion pair

linked with polymethylene chain 3 . The peak position of We observed the temperature dependence of magnetic field effect

magnetic field effect curve shifts to the higher field at the
on CIDNP signal of peak A marked in Fig.I. The temperature
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dependence of MFE of CIDNP of cyclodecanone is shown in Fig.2. ditribution function plays an important role. The distribution

The peak position of the MFE curve shifts to higher field at function is calculated by the following method. The only three

higher temperature. When the exchange interaction is negative conformations around the C-C bond is taken into account in the

and relatively large compared with the hyperfine interaction, polymethylene chain. The all conformations of the

mixing and the maximum nuclear polarization must arise in the

effective exchange integral Jeff is related with the magnetic

field B which.cause resonance in T -S mixing, asmax

g"'BBmax = 2Jeff ·

Therefore we can obtain the effective IJeffl value from the Parameters

We simulate

The results show that temperature dependece of

the MFE of CIDNP with this distribution function,

polymethylene chain are counted up. The distribution function

the mean interradical distance r is small, but none the lessav

conformations.

temperature from the Boltzmann factor of individual

meaningful.; r (40'C)~9,15A, r (-9'C) ~ 9.29A.
av av

at an interradical distance r can be obtained at any

So the

The maximum T_-8

field when the T_-S mixing appear in resonace.

T_-S mixing plays the most important role.

peak position of MFE of CIONP. The effective exchange integral shown Table.2 can fit the experimental MFE curve. Therefore we

In order to clarify the cause of the shift of the MFE

The effective J value increases as temperature increases.

a I A- l

Jo/rad·s· l

Table 1 The temperature dependence
of the exchange integral J detemined
from HFE of CIDNP of cyclodecanone,

Jeff ImT

·conclude that the shift of Jeff with temperature is caused by

temperature dependence of distribution function.

Table 2 The parameter used for simulation of HFE of CIDHP,

We examine the temperatureequation proposed by Kanter et al.

J thus determined at various temperatures are shown in Table.l.

curve, we simulated this curve with the stochastic Liouville

With the neglected the activation energy of C-C bond rotation

dependence of the diffusional motion and that of the

the MFE curve is independent of the effective diffusion

1.6XIO- ilo

(-g'C )

9.~ X lO-ilo

( 1'C )

li.ox lO·ilo

( 22 'C)

15,!XIO-'

( 10'C)

36

33

39

42

4 'C

-9·C

22'C

40'C

1. Wang,J. ;Ooubleday,C. ;Turro,N.J. J. Am. Chern. Soc. 1989,111,3962
2. Maeda,K. ;Terazima,M. ;Azumi,T. ;Tanimoto,Y. J. Chern. Phys.
1991,95,197
3. Staerk,H. ;Busmann,H.G. ;KUhnle,W. ;Treichel,R. J. phys. Chern.
1991,95,1906
4. Kanter,F.J.J. ;Hollander,J.A. ;Huizer,A.H. ;Kaptein,R. Mol. phys.
1977,34,857

The duffusional motion

If the temperature dependence of the

This means that the temperature dependence of theconstant Dr.

distribution of interradical distance.

neglected, the effective diffusion constant D' is related with

of bira9ical is discussed by the resricted diffusion model.

distribution function is neglected, the peak in the calculated

the viscosity of solvent by Einstein-Stocks equation. The

effective diffusion constant 0' is varied from 7.6XIO- 5 (-9'C)

-to 15.1X10- 5 (40'C).
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The a-bonds between group 14 elements (Si-Si, Ge-Ge, Sn-Sn etc.) have rather low'

ionization potentials [1], and the photo-induced electron transfer between group 14

- element compounds and electron acceptors have been studied for interests in the reaction

mechanism and the synthetic chemistry during last decade [2], However, there has been

A12
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Photo-Induced Electron Transfer Reaction Between Hexamethyl

disilane and Quinones as Studied by CIDNP Technique

Masanobu Wakasa, Masatoshi Igarashi, Yoshio Sakaguchi,

and Hisaharu Hayashi

The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research, Wako,

Saitama 351-01 (Japan)

The mass spectrum of 1a (2,5-dichloro-) formed in CDCI3 showed the same parent

m/e peak (M+ 250) observed in CHCI3. By meanes of the NMR spectrum measurement,

the hydroxyl-H of 1a is not deuterium. In addition, the strong CIDNP signal of hydroxyl

H, as described later, stands against the formation of deuterated 1a and following D-H

exchange by the trace H20 in CDCb, Consequently, the hydrogen of the solvent is not

introduced to 1a.

Here, we would like to construct the reaction scheme. The irradiation generates

3Q', and the triplet radical pair of Me3Si-SiMe3+' and Q-'is formed by electron transfer

from Me3Si-SiMe3 to 3Q*. The initial radical pair 4 of Me3Si-SiMe3+' and Q" can be

transformed to radical pair 5 of Me3Si' and Q-' by spontaneous Si-Si bond fission. The

radical pair 6 of the trimethylsiloxyphenoxyl radical (Me3SiQ' ) and Me3Si' can be

formed by the reactive fission of Me3Si-SiMe3+' with Q-'.

almost all reports use nitriles like cyanobenzenes and cyanoethylenes as electron accep

tors, Then, we used quinones instead of nitriles as electron acceptors, and carried out the

photo-induced electron transfer reactions of hexamethyldisilane (Me3Si-SiMe3) with high

potential quinones (Q's); l,4-benzoquinone (BQ), chloro-l,4-benzoquinone (MCQ), 2,5

dichloro-l,4-benzoquinone (2,5-DCQ), 2,6-dichloro-l,4-benzoquinone (2,6-DCQ), and

tetrachloro-l,4-benzoquinone (TCQ). Based on the CIDNP spectra and product analysis,

we describe their reaction intermediates and mechanism [3],

no report elucidating clearly the reaction intermediates and mechanism. In addition,
DCo' (4)

out of cage
Me3SiCI (3)

DCQ' (5) •
Mc

3
Si+ Me3SiO £ :: -

/ H CI
g=2.0031 g=2.0055 in cage

MC3Si0-o0H'5'M + DCQ' •MeJSI I ej

""
(. - +) (~g == 'J ,-+
6g =-

CI H (1a)
g=2.0077 g=2.0055

H CI(. - +) (. = .)
MeJSiOQO' Me,S;' (6) out of case

MC3SiovoSiMeJ6g" + 6g :: • •
£ :: -

(4) g=2.0031 CI H (2<3)g=2.005

(~g== ) (" = +) Schemel!.g = •

At the initial stage, radical pairs are all in the cages. To elucidate the reaction

scheme, we should classify the products into "in-cage" and· "out-of-cage" reaction

products. For this purpose, we scavenged escaping radicals by oxygen. The formation

rate of 2 was much suppressed by oxygen compared with that of 1. Thus, 2 is attributable

CIDNP (Cluneically Induced Dynamic Nuclear Porization)

I
E: +:: in cage, - = out of cage

I.l : spin multiplicity (+ = triplet, . = singlet)

6g : difference between the g values

a : hyperfine coupling constant

74

On the other hand, 1 is considered to be an "in-

r = E • f.l. • 6.g . a r = + : Enhanced Absorption

: Emission

to an "ou t-of-cage ll reaction product.

cage" reaction product.

OSiMe3$ Cln

OSiMe3

(2)

(3)

OSiMe3

$ Cln

OH

(1)

sure mercury lamp under a nitrogen atmo-

sphere, The products were analyzed by GC

and GC-MS, The main products were dichloro

4-trimethylsiloxyphenols (1), dichloro-l,4-bis

(trimethylsiloxy)benzenes (2) and trimethylsilyl

chloride (3).
73

Chloroform solution of Me3Si-SiMe3 (273

. mM) and quinones (2,5-DCQ and 2,6-DCQ; 252

mM) were irradiated with a l-kW high pres-
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..

Me3SiO' Me3Si'

( 6)(4)

radicals in each radical pair, 4, 5, and 6, are summarized in Scheme. From these param

eters, we concluded that the reaction precursor is the radical pair 4 of hexamethyldisilane

cation radical and quinone anion radical rather than the radical pair 5 and 6.

The polarization phase of 1a derived from radical pair 4 indicates that radical pair

4 has long lifetime, namely Si-Si bond fission of Me3Si-SiMe3+' is not so fas!. To get the

polarization for hydroxyl-H, the hydrogen must come from the initial radical pair. To

generate 1, the reaction must proceed via radical pair 6, but the polarization due to radical

pair 6 was not observed. The appearance of the polarization due to radical pair 4 in

stead of radical pair 6 is explained by "memory effect" [5J. Consequently, the lifetime of

radical pair 6 is considered to be short owing to the disproportionation.

slow
•

In the next place, we tried to measure the CIDNP spectra to decide the importance

of radical pair 4, 5, and 6. The CIDNP technique is suitable to determine this reaction

path, since this reaction includes a radical pair at its initial stage. The NMR spectra of

Me3Si-SiMe3 (12.5 mM) and 2,5-DCQ (50 mM) in CDCl3 were measured on irradiation

with the high pressure mercury lamp. Those obtained before, during, and after

irradiation are shown in Fig. 1. The signals at 4.38 and 7.40 ppm are assigned to be the

hydorxyl-H and ring-H of 1a. These signals are ascribed to the enhanced absorption (A)

signals due to CIDNP. The CIDNP measurements were also carried out with other

quinones. 2,6-DCQ gave the same A polarization of ring-H and hydroxyl-H like 2,5

DCQ. MCQ gave also A phase of hydroxyl-H of 1, but its polarization was too weak to

• observe that of ring-H. When BQ was used, we could not observe any CIDNP signal.

This may be due to the low reactivity of BQ.

Details of the mechanism on this photo-induced electron transfer reaction will be

discussed.

The reaction mechanism

was analyzed by Kaptein's

CIDNP phase rule [4]. In the

reaction of Me3Si-SiMe3 and Q,

tal before irradiation

DCQ

fast
• HOSiMe3 +

i I

(bJ during
·OSiMtJC,¢tL

IJi ~ CI
I HO.-- El,llInrtd Ahorptioll

I

I
(f•• )

i I
I

(c;) aflu
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(50 mM) in CDCI3 (a) before, (b) during. and (c) after irradiation.
All of them are obtained by 32 times accumul.. tion. Spectra (b)
and (c) are obtained by 4sec x 32 irradiation. The arrows denote
the CIDNP signals of 1a.

we found the A polarization on

ring-H and hydroxyl-H of 1.

uct (E = +). On the other hand,

the signs of t>g and a are de

pendent on the radical pail;

which enables us to discrimi-

nate the reaction mechanism.

The g values and the signs of

the hfc for the component

75

As mentioned above, the initial

reaction proceeds vtn the

triplet radical pair (IJ. = +), and

1 is an "in-cage" reaction prod-

,..
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The determination of the enhancement factor of CIDNP is very

important in understanding the mechanism of photochemical

reactions. In this paper, we wish to point Qut that qualitative

analysis of the sign of the CIDNP polarization alone may

sometimes lead to erroneous conclusion. Let us illustrate how it

is important to determine the enhancement factor by taking the

photochemical a-cleavage of dibenzyl ketone (DBKl,

Tu-3
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-11: 15

Determination of the Enhancement Factor of CIDNP in the
Photochemical a-Cleavage of Ketones·

Tomomi Sakata, Masahide Terazima, and Tohru Azumi

Deaprtrnent of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Tohoku
University, Sendai 980, Japan

The CIDNP signal for the benzyl protons of DBK (the recombination

productl at 3.7 ppm is emissive, and the CIDNP signal for the

methylene proton of dibenzyl (escaped productl at 2.9 ppm is

absorptive. By application of the Kaptein rule, the precursor is

predIcted to be the triplet state, and this prediction agrees

with the results of numerous studies reported so far.

Complication arises, however, if reaction occurs from both

triplet and singlet states. We should note that the enhancement

factor of CIDNP greatly differs between the singlet precursor and

the triplet precursor. Sometimes the absolute magnitude of the

enhancement factor for the triplet precursor can be several

orders of magnitude larger than that for singlet precursor. In
order to avoid such misdetermination of the reaction precursor,

not only the sign but also the magnitude of the enhancement

factor of CIDNP should be analyzed with the aid of theoreticai

1 I I 1
= (--)-- +

K -ole khvE khv

where khv is the rate constant which represents the efficiency of

the creation of the radical pair by the light irradiation. Thus

we expect that the plot of 11K verses the I/(-Ole' ratio obtained

at various temperatures should become a straight I ine and the 78

values.

Experimental determination of the enhancement factor is,

however, very difficult. First of all, the observed CIDNP

intensity is affected by relaxation and thus this effect should

be properly taken into account. Second, in the present DBK

photophysics case. the recombination product is chemically

identical species with the reactant, and thus the amount of DBK

produced by the reaction is hard to determine.

In this paper. the first difficulty was overcome by

utilizing the saturation recovery pulse sequence,

(Psat- ~ - Pobs- tobslN, proposed by Lawler and Barbara. The

second difficulty was overcome by the temperature dependence

method to be outiined below. The observable physical quantities

are alCIDNP intensity I of DBK, (bldecrease of the NMR intensity

-ole of DBR by the light irradiation, and (clthe consumption rate

constant K of DBK. From kinetic consideration we obtain the

following expression

+

23,
CHEMICAL SHIFT/ppm

56

-+

789

a

Figure 1. NMR spectra of DBK at room temperature

(albefore light irradiation and (blduring the irradiation

under the conditions of Psat = Pobs = 12.0 ~s, ~ = 0.50 s,

and ~obs = 1.50 s.
77

as an example.

Figure 1 shows the NMR spectra measured (albefore the light

irradiation and (blafter the light irradiation.

Tu-3-i Tu-3-ii
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In order to analyze the experimentally obtained enhancement

factor, e values were calculated theoretically based on the

theory of Pedersen and Freed. The theoretical value for the

triplet precursor eT is -0.2237. On the other hand, the

theoretical value for the singlet precursor eS is a very small

positive value. (eS=5.5xI0- 4 at 27 0 C,(eS=3.75XI0- 4 at -40 0 C.)

Tu-3-iv

Although the qualttative features (the emissive polarization

and temperature independence of e) suggests that the precursor of

the photocleavage of OBK is the triplet state, the quantitative

analyses of the experimental results encounters difficulties in

two points. First difficulty Is a great discrepancy between the

observed and the calculated enhancement factor. The calculated e
value for the triplet precursor Is two orders magnitude as large

as the experimental value (-2.88X 10- 3 ). The second difficulty

is that the Yield of cage product (~c) exceeds 1/3 below 0 DC.

(Table I). Since the photoreaction occurs in the high magnetic

field (2.349T), only the TO state of the radical pair can mix

wi th the S state. In such a case, ~ c for the triplet precursor

should be less than 1/3. We might be able to conceive of the

following five possibilities for the origin of the discrepancies

between the experimental results and theoretical expectation in e
and ~ e' a) Participation of the spin-lattice relaxation of

individual radical which composes the radical pair, b)

participation of the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) in the radical

pair state, c) regeneration of OBK from free radicals, d)

Overhauser effect, and e) participation of the singlet precursor.

Having examined these five possibilities very carefully, we

have finally reached the conclusion that the possibility e) is

most I ikely. From the examination of the data, we conclude that

nearly 80 ~ of the reaction takes place from singlet excited

state. This conclusion was also supported by the triplet

sensitizer experiments.

3 cD / -3
- cD: e 10

2

Tu-3-iii

1

-40·C

-20·C
O·C

2TC

~ c

0.505

0.422

0.381

0.283

o

4

3

2

1

Temp.

- 40 DC.

- 20 DC.

o DC.

27 DC.

79

Table I. Temperature dependence of the quantum yield of the

recombination (~ c) of OBK after the photocleavage reaction.

We indeed obtained a rather good straight line, and this
observation supports several underlining assumptions made in

developing the above kinetics.

The e value determined from Figure 2 is -2.88 x 10- 3 . This

value does not depend on the concentration of OBK in the 0.01 

0.06 M range.

We are also able to obtain the quantum yield of the

recombination (~c) of OBK after the photocleavage reaction by

the formula E[~ c/(I-~ c)l = 1/(-8I e ). The results are shown in

Table 1.

slope/intercept ratio of this straight line can yield the

enhancement factor E or the Boitzmann population corrected

enhancement factor e = (gNPNB/2kT)E. The experimentally obtained

plots are shown in Figure 2.
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Phase Shift of the Magnetic Field Effects

in Luminal Chemiluminescence in Water

Solution as the New Method of Intermediate

Species Lifetime Determination

Michael Triebel, Andrew Morozov,

Maxim Totrov, Eugene Frankevich

The Institute of Energetic Problems

of Chemical Physics USSR Academy

the role of the luminol radical (R) in the light generation. A

light emitter (Eo) which is an excited dianion of aminophtalic ·acid

was formed through the interaction of the luminol radical (R) with

superoxide-ion (0;). Recombination of the radicals (R) was the

other channel of their loss. A direct product of the recombination

was quinone (Q). The light couldn't appear in this channel in the

absence of hydrogen peroxide. So the luminol radicals took part in

two competitive processes: one led to the light generation and the

other didn't. The external magnetic field decreased the recombi

nation rate constant and consequently increased the concentration

of Sciences, Moscow, 334, USSR [R] and therefore increased the

light generation rate through the

l1L
L

The magnetic field effect (MFE) on the intensity of the light R - ° interaction. The characte
2

ristic dependence of the chemilu-

minescence intensity versus rnagne-
H

Tu-5-i

lock-in amplifier were used for

cyanide (Fig.l) which make clear
81

of

Oe20 40

Fig.2

reason variations

o

thisForinertialess.

Tu-5-ii

value of the half-saturation field

We have revealed the phase shift between the modulation of

tic field strength (Fig.2) and the

intensity. The value of the phase shift tp depended upon cyclic

frequency of the magnetic field w according to the equation tg tp =

strength (10 Oe) were typical for hyperfine interaction mechanism

of MFE. The magnitude of the MFE was about 10-'%.

the magnetic field and the modulation of the chemiluminescence

constant was

delay as [R]. The time • is a function of rate constants and

concentrations of particles taking part in the reaction. We have
82

chemiluminescence intensity in magnetic field had the same time

W1', where • was the characteristic time of reaction. The phase

shift was due to an inertia of changing of radical concentration

[R] with time 1', while the changes of radical's recombination rate

Fig.l

light

luminol + potassium
ferricyanide

~'¥'•E Q + H
2

0 z

1 1
light X

1
•E

1

and

ferri-potassium

Photomultiplierdulation.

We propose here some simpli

fied reaction mechanism of luminol

coils one of which designed for

linear sweeping of magnetic field

and the other for sine-shaped mo-

detection. Sensitivity of setup

was about 10- 3 %.

oxidation by

through the optical cell situated

between two pairs of Helmholtz



measured dependencies of r and the value of MFE (AL/L) upon

concentrations of luminol, potassium ferricyanide, oxygen and pH.

Values of r obtained are of the millisecond range. An addition of

hydrogen peroxide to above reaction resulted in enhancing of

chemiluminescence intensity but the phase shift became more than

kcps. The description of MFE on

approximately) was measured at pH 13.

of the interaction of quinone with

mistry. Berlin, Springer-Verlag. 1988.

by magnetic field and if transient active particles exist with a

second range. The lifetime of quinone Q was function of concentra-

lifetime comparable with the period of magnetic field modulation.

tion [H
2

0
2
]. Rate constant

h d . (8 -1-1Y rogen perox1de 10 M s

This modulation technique obviously can be applied for any

magnetic field sensitive reaction which gives the possibility

of a rapid detection of the product yield variations induced

References:
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2. H.O.Albrecht. Z.Physik.Chem. B-1, 122 (1928), 321.

3. J.H.Baxendale. J.Chem.Soc., Faraday Trans.I, ~ (1913), 1665.
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,
,

•

/

/
/

,/

the

the

with

several

of vector

. .
E as 1nemitter

was inertialess up to

the reaction by means

90°. The reaction of H
2

0
2

quinone Q is known to lead to

case of R - ° reaction. Therefore
2

magnetic field increased light ge-

neration in the R-O; reaction and

in the same time decreased it in

the H ° - Q reaction. Negative MFE
2 2

same light

diagram was convenient (Fig.3). Fig.3 203.

84i

,

I
demonstrated delay of negative MFE due to the presence of two

successive transient particles Q and X between the radical pair

and light emitter E: The particles Q and X had lifetimes of micro-

83

Vector (AL/L)1 represents positive

magnetic field effect lagged by phase behind the vector of the

magnetic field modulation H. Vector (AL/L)2 represents the negative

effe<;:t lagged 180° by phase behind the vector H. Vector (AL/L)

represents overall magnetic field effect.

Increasing of modulation frequency led to decreasing of posi- I
tive MFE value (vector (AL/L) ), so at frequencies more than 1 kcps

1

vector (AL/L) remained alone. It gave the opportunity to study
2

concentration dependencies of negative MFE.

Increasing of modulation frequency up to range 10 - 100 kcps

TU-5-iii Tu-5-iv
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Temperature Dependence of Lifetime of Chain-

Linked Biradicals in the Absence and Presence of

a Magnetic Field

Yoshifumi Tanimoto

Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science,

Hiroshima University, Naka-ku, Hiroshima 730,

Japan

k 3XO*X 09 tXOH xt t~H
--!'.. >1 U ko-- ~--ke

~ 3k tIk xt!2tXOH X~ ise .. iseU ~tXOH

~kr 5c ko ~X~ 50

XO
Scheme 1. Reaction pathways of XO-16-XH.

Dynamics of chain-linked biradicals are of great interest in Figure 1 shows temperature dependence of the lifetime of

order to clarifY the role of chain motion and spin motion in 'XOH-16-X' . At zero field, the dependence may be divided into

# their reaction. In the present paper, we have studied temperature two regions at about 0 DC. In the high temperature region, the

dependence of lifetime of triplet biradicals generated from the

xanthone-xanthene linked system in the absence and presence of a

magnetic field by laser flash photolysis.

lifetime becomes slightly longer with increasing temperature, in

marked contrast to the lifetime in the low temperature region.

Interestingly, analogous temperature dependence of the lifetimes

were observed in the biradicals with different chain lengths.

1. In the Absence of a Magnetic Field In the chain-linked systems, decay rate of a biradical is

Upon laser excitation of considered as the functions of chain motion J spin motion and

XO-16-XH in ethyl acetate,

the exci~ed triplet XO chromophore _,
'"

recombination reaction rate, when intermolecular process is

Thus an attempt was made to analyze the decay

wi thin a framework'XOH-16-X'

negligibly slow.

curves of transient signal ofo
o

H : 0 T

o 0 a 0oo

hydrogen abstractionundergoes

from XH at the other end of the shown in Scheme 1. Here, Tc is a triplet biradical with closed

H : 0.6 T
closed form, and Sc a singlet one with closed form. k's are the

rate constants of the respective process. Observed time depend

ence of the biradical concentration let) can be given;

,
I-'

chain, generating the triplet

biradical ('XOH-16-X') composed

of a xanthone ketyl radical (XOH')

and a xanthenyl radical (X·)

••••
105 10 ° 0

0
0 o

o

form, To ·a triplet one with open form, So a singlet one wi th

(Scheme 1) [1 J. "Apparent" lifetime

of the biradical were defined
3.0 4.5

In the present calculation, kc was

( 1 )

estimated from the

as those calculated under the

single exponential approximation.
85

Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of
the lifetime T of ·XOH-16-X·.

rate of the biradical formation which was calculated from the

growth curves of the transient signal at low temperatures. The

86
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The lifetime

( 2 )

frequency. As

linear relation-

Tu-6-iv

at zero field (160 ns).

This may result in the slight decrease in

3, the observed data exhibit the

correlation time and w the LamorT c is

i.n Fig.

slowest process, kc '

times longer than that

version process. In order to clarify whether the spin relaxation

2. In the Presence of a Magnetic Field

change caused by the magnetic field is so drastic that the birad-

retical equation (2) for the temperature dependence of the relax-

In the presence of a magnetic field (0.6 T), the lifetime of

'XOH-16-X' is about 8 ~s at room temperature, which is about 50

[1] Y. Tanimoto et aI., Bull. Chern. Soc. Jpn., 62, 3923 (1989).

Sc' On the other hand, in the high temperature region, the order

is the rate-controlling process in the field, the temperature

of the rate constants becomes kc<kr<k o ' Thus, fraction of recom

bina tion k r / (k r + ko ) in Sc decreases wi th increasing tempera

ture, though the overall rate is still mainly controlled by the

the apparent biradical lifetime in the high temperature region.

ical lifetime at 0.6 T is most probably controlled by spin-con-

ship as expected from eq. 2. It is concluded that a locally

ation time [2):

1/T=r2IHlocI2Tc/(1 +

shown

dependence of the lifetime at 0.6 T was analyzed with the theo-

Here,

fluctuating field IHloc ' of about 13 gauss, induced by rotation-

al motion of X' and/or 'XOH group, is the origin of the spin

relaxation in 'XOH-16-X' at 0.6 T.

Resonance", Harper & Row, New York, 1967.
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and k r , by numerically solving the

dependence of rate constants were ob-

The observed lifetime are chiefly determined

Analogous

• •

10" ~-------------,

~
X-x"

x~
10' L.L-__-"-__'--_-'-.J':'

a.o a.5 4.0 4.5

r' I 10-3
.-

1

Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of
Ko' kr • and kc '

87

ence of ko and k r calculated, with that of observed kc ' are shown

The unusual temperature dependence of "apparent" biradical

tained for other chain molecules.

shown in Fig. 2.

unknown parameters, k o

in Fig. 2.

rate constant, k isc ' was used a theoretical value (k isc= 5 x 10 8

s-1) evaluated from the hyperfine coupling constants of component

radicals and was assumed to be temperature-independent.

way, simulation of decay curves was carried out for the two

differential equations derived from Scheme 1. Temperature depend-

lifetime (Fig. 1) is clearly explained by the rate constants

by the rate constants associated with Sc'

ture region « 0 °e), the order of rate constants is kc<ko<k r .

The lifetime change is attributable mainly to k c ' since recombi

nation rate (k r > is faster than the dissociation rate (k o > in
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MECHANISMS OF SPIN-ORBIT COUPLING DEPENDENT

MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECTS IN CHEMICAL KINETICS

U.E. Steiner, D. Baumann, W. Haas, , H.-J.Wolff and

D. BurBner

Fakultat fur Chemie, Universitat Konstanz,

0-7750 Konstanz, Germany

SCHEME I

I\g - type
Radical Pair Mechanism

T.
Tz

Triplet Mechanism

--5

RPM with strongly
spin-orbit mixed

Kremers doub{et

T:, T':, S'
T'
-,,-0-~~---r-I-
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of the pair will cause their g-factors to be different, so that a

magnetic field dependent coupling of To and S ensues. This effect,

belongs to type (i) of the cases specified above.

Case (b) is a variant of the so-called triplet mechanism (TM).

Here we consider an electronically excited reactant with a di

stinct T11S1 splitting. Spin-substate selective decay of the trip

let occurs by intersystem crossing to the singlet ground state.

This process is driven by SOC, an interaction which is triplet

substate selective. An external magnetic field recouples the zero

field triplet substates and thereby changes the overall decay ki

netics and the yield into chemical reaction channels that may be

present. In this mechanism the effect of SOC is of case (ii) type.

Regarding case (c) we will show that it is encountered as a

hybrid of cases (a) and (b) for redox pairs involving as one com

ponent a strongly spin-orbit coupled Kramers doublet species. Here

the true singlet spin character cannot be concentrated in one

single spin-orbit substate of the pair as in the RPM (a). There

fore, even in zero field, several of the eigenstates of the spin

Hamiltonian have a finite reaction probability. The effect of an

external magnetic field includes both L\g-type To'IS' mixing and a

TM type T' substate mixing.

The mechanisms by which magnetic field effects (MFEs) on chemical

kinetics ensue, almost exclusively conform to the following gene

ral pattern [1]: A manifold of close lying spin(-orbit) states of

a reaction intermediate - usually a pair of reacting species with

unpaired spins- is coupled to some reaction channel in a spin-sub

state selective way, while other non-spin-selective channels may

also exist. The magnetokinetic effect is based on a recoupling of

the spin substates by a magnetic field and may be detected either

directly as a magnetic field dependent decay kinetics of the reac

tion intermediate or, indirectly, as a magnetic field dependent

yield into one of the available reaction channels, that need not

be a spin-selective one.

spin-orbit coupling (SOC) may be involved in such a mechanism

in two ways. (i) It may modify the interaction of the reactive

components of the intermediate with the external magnetic field

and thereby increase the magnetic coupling between the eigenstates

of the zero-field Hamiltonian, or (ii) it may be responsible for

the reactive coupling of the reaction intermediate to a product

channel and thereby cause a sublevel selectivity of this channel.

In our paper three mechanistic cases of such SOC-assisted MFEs

(cf. Scheme I) will be specified and experimental examples em

ploying photoinduced electron transfer reactions will be provided

for them.

Case (a) of Scheme I is encountered as a feature of the well

known radical pair mechanism (RPM). Different SOC in the radicals

89

Ireoction product I

a

1
Iground stotel

b

1 .
(reaction p-od uct I

(
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Case (c) applies to the reaction of photoexcited Ru(II)-tris

chelate complexes with the electron acceptor methylviologen [3-5).

As an example the MFEs with the series of RU(bPY)n(dce)3_n++ (bpy

= bipyridyl, dce = 4,4'-dicarboethoxy-bpy) is shown in Fig.2. One

of the main results in the theoretical modelling of the case (c)

effects is the extremely short spin-relaxation time of the RU(III)

complexes. in the primary redox pair, to which our magnetokinetic

investigations provide quantitative access.

Figure 1. (left) Magnetic field dependence of free radical yield
from electron transfer between p-I-aniline and methylene blue
triplet in acetonitril/water solvent mixtures.

Figure 2 (right) Magnetic field dependence of methylviologen
radical yield in the quenching of photoexcited complexes [Ru(bPY)n
(dce)3-n)++ .

Scheme II

free
radicals

geminate
radical pair

trlplel
exclplex

encounter
complex
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Cases (a) and (b) apply to the reaction of excited dye tri

plets, like methylene blue, with heavy atom substituted electron

donors like p-I-aniline, where the heavy atom substituent provides

the strong SOC required to maximize magnetokinetic effects of this

type. Figure 1 shows examples of results with this system. The in

itial field dependence of the free radical yield is due to the TM

in triplet exciplexes formed as primary reaction products, whereas

the high-field part is due to the 6g-type RPM. The observed

magnetic field dependence can be quantitatively reproduced by the

two mechanisms and the characteristic kinetic parameters of the

triplet exciplexes with lifetimes in the 20-50 ps region can be

obtained (cf. ref [2)).

Application of these mechanistic cases (a)- (c) will be

demonstrated with experiments utilizing photoelectron transfer

reactions with excited triplet species. Transients exhibiting the

magnetic field effects are triplet exciplexes and spin-correlated

radical pairs (cf. Scheme II). A spin selective reaction channel

is provided by fast BET regenerating the singlet ground state

reactants. A spin-independent chemical channel is the formation of

free radicals.
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NQH 0 and alkyl radical, R 0 • Figure 2 shows the

decay of NQH 0 signal containing a metal ion, Lu3+ or

Mn2+ (0-2mM) [3]. In the absence of the metal ions,

the decay of the CIDEP signal is slow and the signal

almost disappears in 6-811s. The comparison of this

decay and that of the TROA at 0.34T (=ESR field)

revealed that the decay of the CIDEP signal

corresponded with the recombination of the RP

(reactions 3+5) and not with the total disappearance of

NQH 0, indicating that the intersystem crossing of the

RP is governed by the electron spin relaxation of the

component radicals. This result is an evidence for

RM. We further investigated the contribution of the

electron spin relaxation with enhancing it by

paramagnetic metal ions.

The effect of a paramagnetic ion, Mn2+, on the

TROA is shown in Fig. 1. In the presence of a mag

netic field of IT, the recombination (reactions 3+5) rate

increased and the yield of escaping NQH 0 (reaction 4)

decreased with increasing the concentration of Mn2+. The same effects were also

observed 'at O.lT. On the other hand, they were not observed in the absence of a

magnetic field. In these cases, Mn2+ does not affect the decay of escaping NQH 0,

indicating no chemical activity toward NQHo. Other paramagnetic lanthanoid

(Ln3+) and transition metal (Trn+) ions, such as Gd3+, Fe2+, Ni2+, etc., showed the

same behavior. Cu2+ oxidized NQH 0 a little along with the same effect by these

paramagnetic ions. On the contrary, the dimagnetic metal ions such as La3+, ,

Lu3+, Sc3+, and Zn2 +, showed no effect irrespective of the magnetic field. The

acceleration of the reaction 3 by paramagnetic metal ions and its absence by

diamagnetic ions strongly indicate that this effect is due to the enhancement of the
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Paramagnetic Ion Quenching of the Magnetic Field Effect in the

Photochemical Reaction ofNaphthoquinone inM;celles
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The' photochemical reactions of naphthoquinone (NQ) in micelles (RH) were

observed to occur as follows [1,2];

NQ + hv ~ INQ*~ 3NQ* (1) 3NQ* + RH~ 3(NQHo oR) (2)

3(NQHo oR)~ l(NQHo oR) (3) 1,3(NQHo oR)~ NQHo + Ro (4)

l(NQHo oR)~ Recombination products (5) NQHo ~ NQo + H+ (6)

Figure 1 shows the decay of time-resolved optical absorption, TROA, of naphtho

semiquinone radical, NQH 0, for SDS (sodium dodecyl sulfate, 80mM) micellar

solutions of NQ (O.4mM) containing a metal ion, Mn2+ (O-lmM) [3]. At first, let us

consider the results without Mn2+. In the absence of a magnetic field, the decay

(reactions 3+5) was terminated within IllS and the escape of radical pair, (NQH 0

oR), (reaction 4), was suppressed. In the presence of a magnetic field of IT, the

decay became slow and the escape increased, which is attributable to the decrease

of the rate of the reaction 3 by the external magnetic Figure 1

field. We found that the magnetically induced change Mn"
~ 1 ,

continued beyond the magnitude of their hfc ~ :~-----~~.!!';5~M
interactions (-O.OlT) and it could not be explained by ~ ,,,--- ?5_

the conventional mechanisms. ~

We proposed the "relaxation mechanism" RM, ,

[1,4] that the magnetic field dependence of the electron

spin relaxation of the odd electrons in a radical pair

(RP) is important for the reaction of the long-lived

RP's, such as a RP in a micelle and a chained RP.

The time-resolved ESR measurement of the above

reaction gave strongly polarized, CIDEP, signals of
93
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largest among Trn+. The absence of the characters of each Trn+ implies the strong

exchange interaction between the radicals and the metal ion and that the

interaction time between them is longer than the electron spin relaxation time of the

metal ion. This is very plausible owing to the attraction between the metal cation

and the anionic surface of the SDS micelle. In the hexadecyl trimethylammonium

chloride (catiollic) micelle, we could not detect the effect of metal cations, but the

effect of Fe(CN)63- was observed in this solution.

The paramagnetic ion quenching is not only a strong support for the

"relaxation mechanism" of the magnetic field effect but also a convenient method to

induce the intersystem crossing of the radical pair irrespective of the presence of a

Figure 3 Figure 4
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quenching effects by paramagnetic Ln3+ have been applied for several

reaction systems, such as the reaction within a micelle [6], that in a homogeneous

solution [7], and a biradical [8]. As a mechanism to induce the relaxation, the

exchange [7] and dipole-dipole [8] mechanisms are proposed for Ln3+. In the case

of Trn+, their larger quenching rates than Ln3+ stand against the dipole-dipole

mechanism for Trn+ because the dipole of Gd3+ is larger than that of Mn2+, the

95

electron spin relaxation.

This conclusion is confirmed by the effects of paramagnetic ions on the decay of

CIDEP signals [3]. As shown in Fig. 2B, with increasing the concentration of

Mn2+, the decay of the signal becomes faster. Paramagnetic Gd3+ and Cu2+ showed

similar behavior to Mn2+. As shown in Fig. 2A, diamagnetic Lu3+ did not change

the decay, indicating no induction of the electron spin relaxation. The correspon

dence between the results of the TROA and CIDEP measurements, we can conclude

that the relaxation of the electron spins of a RP are retarded by the external mag·

netic field and that they can be re-accelerated by paramagnetic metal ions. This is

a clear-cut support for RM.

The relative quenching rates of Ln3+ and Trn+ are shown in Figs. 3 and 4,

respectively. In the case of Ln3+, the rate is largest in the middle of the series,

Gd3+, and decreases to each side. In the case of Trn+, the quenching rates are

similar to each other, and the values are larger than that of Gd3+, the largest one

among Ln3+.

o
4fn 0
Ln3' La

2s"LJ 150
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, isomerization of bromine substituted stilbene sensitized by DCA III

acetonitrile.

Deaerated solutions of DCA (4.0x 10-4 M) and cis-4,4'

dibromostilbene (cis-DBrSt) (lxlO-3 M) were irradiated at ambient

temperature with filtered light (A,>400 nm) in the earthly and applied

magnetic fields at 0.5 and 1 kG. Irradiated solutions were analyzed by

means of high-performance liquid chromatography to determine the

yields of trans-DBrSt. The efficiency of isomerization was reduced at the

applied magnetic fields compared with that at the earthly magnetic field.

The relative quantum yields for isomerization [<I>c->I(H)/<I>c->t(O)] were
I

ca. 0.88 at H= 0.5 and 1 kG, where <I>c->t(H) and <I>C->I(O) show the

'quantum yields in the presence and absence of magnetic fields,

respectively. The magnetic field effects on isomerization of DBrSt is.

smaller than that of stilbene. In the case of unsubstituted stilbene'

[<I>c-H(H)/<I>c-+l(O)] value was 0.65 at H > 500 G.

The bromine substitution( heavy atoms ) app'!rently reduced the

magnetic fields effect due to the hyperfine interaction. There may be

some possibilities such as the so-called heavy atom effect in intersystem

crossing and involvement of other isomerization mechanisms. Detailed

isomerization mechanism of cis-DBrSt will be discussed.

"

Heavy Atom Effect on Magnetic Field Effect

on Isomerization of Stilbene

Yasunao Kuriyama, Tastuo Arai, Hirochika Sakuragi

and Katsumi Tokumaru

Department of Chemistry, University of Tsukuba,

Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japan
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We have studied the mechanism for electron transfer induced

isomerization of stilbene.! ,2) The isomerization proceeds through free

radical cations or through radical ion pairs in the solvent cage.!) We

have shown that cis radical cations of 4,4'-disubstituted stilbenes with

methyl, methoxy and bromo groups isomerize unimolecularly to the

corresponding trans radical cations at ambient temperature in

acetonitrile.2) However, the radical cation of cis stilbene does not

isomerize within 100 lls.

On laser irradiation of 9, 10-dicyanoanthracence (DCA) in the

presence of cis-stilbene we observed the cis and trans radical cations of

stilbene 3 lls after laser pulse. These intermediates were assigned to free

ions because of their second order kinetic decay. They should be

produced from triplet radical ion pairs, in which cis-to-trans conversion

occurs. If the triplet pairs play an important role in isomerization, the

external magnetic fields might affect the isomerization efficiency.

Actually we observed magnetic field effects on isomerization of

unsubstituted stilbene. The efficiency of isomerization was reduced in

applied magnetic fields.!) The intersystem crossing between singlet So

and triplet T+, T_ states induced by the hyperfine interaction is

appreciably diminished in the presence of the high magnetic fields

thereby attenuating the quantum yields of the triplet radical ion pairs. In

this paper we will report heavy atom effects on magnetic field effects on
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Donor-acceptor linked compounds, as represented by porphyrin-viologen pair,

are useful model systems for the study of photoreaction center in artificial

photosyntllesis. The studies have always been plagued with the flexibility of tlle

spacer chain. A novel metllOd to solve the problem was developed by

complexing tlle donor-acceptor linked compounds with cyc10dextrins (abbreviated

to CD).

The foHowing phenotlliazine-viologen linked compounds were examined to

elucidate tlle effect of spacer chain lengtll. Three CDs were used to examine tlle

effect of pore size on the complexing behavior of the phenotlliazine-viologen

linked compounds.
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Magnetic Field Effects in Photoinduced Electron-Transfer in

Phenothiazine-Viologen Systems

Taku Matsuo, Hiroshi Nakamura, Hiroaki Yonemura

Department of Chemical Science and Technology,

Faculty of Engineering, Kyushu University, Hakozaki,

Fukuoka 812, Japan

PHnV

Photogenerated radical pairs could be observed when either a- or ~-CD was

combined with phenothiazine-viologen pair separated by a relatively long spacer

(n -8 or above). Examples of external magnetic field effects (EMFES) for PH12V

are shown in Figure 1. In tlle presence of a-CD, tlle yield of photogenerated

radical pairs considerably increased in comparison with tlle case of ~-CD. No

radical was generated with the solution containing PH12V and y-CD. Laser

excitation of Pl4V did not afford radical pair eitller, in spite of elaborate

examination under various conditions (external magnetic field strength and choice

of CD).

2.0 ~

~I
'".....

\0
I
o

: 1.0 ~
.J' 0

~
o~09~O~O~Ta .

a 0.5 1.0

HIT

Figure 1. External magnetic field effecls on the Jc.tvalues for the radical pairs as
evaluated from the absorbance of the photoreduced viologen unils (603 om) on laser
excitationofPH12V: a-CD system (e) and Il-CD system (0).
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Intensity of fluorescence emission from phenothiazine moiety also was

strongly affected by tlle choice of the combination between the linked compound

and CD. Emission from eitller Pl4V or PH12V was hardly observed in the absence

of CD. On the addition of CD, the fluorescence from PHI2V was intensified in the

foHowing order: a-CD > ~-CD > y-CD ~ WitllOut CD. In tlle case of PH4V, the

lOa

82-ii
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o = Phenothiazine

A = Viologen

n=12

6,0 X 106
1. 5 X 105

k(J I s
n=8 n= 10

8,1 X 105 5,0 X 106
1.3 X 105 1,3 X 105

o
1

HIT

Table 1. External magneic field effects on the decay rate constants of a-CD
complex systems.

82-iv

The kd-value is practically identical witJI the intersystem-crossing rate (k4).

Effects of spacer chain lengtJI on tJle kd-value, as summarized in Table 1, are tJlen

ascribed to variation of triplet-singlet energy separation with the spacer length.

Essentially the same EMFES were obtained with the linked compounds in reversed

micelles, which also afforded time-resolved ESR spectra. The reaction mechanism

will be discussed furtJler in details on tJle basis of the CIDEP spectra.

tJle triplet manifold leading to tJle radical pair will also increase. In the rapid

exchange limit (Case B), which is usual for ordinary CD complexes, the

photoexcited PH4V and PHI2V may be easily deactivated by intramolecular

interactions between phenotJliazine and viologen moieties of tJle linked compound

in tJle flexible, free species. Relevant intramolecular processes involved in

photoinduced electron-transfer and the reverse reactions in tJle phenothiazine

viologen linked compounds are summarized in Scheme 2.

Scheme 2

82-iii

In tJle case of a solution containing PHI2V and oy-CD, the aromatic proton

signals simply shifted, which indicates rapid exchange between the complex and

tJle free species (Case B). Rapid exchange was also indicated in tJle NMR

spectroscopic studies of PH4V-CD systems. These observations are in fair

agreement WitJI tJlOse of fluorescence studies. The case A complexes are stable

enough in NMR time scale, and energy dissipating, direct interaction between

phenothiazine and viologen moieties appears to be suppressed in these complexes.

As a consequence, tJle fluorescence intensity increases, and tJle branching ratio to
101

fluorescence intensity did not increase even on the addition of CD. These data

clearly indicate that deactivation of singlet, photoexcited PHI2V is suppressed by

complexation of the linked compound with either 0.- or p-CD.

The difference in the complexation behavior was also revealed by the

inspection of IH NMR spectra. When D20 solution contained PH12V and either

0.- or P-CD, distinct signals due to phenothiazine and viologen moieties in the

complexed species were observed apart from the free species (Case A).. The

observed spectra are reasonably explained if one assumes ~Iat the viologen moieties

are located on the top of the central part of the phenotJliazine moieties in tJle

free species and also tJmt the complex formation enforces open, flat structure WitJI

.extended spacer chain in the cavity of CD as in tJle follow\Ug scheme.

Scheme 1eN.? IS ::;,v~
.~ + <I-CD ~
N .s-

O'
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FIGURE 1
The effect of magnetic fields on the rate of kd-values in the photogenerated
radical pairs of porphyrin-viologen linked compound in aqueous acetonitrile
(I) and OHAC molecular bilayers (Q): (A) ZP4V, (B) ZP6V and (C) ZP8V.

The above described remarkable, external magnetic field effects (EMFES) on

the radical-pair decay rates was further investigated by the use of reversed micelles

to elucidate the cause of EMFES. Decay rates of radical pairs obtained with two

porphyrin-viologen linked compounds (ZP4V and ZP6V) were examined. The

porphyrin moiety of the linked compounds was fixed to the wall of the reversed

micelles, while water-soluble viologen moiety was confined to the water pool.

General features of EMFES observed with the reversed micellar systems were

identical to those in the DHAC molecular bilayers.

Effects of lanthanide ions on the decay rate of the radical pairs provided

extremely useful information to elucidate the origin of EMFES. Laser-generated

radical pairs were examined in the presence of three different lanthanide ions

(La3+, Dy3+, and Gd3+) in the water pool of the reversed micelles. The results are

summarized in Figure 2 for ZP4V. In the presence of high EMF (0.5 T), the decay

rates considerably increased on the addition of either Dy3+ (S~ 5/2, and J= 15/2) or

Gd3+ (S=J= 7/2), while no effect was observed with La3+ (S=J=O). These data

clearly indicate that the radical pairs decay faster in the presence of

OHAC

C16H33'N,CH3.
CI

_

C16H3{ 'CH3

83-i
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A series of porphyrin-viologen linked compounds with polymethylene groups as

a spacer were prepared, and the decay process of the laser-generated radical pair

. was investigated. The linked compounds (ZPnV) were incorporated into molecular

bilayers of dihexadecylammonium chloride (DHAC) and the decay rate constant of

the radical pair was evaluated. The initial rapid decay followed the first order

kinetics, which could be ascribed to intramolecular reverse electron-transfer

reaction in the donor-acceptor system. The first order decay rate constant (!cd) was

strongly reduced in the presence of external magnetic fields (EMF) as shown in

Figure 1. The !cd-value rapidly decreased with the increase of EMF, and reached an

asymptotic value at EMF above ca. 0.2 T. The !cd-value at zero magnetic field

increased with the spacer chain length, while the asymptotic value at high EMF was

independent of the spacer length.
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FIGURE 3
Schematic presentation of phenomena relevant to EMFES on the decay rate
of photogenerated geminate radical pairs: (A) variation of the triplet
singlet energy separation with the interradical distance, and (B) two
extreme modes of radical decay via intersystem crossing at degenerated
SoT levels.
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between ZP4V and ZP6V is tlle fact tllat tlle radical pair generated from ZP6V

decayed much faster than those from ZP4V at 0 T. This may be related to tlle

difference in the spacer chain lengtll between tlle porphyrin and viologen moieties.

On going from ZP4V to ZP6V, the spacer chain lengtll increases by two metllylene

units, and tlle electron spin exchange interaction (6.E) in tlle radical pair is expected

to decrease accordingly. As 6.E-value approaches zero, the singlet and the triplet

energy levels of the radical pair become degenerated to each other. In tllis extreme

case, the intersystem crossing from the triplet to tlle singlet is expected to proceed

easily via hyperfine coupling- and/or 6.g-mechanisms, and tlle rate will not be

appreciably affected by paramagnetic additives such as lanthanide iOllS. The relevant

factors for EMFES are shown in Figme 3.

Time resolved ESR spectra were obtained witll all of tlle tluee ZPnV.CIDEP

spectra, as expected of typical radical-pair mechanisms, were observed witll ZP6V

and ZPgV, while significant S-T_ mixing was suggested to contribute in the spectra

of ZP4V.

rates of
compound

FIGURE 2
of lanthanide ions (0.5 mM) on then decay
pairs in the porphyrin-viologen linked

(A) zero magnetic field, and (B) 0.5 T.
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lanthanide ions with higher spin multiplicities. Exactly the same lanthanide effects

were observed with the radical pairs for ZP6V at 0.5 T.

The above observations strongly indicate that the EMFES are originated from

Zeeman splitting of triplet sublevels of the radical pairs. The spin flipping

relaxation from the triplet sublevels to the singlet state of the radical pairs appears

to be the rate determining step, which has been well known as Relaxation

Mechanism of EMFES.

In the absence of EMF, the lanthanide ions affected tlle radical decay process for

ZP4V and ZP6V in entirely different mallller. As to ZP4V, tlle decay rate of tlle

radical pair was affected by the tluee lantllanide ions to almost the same extent as

observed at high EMF. In the case of tlle radical pairs generated from ZP6V,

however, the decay rate was hardly affected at 0 T. The most important difference
105



bimolecular reaction in which the tripLet biradical reacts with a

lecular photo-redox reaction whereas the escape process is a
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External magnetic field effects

on bichromophoric photochemistry

Ryoichi Nakagaki

process. I t is to be noted that the cage process is an intramo-

Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences,
starting species in the ground state. Although the numbers of the

Kanazawa University, Kanazawa,

Ishikawa 920 (Japan)

speci~s involved in these t\110 processes are completely different,

the both processes can be characterized as a photo-oxidative bond

cleavage at the methylene group adjacent to the anilino nitrogen.

reaction of the naphthoxyl species wi th a long chain (n=12). The

We have studied photochemistry of bichromophoric chain
[S]

'SR

~
ONS"OR,

- +
:-.- /,

[Product 1]o NS"OR
2 _ ~ Hi~-{ J[A]

:-.- Ii
[Product 2]

takes

The photochemistry of

Figure 1 summarizes the reaction mechanism for photo-redox

in polar media or hydrogen abstraction in non-polar solvents,

philic photo-substistitution (photo-Smiles rearrangement)

typical donor moiety is anilino group, while a nitro-aromatic

chromophore is chosen as an acceptor.

aromatic chromophores as well as magnetic field strengths. A

D-(CH2 )n- A and found that photochemistry of some bifunctional

chain molecules depends upon the chain length linking the two

species containing electron donor (D> and acceptor (A) moieties,

of longer chain compounds.

primary event of photo-redox process is either electron transfer

place, whereas a photo-redox process becomes dominant in the case

which results in formation of a triplet biradical since the

02N-4-Cl0HS-l-0(CH2)n-NHCSHS will be described here in some

detail. When the chain length is short an intramolecular nucleo-

nitro-aromatic moiety in the lowest triplet manifold is involved Fig. 1. Scheme for the photo-redox reaction of species n=12.

in the photochemical reaction [1-4]. The triplet biradical under- BR = biradical intermediate.

goes intersystem crossing to tile singlet biradical or an escape Superscripts 1 and 3 refer to the spin multiplicity.

J07 108
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A remarkable influence on lhe producl yields for pholo-redox Allhough magnetic fields (~1TJ generated by an ordinary

reactions has been observed on application of an external magnet- electromagnet can cause rather small Zeeman splittings in a

ie field 10.54 Tl. Figure 2 illuslrales lhe magnetic field biradical intermediate wi th triplet spin mul lipl iei ly, inlersys-

effecls upon lhe product dislribulion for lhe lwo dislincl reac-

length of 8, the cage product is dominant in the zero-field,

while the escape process predominates under the magnetic field.

lem crossing rale may be reduced 10 ca. 1/3 of lhe zero-field

radical pair reactions provide us with useful tools for elucidat-

value when the magnelic field effects are mainly due to hyperfine

coupling mechanism. Thus, the external magnetic field effects on

At the particular chaintion pathways in terms of percentages.

As far as we know, this is one of very few examples of a reaction ing the reaction mechanism, for controlling reaction rates and

switching due to external magnelic field effecls. product yields, or for selecting a favourable reaction pathway

from others.

s.
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Fig. 2. Product dislribulion for photo-redox reactions of 02N-4

C10H5-1-0ICH2)n-NHC5H5 in benzene recorded as a function of chain

iength n. 0 (Ieftl and H Irighl) refer 10 lhe zero-field and lhe

presence of an external magnetic field 10.54T). [C1: cage

produc I, [E1: escape produc t.
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Fig. 3 The reaction rate measurement system
Fig. 2 Conductivity measurement system. for H2-02 sunace reaction

Measurillg the cOllductivity. A diagram of the measurement system is shown in Fig. 2.

The flow rate of the surrounding gases was made constant with mass flow controllers. The

magnetic field was applied to the sample vertically using a superconductive magnet and was

varied in the range from -5.0 to 5.0 T. Sweeping velocity of the magnetic field was 20 T/min.

Measurillg the reacnol' rale. The measuring apparatus using flow method is shown in Fig.

3. Dry air containing 0.1 % H2 was supplied into the reaction cell, and the H20 molecules in the

produced gas was adsorbed by molecular sieves 3A. By measuring the increases in weight of

H20 adsorbed using a microbalance CAHN-2000, the reaction rate was successfully evaluated

for 24 hr. at 1073 K in air atmosphere. The produced Sn02 powder had primary particle size of

approximately 20 to 30 nm and a B.E.T. surface area of 20 to 40 m2/g and was used for directly

measurement of the Hz-Gz reactio~,~ate. lieA

Il2

with an accuracy of ±O.I %.

3. Results and Discussion

3-1. Backgrounds

The electric conductivity of Sn02 is

proportional to carrier electron density [3]. The

carrier electron density is determined by the

balance between the rate of the reaction producing Fig.4 Reaction mechanisms model
on the 8n02 sunace.

electrons (reaction A. B in Fig. 4) and the rate of the reaction consuming electrons (reaction C)

[4],[5]. Finally, the reaction rate between flammable gases and surface-adsorbed oxygen is

proportional to the conductivity of SnOz in air containing H2 [6].

3-2. Observation of magnetic field effect by the conductivity measurements

5nOI film

Fig. 1 8n02 thin tilm specimen.

Pt electrodei) SII02 thill film. A

External Magnetic Field Effect
on the H2-02 Reaction on Sn02 Surface

Hisao Ohnishi, Hirokazu Sasaki and Masamichi Ippornmatsu
Fundamental Research Laboratories, Osaka Gas Co., Ltd.,
6-19-9, Torishima, Konohana-ku, Osaka 554, JAPAN
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Extensive studies of external magnetic field effects on catalytic reactions have been made by

Misono [1J, Selwood [2J, and other researchers. However, the reaction systems were limited to

conductivity of sintered Sn02 semiconductor changes when in contact with flammable gases.

were deposited on the Sn02 thin film by RF magnetron sputtering technique (Fig. 1).

ii) SII02 powder. A 99.999% pure Sn metal was dissolved in nitric acid, and the solution was

neutralized by an ammonia solution, then obtained gel was washed by water, dried, and calcined
III

the ortho-para conversion of hydrogen molecule on magnetic catalysts. It is recognized that the

deposited on a sapphire substrate by the reactive

RF magnetron sputtering technique. The Sn02

thin film (2.2 11m thick) had a columnar structure

that consisted of primary particles size of approximately 10 to 20 nm. Pt electrodes (111m thick)

1. Introduction

Sn02 thin film of the Greek cross form was

Sample Preparatioll.

Making use of this property, Sn02 semiconductor gas sensors are widely used for domestic gas

leak alarm systems and are produced more than ten millions annually. This presentation reports

on the external magnetic field effects on the H2-o2 reaction on the Sn02 surface. This is the

first finding of the magnetic field effect on an industrially important catalytic reaction.

2..Experimental Section

The authors report on the first findings regarding external magnetic field

effects on the H2-02 reaction on a 8n02 surface by the measurements of the

electric conductivity of 8n02 thin films. Further, we have succeeded in

directly measuring external magnetic field effects on H2-02 reaction on an 8n02

surface and found that the rate of increase in the reaction rate reached

approximately 14% under the condition of 623 K and 5 T.
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Table ill shows the results of the experiment to obtain H2-02 reaction rates with and

do/dr; ((I+2kB2)aPc+b Jla-co (I)

line in Fig. 6, by applying a simple magnetic field term ( I + 2kB2 ) to the Hz-02 reaction term

Thewithout the application of 5 T magnetic field in dried air containing 0.1 % H2 at 623 K.

in a equation, derived from analyzing the relation between conductivity changes and reaction rate

of surface reactions in Fig. 4.

Here, k is the constant, B is the magnetic field intensity, Pc is the concentration ofH2 in

air, a the conductivity of the 5n02 thin film, r the time, a, band c the constant proportional to

the kinetic for reactions A, Band C in Fig. 4.

3-3. Direct measurement of magnetic field effects

Hz (0.1'101%)

HI (0.35...01%)
..

;;--1 2
,~

t;
"

."o,
'0
C
o

U

.<
•••
~
o
£

An increase in the conductivity of 5n02

square of the magnetic field intensity and was

independent of H2 concentration, as shown in

Fig. 5. This phenomenon was distinguished

from changes in electron mobility, such as

thin film by applying magnetic field was

proceeding on the 5n02 surface in an oxygen

atmosphere at 773 K. The rate of increase in

the conductivity was proportional to the

observed when a H2-02 reaction was

milgnetic resistance or hall effect, by Table I Dependance on magnetic field direction.

H H
'./

o

\

0.0
12.3 (13.8')

"

H H
'./

o

1.·

t ,
H··...H

\(/'
~-~ I i
';! '"O· 2 ~_ 3

"*. \ ~:~ I
····f/,
-'-

Increase rate of molecular Increase percentage
sieves weight (J.lQ I sec.) of reaction rate (%)
B=OT B=5T

1.921 x 10-2 1.921 x 10-2
1.680 x 10-1 1.886 x 10-1

The changing percentage of increase rale of
moiecular sieves weight is equal to the
changing percentage of H2-02 reaction rate.
, after the blank value was deducted.

Resuns from reactpD rate measurement

Blank test
8n02 pow.

TABLE !II

on magnetic field effects exists

between H2 and D2 and the

effect' is reduced to 2/3 when

Further, an isotope effect

D2 is used instead of H2.

These results have strongly suggested that

114

an activated complex of this reaction has a

structure in which there is only a weak

interaction between hydrogen molecules

results shows that its reaction rate increased by approximately 12% (approximately 14% after the

blank value was deducted) by the application of the magnetic field.

that do not dissolve nor separate and

surface-adsorbed 0 2-, and the magnetic

field affects the nuclear spin of H-H in

Fig. 7 Reaction process of H2"D2 reaction
activated complexes.(Fig. 7) on 8n02 surtace.
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1.18/IS (By, 1 x) 1.2811 1.3222 2.679
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Table II Dependance on surrounding gases.
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film to fluctuations in the magnetic field

intensity, as indicated by· marks in Fig. 6.
Time / min.

The response had a lag for several seconds Fig. 6 Transient response of conductivity for varying
, magnetic field intensity. (0.36 % H2, n3 K)

therefore these results supposed that this phenomenon is based on the reaction. we were able to

increase rate of conductivity indicates the

increase in reaction rate.

this phenomenon was caused by the external

Moreover, we measured the transient

response of the conductivity of 5n02 thin

magnetic field effect characteristics of the Hz

02 reaction on the 5n02 surface. The

surfaces occurred, it can be concluded that

Because this phenomenon was a characteristic

feature when H2-02 reactions on 5n02

(Table I) and surrounding gases (Table I1).

describe the transient response properties of extemal magnetic field effects, as indicated by solid

113

measurement of the dependance of increase in

the conductivity on magnetic field direction
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Solvent Dependence of Magnetic Field Effects on

Photoisomerization of a Butenylnaphthalene in the

Presence of Electron Acceptor

Hirochika Sakuragi. Kazuhiko Naitoh, Takahisa Oguchi,

Tatsuo Arai, and Katsumi Tokumaru,

Department of Chemistry, University of Tsukuba,

Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japan

Ryoichi Nakagaki, and Saburo Nagakura

Institute for Molecular Science, Myodaiji, Okazaki 444,

Japan

Table 1. Isomerization quantum yields of t-BN in the absence ($t--.cO) and presence

of p-DCB ($HC~) and the asymptotic n(H)/n(O) values at the high magnetic field in
isomerization of t-BN in the presence ofp-DCB in various solvents

Solvent E KSY $t-->c° $t-->C~ n(H)/n(O)

Benzene 2.28 540 0.13 0.23 = I
Chloroform 4.81 200 0.14 0.29 =0.98

Tetrahydrofuran 7.58 560 0.13 0.20 =0.90
Dichloromethane 8.93 400 0.19 0.18 =0.87

1,2-Dichloroethane 10.4 230 0.19 0.14 =0.84
Propionitrile 27.2 690 0.15 0.05 = 0.79
Acetonitrile 37.5 870 0.14 0.04 =0.67

Il6
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affected by triplet quenchers.!,2) In the presence of p-dicyanobenzene (P-DCB), the

quantum yield ($t--.c) decreased remarkably in propionitrile and acetonitrile, but

increased noticeably in benzene, chloroform, and THF, with increasing acceptor

concentration to approach the limiting quantum yields ($HC~)' as summarized in

Table I, where KSY (=kq~O) represents the Stern-Volmer constant for the quenching

of the excited singlet t-BN by a quencher.

Fig. 2. Contribution of ionic inter
mediates (.) to the isomerization of t
BN in the presence of p-DCB (0) in
various solvents.
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Fig. 1. Plots of relative yields of c-BN
at magnetic fields of varying intensity.
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Quenching of olefins in excited states by electron acceptors in polar solvents

may generate radical pairs which are precursors of geometrical isomerization of the

olefins. The excited singlet state of trans-2-(3,3-dimethyl-l-butenyl)naphthalene (2

NpCH=CHBut, t-BN) is efficiently quenched by electron acceptors to afford the cis

isomer (c-BN) in various solvents ranging from nonpolar benzene to polar acetoni

trile.!,2) Previously, we demonstrated that the precursor of t-BN isomerization in

acetonitrile is the olefin triplet arising from intersystem crossing of a singlet radical

pair.!) In benzene, however, the quenching was accompanied by emissions ascrib

able to ~xciplexes, suggesting that the isomerization in nonpolar solvents proceeds

through the olefin triplet generated from the exciplexes.2) In order to clarify the

reaction intermediates and their contribution to the isomerization, we employed

laser flash photolyses (LFP) and external magnetic field effects (MFE) upon the iso

merization quantum yield on steady irradiation in various solvents.!)

Irradiation of t-BN (0.01 M) at 313 nm in various solvents afforded c-BN with

varying quantum yields (,I>t--.cO), as shown in Table 1. The isomerization was

assumed to proceed mainly on the singlet manifold since the quantum yield was not

Il5
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nonpolar I t-BN + A + hVf
solvenl (t-BN ...A)· • 3 -BN + A
____ exclplex -.... t
~1 t-BN+A
polar t-BN+·... A -. ---
solvent radical ion pair -........

H H ~ t-BN+·+K·

3 t-BN+....A . • 3t-BN + A

It-BN' + A

--.....- yc-BN + (l-y) t-BN

Scheme 1
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tion or triplet formation from the interaction of the olefin and acceptor is more

efficient through exciplexes than through ion radicals and the maximum efficiency

appears at £=4.8 (chloroform). The contribution of radical ions to the total quan

tum yield decreases with decreasing polarity of solvents but the isomerization due to

radical ions reaches a maximum value at a medium £ value of 8.9 (dichloroethane).

It can be concluded that the isomerization proceeds through t-BN triplets generated

from the interactions of t-BN singlets with the acceptors, and that the efficiency of

triplet formation decreases with increasing polarity of the solvent by switching of

the precursors of t-BN triplets from exciplexes to radical ion pairs.

The transient absorption spectrum of the t-BN/p-DCB system in various sol

vents show unambiguously that photoinduced electron transfer takes place between

the excited singlet t-BN and the ground-state electron acceptor in polar solvents

such as acetonitrile and dichloromethane; however, in nonpolar solvents such as

benzene and chloroform no ionic species were generated.

Deaerated solutions (3 ml) of t-BN (2xl()--4 M) and p-DCB (5xlD-2 M) in vari

ous solvents were irradiated for 10-20 min with filtered light (A~330 nm) from a

300-W xenon lamp at ambient temperature. The sample solutions were examined

after irradiation using an HPLC apparatus to determine the concentrations of c-BN

produced. Under these irradiation conditions the light was absorbed only by t-BN;

p-DCB and c-BN formed were not practically excited, and the conversion was con

trolled at 6-8%. The yield of c-BN [T](H)/T](O)] at various applied magnetic fields

relative to that at the zero magnetic field strength are plotted in Fig. 1. This figure

shows that the relative yields of c-BN are reduced, except for the case of benzene as

solvent, at the field strengths lower than 1 kG and reached nearly constant values at

the higher strength region. The effect of magnetic field on isomerization quantum

yield arises from the hyperfine interaction in radical pairs)) The asymptotic

T](H)/T](O) values estimated from Fig. 1 are also summarized in Table 1.

The isomerization mechanism in nonpolar and polar solvents can be described

by Scheme I, where the olefin triplet is the key intermediate.!) In the t-BN/p-DCB

system the largest magnetic field effect was observed in acetonitrile, and the effect

was reduced in the order of acetonitrile, propionitrile, 1,2-dichloroethane,

dichloromethane, THF, chloroform, and benzene. It can be reasonably assumed that

the isomerization proceeds exclusively through radical ions in acetonitrile.

Accordingly, the asymptotic T](H)/T](O) values at the high magnetic field in various

solvents relative to that in acetonitrile correspond to contributions of the ionic

intermediates to the isomerization in the respective solvents. Figure 2 plots the total

quantum yields for isomerization (ct>HC~) and quantum yields due to ionic interme

diates (ct>HCion ) estimated using the asymptotic values, and shows that the isomeriza-
lI7
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Laser Flash Photolysis Studies of the Magnetic

Field Effects on the Bifunctional Chain Molecules

Containing Benzophenone and N,N-Diethylaniline

BP-II-DEA compound. An· effective singlet-triplet level degen-

Fig. 1 displays a typical transient absorption spectra of

Yoshifumi Tanimoto, Yoshihisa Fujiwara, Akinori BP-II-DEA obtained by the 337 nm laser excitation. The absorp-

Saegusa, and Michiro Hayashi tion band ( Amax 350 and 560 nm) ascribed to a BP ketyl radical

appeared immediately after photoexcitation and decayed with a

Department of Chemistry J Faculty of Science, relatively short lifetime (< 1 ~s) at zero magnetic field. No

Hiroshima University, Naka-ku, Hiroshima 730, transient absorption attributable to the ion radicals was detect-

Japan ed in the nanosecond photolysis. Analogous transient spectra

were observed in BP-n-DEA (n=6-13).

The magnetic field effect (MFE) of intramolecular photoreac- A tentative reaction mechanism is shown in Scheme. The

bon of a-(4-benzoyl)phenoxy- w-(4-N,N-diethylamino)benzoylox- 337 nm excitation produces the excited triplet state of DEA

yalkane (BP-n-DEA, n=6-11) in dimethylformamide (DMF) solvent selectively, causing the fast triplet energy transfer into BP.

was investigated by laser flash photolysis as a function of the The triplet BP gives rise to the hydrogen abstraction reaction

total number (0) of the chain unit linking the two chromophores. from OEA leading to the formation of a triplet biradical which

MFE on the lifetime of the biradical intermediate increased

together with the number of n and the maximum MFE was obtained in

Fig.! Transient Absorption Spectra.
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Anomalous increase in the biradical lifetime occurs along

consists of BP ketyl and DEA radicals.

netic fields may restrain the triplet-singlet intersystem cross-

ing process of the biradical because of the Zeeman splitting of

This

diphenylamine (n > 8) [2] and phenanthrene-dimethylaniline linked

systems [3 J.

discrepancy might be responsible for the difference in the struc-

ture of the respective terminal groups (-0- or -COO-) of the

In the present model system, no magnetic field dependence

attributable to the T_-S level crossing was. observed (Fig. 2), in

contrast to a benzophenone-diphenylamine linked system.

chain.

Mag-

Fig. 2 shows

The magnitude of maximum MFE surpris-

ingly reached up to more than 40 times in n=11 at 0.6 T.

with increasing the strength of a magnetic field.

field range of 0 -0.6 T.

conspicuous MFE in the lifetime of all compounds in the magnetic

the triplet sublevels (T_ and T t ) and the lifetime in higher

fields may be determined by the spin relaxation process in tri-

plet sublevels as observed in the previous chain molecules [I,

2 J•

The chain length dependence (n) of the biradical lifetime

References
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ratio in the presence and absence of a magnetic field is given in

Fig. 3. It makes clear the dependence of MFE on the chain

number (nl. It is noteworthy that the magnitude of MFE is in-

creasing together with n and saturating at around n=11. This

may imply that the singlet-triplet degeneracy of the biradical

takes place when n > 9. The result is in good agreement with

those of xanthone-xanthene (n > lO) [1], benzophenone-

f- BP-n-DEA

_40 0

S..., 0 0-- Fig.3
E: Chain length dependence
t-'

0 of the lifetime ratio20
T (H)/ T (0) of the biradicals

generated from BP-n-DEA in

0
the presence and absence of
a magnetic field (H=0.57T) .

0
3 5 9 11 13 15

n
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on a carbon second to the end of the carbon chain and the inner

generated and stabilized in y-irradiated alkane crystals at 77 K.

They are the penultimate alkyl radical with the unpaired electron

peak of the spectrum.

ESE spectra show the EPR spectrum of the penultimate radical. This

The shape of a field-swept ESE spectrum is usually similar to

diffusion. if the nuclear spin states of the methyl protons are

spectral diffusion. When an EPR spectrum is broadened due to the

hindered rotation of the methyl group. The methyl group of the 2-

spectrum increases with the time of longitudinal relaxation. which

implies that the relaxation is slower for the spins near the peak

the corresponding CW EPR spectrum. However the field-swept ESE

spectrum of 2-hydroxyethyl radical at 77 K shows four lines

instead,of five CW EPR lines. This discrepancy arises from the

difference arises from the fast paramagnetic relaxation of the

penultimate radical induced by time fluctuation of the EPR

spectrum. or spectral diffusion. The spectral diffusion of the

penultimate radical are much faster than the inner one. because

dynamic change of the spectrum. the relative intensity of the

spectrum is proportional to the lifetime of the spins staying at

the observed spectral position. The longitudinal relaxation due to

the spectral diffusion is therefore slower for the spins near the

of the spectrum. The resolution enhancement is caused by the

hydroxyethyl radical is not freely rotated and the hyperfine

couplings with the three methyl protons are not averaged out. The

rotation of the methyl group thereby causes the fast spectral

the bending motion of the C-CH-C bond. the source of the

fluctuation of a and 0 proton hyperfine couplings. is faster for

the penultimate radical. The resolution of the field-swept ESE

Tsuneki Ichikawa and Hiroshi Yoshida

Faculty of Engineering. Hokkaido University

Sapporo. 060 Japan

Application of Pulsed EPR Spectroscopy to the

Study of Radical Reactions
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spectro~copy are summarized as follows:

1) Comparison of the CW and the field-swept EPR spectra of alkyl

radicals. Two types of secondary alkyl radicals are known to be

CW and pulsed EPR measurements of alkyl radicals generated from

alkanes and alcohols by y-irradiation have been carried out for

studying the mechanism of radical reactions in solids. A pulsed

EPR spectrum. obtained by measuring the intensity of electron spin

echo (ESE) signals while sweeping the magnetic field very slowly

(field-swept ESE spectrum). is so sensitive to the rate of

paramagnetic relaxation that overlapping EPR spectra are possible

to be differentiated if the relaxation rates of the paramagnetic

species are different with each other. The field-swept EPR

spectrum is also sensitive to the fluctuation of hyperfine fields

so that the analysis of the spectrum gives the information about

the molecular motion of the radicals.

The results obtained by the application of the pulsed EPR

alkyl radical with the unpaired electron on a carbon farther than

the second one. The irradiated crystals show the overlapping CW

EPR spectra of these radicals. On the other hand. the field-swept

not all the same. The spectrum of the radical with the methyl

protons of the spin state ±(1/Z.1/2.1/2) is not changed by the

rotation of the methyl group. so that this radical is selectively

123 124
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detected on the field-swept ESE spectrum.

2) Selectivity of alkyl radical formation by tunneling C-II

hydrogen abstraction. Several types of alkyl radicals are expected

to be formed and stabilized in y-irradiated solid alkanes. These

are primary radicals, penultimate and inner secondary radicals,

and tertiary radicals for branched alkanes. The CW EPR spectra of

these radicals are similar, since the proton hyperfine coupling

constants are not much different. The identification of the

radicals from the CW EPR spectrum of the irradiated solid is

therefore not an easy task, especially when there are more than

one radical species. Overlapping ESR spectra are differentiated

into each component by measuring the field-swept ESE spectrum. The

field-swept spectra indicate that the radicals in y-irradiated

branched alkane glasses at 77 K are the primary and the penulti

mate secondary radicals. The formation of the inner secondary

radical and the tertiary radical is prohibited at 77 K. The

primary radical gradually converts to the penultimate secondary

radical by the abstraction of a penultimate C-H hydrogen on an

adjacent molecule. The hydrogen abstraction proceeds by quantum

mechanical hydrogen tunnelling process. The penultimate radical is

also formed through the tunneling C-H hydrogen abstraction by a

hydrogen atom.

Although a considerable amount of inner radicals are generated

in n-alkane crystals y-irradiated at 77 K, only the penultimate

secondary radical is observed in glassy solids. The selective

formation of the penultimate radical from n-alkanes is induced by

the tunneling C-H hydrogen abstraction. The difference of the

selectivity between the crystal and the glass arises from the

effect of solid phases on a specific molecular motion assisting
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the tunneling of the C-H hydrogen.

The selectivity of alkyl radical formation in alkane liquids

simply depends on the strength of the C-II bonds. The tertiary C-H

bond is the weakest, so that a considerable amount of the tertiary

radicals are generated from branched alkanes even the number of

the tertiary C-H bonds is the smallest.

It is concluded from these results that the selectivity of alkyl

radical formation in solids is determined by the rate of tunneling

C-H hydrogen abstraction. The tunneling rate is determined not

only by the activation energy for the abstraction but also by the

easiness of molecular motion assisting the hydrogen abstraction.

In the glassy matrix, a spa ~ ( Sp 2 + p) umbrella motion assisting

the abstraction of the C-H hydrogen is slower for the tertiary and

the inner carbons than the penultimate secondary carbons, because

three carbon chains for the tertiary carbon and two carbon chains

for the inner carbon prevent the umbrella motion. The rates of the

tertiary and the inner secondary radical formation are therefore

slower than that of the penultimate radical formation even the

activation energies are lower than and the same as that for the

penultimate secondary carbon, respectively.

In a.crystalline solid all the carbon atoms in a molecule are

on the molecular plane. The crystal has a structure close to a

layered one. The accordion motion of the C-C chain is therefore

easy to take place in the crystal. Since the accordion motion

causes the change of spa ~ ( Sp 2 + p) for all the carbons, the

tunneling C-H hydrogen abstraction also takes place on the inner

carbons.
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in solids induce the phase relaxation of electron spins which can

be detected as the decay of an electron spin echo (ESE) envelope.

Dipole-dipole (d-d) interactions between paramagnetic centers

(0 ) two and (e) 2+1 pul-

teraction estimated from

se ESE decay under the as-

Fig.l. Strength of d-d in-
o
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o
•

/
/

/
/

/
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/
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2.0

d-d interaction, it is therefore necessary to know the effect of

the flip-flop on the ESE decay due to the ID mechanism.

Experiments with a hydrogen atoms stabilized at 77K in y

irradiated quartz glass shows the effect of electron flip-flops on

the manifestation of d-d interactions in ESE decay, Fig.l. The
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Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University,
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Effect of Electron Spin Diffusion on Electron

Spin Echo Decay
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The investigation of the ESE decay allows one to evaluate physical

parameters in various spin relaxation processes and to obtain

information concerning the motion and the spatial arrangement of

0.5
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o
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C

H
11O'7 cm-J

4.0 5.0

sumption of no flip-flops.

The real strength is shown

with a broken line.

paramagnetic centers (1-2). One of the most powerful methods for

this purpose is to analyze the ESE decay due to instantaneous

diffusion (ID) mechanism, since ID is created by perturbation of

spin coupling by microwave pulses and therefore artificially

controllable relaxation process. A novel pulse sequence suitable

dependence of the dipole broadening of ESR line on the concentration

of hydrogen atoms estimated from two and 2+1 pulse ESE decays

deviates from linear, predicted by stochastic theory (4).

The effect of the flip-flop can be divided into two categories:

direct and indirect effects. The direct effect is due to the flip-

for extracting ID has recently been invented (3). In this method,

called 2+1 pulse ESE, additional ID is induced by strong microwave

pulse inserted between the first labelling pulse and a refocusing

pulse, and the decay of a two pulse ESE envelope due to the

additional ID is measured as a function of the time interval

between the first and the additional pulses.

flop between an observed spin and its partner one. The indirect

effect is due to the flip-flop between a pair of spins near an

observed spin. The flip-flop of the pair of spins causes the

spectral diffusion of the observed spin through the change of the

local magnetic field. Since the spectral diffusion is faster for

spin groups with stronger d-d interactions, the average d-d

The analytical expression for the 2+1 ESE decay is easily

obtained by neglecting a flip-flop term, 8.8_, in the Hamiltonian

interaction for the ESE-detected spin group decreases with increas

ing time T between the labelling and the refocusing pulses.

of d-d interaction. Although the flip-flop is expected to give a

significant effect on ID, most of theoretical and experimental

Therefore, if the observed ID is analyzed by using a theory

including no flip-flop term, it gives a weaker d-d interaction and

works did not take it into consideration. For clarifying the a longer spin-spin distanse than real ones.

applicability of the two and 2+1 pulse ESE method to the study of

/27

Exact calculations of density matrix evolution revealed
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unimportance of direct effect on the ESE decay both irr two and 2+1

pulse methods. The influence of flip-flop interaction of observed

spins lineary increase with a concentration of paramagnetic centers

as well as effect of 10 mechanism. Therefore the relative effect of

direct interaction does not increase, and it is importaht only for

a very short initial time interval of ESE decays.

The indirect effect is induced by interaction between many

particles. Instead of solving a density matrix for spin groups

under multiple d-d interactions, we treat a pair case in which an

observed spin interacts with a partner spin without flip-flop but

the partner spin flip-flops with another spins with the rate of

2W. Provided the flip-flop rate is the same for all the spins, the

decay kinetics of identical spins under the random spatial distri-

bution is given by

where ~ is the angle of spins turn by additional pulse.

It can be seen from Eqs. (3,4) that the increase of 'x ( = 2WT)

causes the deviation of the 10 decay kinetics from the exponential

function and the decrease of the decay rate. Assuming 10 % accuracy

for the observed decay rate, the flip-flop term is negligible only

if x < 0.02. The ESE decay due to 10 is very sensitive to the flip-
I

flop. The flip of ohly one of 50 spins gives the observable effect.

The flip-flop also accelerates the ESE decay due to spectral

diffusion. In experiments with a hydrogen atoms in y-irradiated at

77K quartz testify the increasing of decay rate of Eso (2T) with a

concentration of hydrogen in accordance with Eq. (3). The increase

of the decay rate indicates that the indirect effect is the main

source of diminishing the effect of 10 on the ESE decay.

The result of this work can be resumed as follow. Flip-flops

E( 2T) (1) between electron spins diminish the effect of instantaneous diffu-

sion on two and 2+1 pulse ESE envelope decays even if the

where E,o(2T) and Eso (2T) denote the ESE decay due to 10 and

spectral diffusion by the d-d interaction, respectively; Eo(2T) is

the decay due to another reasons. E1D and ESD can be represented as

longitudinal relaxation is much slower than the phase relaxation.

The main mechanism diminishing the effect of instantaneous diffu-

sion is not the direct flip-flop of observed spins but the flip-

flop of spin pairs adjacent to them. A theory including no flip-

where 9 is the angle of spins turn by refocussing pulse, y is

hyromagnetic ratio, C is the concentration of hydrogen atoms,

DA(x) ~ 5.07/(1 + 1.08x'/2 - 2.04x + 2.51x3
/

2 );

E,o(2T) = exp[-sin 2 (9/2)y2fiCD A(2WT)T];

Eso (2T) = exp[-y2fiCD.(2WT)T]

D.(x) ~ 2.53x/(1 + 0.25x'/2 + 0.63x3
/

2 )

The decay kinetics in 2+1 pulse ESE is given by

E(2T,T') ~ exp[-sin2(~/2)cOS9y2fiCDA(2WT')T')
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(2 )

(3 )

(4 )

flop term is not applicable to the analysis of observed ESE decay

kinetics if the microwave power-independent phase relaxation rate

depends on the spin concentration.
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derivatives.

ESEEM's were observed for the

B

t

b)

oj

echo

containing

B is a N

stimulatedpUlse

for frozen solutions

base such as imidazole or pyridine

EPR spectra were recorded at 77K

Three

10 mM of these copper complexes.Institute for Chemical Reaction Science,

Tohoku University, Katahira 2 Chome, Aobaku Sendai 980,

Yasunori Qhba, Yukihiro Yoshida, and Masamoto Iwaizumi

Japan

CONTAINING LIGANDS

ESEEM OF COPPER(II) COMPLEXES COORDINATED BY IMIDAZOLEBIO
20:00
-22:00

Electron IDlin Echo Envelope Modulation <ESEEM) has been widely used for

solutions at 10-20 K. The obtained

time domain ESEEM were analyzed

250 300
B / mT

350

studies of copper(ll) complexes coordinated by imidazoles. The by the LPQRD algorithm and
Figure 2. EPR spectra of (a)

coordination strucures of the systems have not been made clear in their

strong ESEEM effects and the ESEEM frequencies correspond to the 14N

ENDOR frequencies. The imidazole coordination to a copper(II) ion was found

by this strong ESEEM effects for many biological systems.1) However the Pim and pbi take a restricted
magnetic field

for ESEEM

arrows indicate the

settings used

measuremen ts.

[CU(pimJ2J<N03)2 in DMF/CH3N02 and

(b) [Cu(pbil21(N03J2 in DMF/EIOH

frozen solutions at 77K. The

with

frequencythe

structure

totransformed

of ENDOR spectra.

domain spectra which were analogue

coordination

showsnoncoordinating nitrogen of the imidazole ligand (far nnitrogen)

ESEEM studies. In this paper we attempted to use ESEEM for determination respect to the orientation of

of structures of copper (II) complexes coordinated by imidazole containing the imidazole plane by formation of the chelate structure and the

effects which are caused by the quadrupole interaction of the far nitrogen

ligands. We focussed attention to the orientation dependence of the ESEEM

of imidazole ring for the purpose. The complexes used are bis(2-(2'-

imidazole ring becomes coplanar to the plane formed by the chelate bonds.

Therefore, [CU(Pim)212+ and [CU(PbI)212+ apparently take the planar structure

(Fig. I). The EPR spectra of these complexes can be well explained as

pyridyl )imidazo lelcopper(ll), bis(2-(2'- having a planar structure coordinated by the four nitrogen atoms of the

From this orientation

two chelate ligands (Fig. 2). Figure 3 is ESEEM's observed by setting the

132

magnetic field on the extrema of g tensor of these EPR spectra. These

selective ESEEM measurements, we determined the direction of the 14N

orientation selection in the ESEEM measurements.

quadrupole coupling tensor for the far nitrogen atoms of the imidazole

ESEEM's show appreciable magnetic field dependency as a resul t of

groups.

~~a;N ..N,-·-~.N A
. ..' Cu ......'

"'" "N~'"''N NH- < S
(b)

of (a) [Cu(PimJ212+ and (b)

(s)

Figure I. Structure

[CU(Pbil212+.

theseof

the six coordination

addition of N bases,

[CU(Piml2B212+ and
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In the case of the six

the far

because of the hyperfine

are expected to have appreciable magnitude for the first and

It Is notable that in the first structure the relative orientation of the

The third is the case in which the two N bases and the pyridyl groups of

the chelate ligands make stronger coordination bonds than the imidazole

groups and form the tetragonal plane. EPR spectroscopy can not distinguish

these three structures. In Our previous paper2), we have shown that the

14N-ENDOR can distinguish the type of ni trogen, sp2 or sp3, In the

the method to distinguish the structures.

tetragonal plane in the copper(J1) complexes. However, in the present case,

all the nitrogens are of the sp2 type, and hence it is impossible to apply

quadrupole tensor of the far nitrogens to the tetragonal plane of the

unpaired spin orbital is differnt from that in the second and the third

structures. On the other hand, the hyperfine Interactions of

ni trogens

the second, bu t they may be almost zero in the third case. Therefore for

the first and the second structures strong ESEEM effects by the far

B10-iv
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nitrogens of the imidazole groups must be observed but their magnetic

field dependence must be different for these two cases. In the third

structure the ESEEM effects must be small

interaction of the far nltrogens are too small. Based on these

the coordination structure of the six coordination complexes. By using

conSiderations, the ESEEM of the far nitrogens can be used to determine

these crl terlon, we determined the structure of

second, and that of (CU(Pbi)2B212+ to be the third.
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a 3.75 7.5

TH / ~s

Figure 3. ESEEM of [Cu(pim)21(N03)2 in DMF/EIOH

frozen solution at 20K. 'The ESEEM (a) is

measured by setting magnetic field at A in

Fig. 2 and (b) at B.

the

the

of

bases and the imidazole groups of the chelate ligands

One

consti lute

4).

coordination species,

[CU(Pim)2B212+, oj

[(CU(Pbi)2B212+, there are

three possible structures

B10-iii

Figure 4. Three POssible structures of

[CU(Pim)2B212+, B: pyridine.

(Fig.

possible structures is that

where the two chelate

tetragonal plane and form

ligands

stronger coordination

bonds than the added

bases, B. Hence the

unpaired spin orbital lie

in the plane. In this case,

the imidazole rings are

coplanar with the unpaired

spin orbital. The second possible structure is that where the two

addi tlonal

constitute the tetragonal plane containing the unpaired electron orbital.
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1. Introduction

An ODESR Study on Charge Recombination Process in Polymers

Yutaka Tai, Masaharu Okazaki,* and Kazumi Toriyama

Government Industrial Research Institute. Nagoya, Hirata,

Kita-ku, Nagoya, 462, Japan

used as supplied from Mitsubishi Petroleum Co. (as a gift) and General Science

Corporation, respectively. Polymer samples were kneaded with pyrene and

molded with a Mini-molder from CSI Inc. ODESR d th fl
an e uorescence spectrum

were observed with an apparatus described elsewhere (1].

3. Results and Discussion

The characteristic features of the radiation chemical reactions, espe- 3-1 High-Pressure Polyethylene

cially in inhomogeneous materials including biological systems, will be clari-

fied only after the detailed analysis of the charge migration Bnd their recom-

bination processes. We have been studying these processes by observing ODESR

and magnetic field effect on the recombination fluorescence for squalane

solution [l,2J as well as for polymer samples (3] doped with a fluorescent

dye. In the previous study on pyrene doped ethylene-propylene rubber (EP-

rubber)(3] ·we proposed a charge recombination mechanism shown in Figure 1

through the analysis of the ODESR spectra and the difference between fluores-

cence spectra obtained with UV- and X-ray excitation. An excess excimer fluo-

rescence in the X-ray induced spectrum was explained with hole transfer from a

Figure 2 shows the ODESR amplitudes as functions of temperature for three

pyrene concentrations, 0.3, 1.0 and 3.0 wt%. The ODESR amplitude increases

first with the increase of temperature, then comes to the maximum value, and

finally decreases with the further increase of temperature. The temperature

at which the ODESR amplitude is the maximum shifts higher when the pyrene

concentration is decreased. The decrease of the ODESR amplitude at a lower

temperature can be explained with the loss of spin correlation during the

elongated recombination time. On the other hand, the decrease of it in the

high temperature region is attributed to the decrease of the spin-flip

4.0~

811-i

pyrene cation to aggregating pyrenes to produce an oligomer cation which is

Figure 2. ODESR ampli
tude as functions of
temperature at three
different pyrene con
cent-rations in high

pressure polyethylene.
ODESR amplitude is
normarized by fluores_
cence intensity.

350310
T / K

B1 »1/7, where 7 represents the recombination time. There-

270
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the recombination time for each systems at the temperature for the

/36

(4) when

~

'""0
=>- 3.0~

a.
E
«
a:
U)
w
0
0

2.0

probability by the microwave field due to the shortened recombination time .

It is well known that ODESR amplitude as the function of microwave field satu-

rates

fore,

e I: el..clron
. t ranst .. r

hi-hole
. - lransfer

PE ~(PE+"-e-)~PE* ~PE

h.y ~
(Py' .... e-) ( PE+ .... pn

~s / Ih.1

(UV =) Py' <---- (Py' .... pn
hv1\y 1h.1

( (Py)' ..•. pn
I .

Figure 1. Proposed charge recombina_
tionmechanism in irradiated polyolefin.

efficiently converted into the excimer. In the present study, we applied the

confirmed the above mechanism. In

same techniques for high-pressure

Pyrene was purified with the

polyet~ylene doped with pyrene and

addition, we extended the study to

polystyrene doped with pyrene and

discussed the role of aromatic

groups on the polymer chain in the

charge recombination process.

2. Experimental

polyethylene and polystylene were
/35

zone-melting method. High-pressure



maximum ODESR signal would be equal with each other, if the same spin relaxa-

tion parameters are postulated. This means that with increasing the pyrene

magnetic field dependence is apparently composed of two parts, one is a sharp

increase of the fluorescence which saturates over the magnetic field or about

concentration the charge hopping rate increases'and thus the recombination

time decreases. Since the ODESR spectrum for the system with the pyrene

50 mT and the other is a broad dip at around 60 mT followed by the gradual

increase which does not saturate even over 500 mT. The cause of this dip is

concentration higher than 1.0 wt% consists of mainly those of pyrene ion

signals, the charges reside mainly on the doped molecules and thus hop only

between pyrenes.

attributed to the level crossing between a triplet sublevel and the singlet

level of the geminate pair. Zero field splitting of 60 mT corresponds to a

separation of about 3-5 A. We tentatively assign this metastable state as an

The fluorescence spectrum of this system consists of monomer and excimer excited state like exciton, which needs some ene~gy to recombine to yield the

peaks. The relative height of the latter is considerably higher for the X-ray excited pyrene. This interesting phenomenon must be due to a small difference

excited system than that for UV-irradiated system, especially at high solute in the ionization potentials (or electron affinities) between the matrix and

concentrations and at high observation temperatures. This excess excimer the solute, which allows the charges delocalize in some wider region.

fluorescence in X-ray excited system can be explained only with hole hopping The ODESR amplitude as the function of pyrene concentration showed a

from a pyrene to a cluster of pyrenes which stabilizes the hole resulting a minimum at the concentration of about 1. a wt%. This dependence was very much

oligomer cation. This is different from that in poly-olefins. We consider that this phenomenon is the

electron and the excimer

recombination with the

rUbber(3], we deduced

The charge recombination in a polyolefin doped with aromatic molecules

4.Conclusion

proceeds through charge hopping between the solute molecules. On the other

solute pyrenes and the formation of exciton-like excited state.

result of competition between the two processes, charge hopping between the

recombines through an exciton-like excited state. In the latter case, charges

5.Reference

may hop between the aromatic groups including those in the polymer chain.

hand, ~n polystyrene which contains aromatics in the polymer itself the charge

1.0

0.1

[ py J / wI "

8.9

'c
"
.0
~

o
.5

"uc
"u..
"~
";;:

preferentially

the former study on EP-

the charge recombination

result~, together with

is

neutralized later by

formed. From the present

Figure 3. Magnetic field dependent fluores

cenceyield in X-ray irradiated polystyrene doped
with pyrene at three different concentrations.
Observationsare made at room temperature.

mechanism shown in

Figure 1 for the pol-

yolefin system doped

with aromatic molecules.
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EPR and ODMR Studies of the Phosphorescent States

of trans-2,2'-Bipyridine, Metal-Free cis-2,2'

Bipyridine and [Zn(bpylJ 2+
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Tokiwadai, Hodogaya-ku, Yokohama 240, Japan

Bruce D. Schlyer and August H. Maki
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the metal-free cis-bpy leaves the question open.

z z z

xC xLy Lx y
y

() ~N) Q-<) [c>,})r
trans- bpy cis-bpy 2+

[ Zn(bpy)l

The lowest excited triplet (T 1 ) states of organometallic

complexes of nd lD configuration, such Zn
2+

and Cd 2+ with 2,2'-as

bipyridine (bpy) believed to be 3 * in character. Theare ""

Pig. 1. Moleclllar structures and coordinate systems chosen for

trans-bpy, cis-bpy and [Zn(bpy)]2+.

been observed in mixtures of water with various alcohols at

2+nature of the Tl state of [Zn(bpy)] may usually be explained by

a small perturbation of bpy by Zn 2+. During the course of the have

Recently, the T l state EPR spectra of a metal-free cis-bpy

time-resolved EPR studies, however, a remarkable change in the 77 K [5]. In the present work, we have observed the EPR and

anisotropy of the triplet sublevel populating rates has been

observed for [Zn(bpy)J 2+ [lJ.

opti.cally detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) signals from bpy

using a 2-propanol-watcr (i-PrOH-11 20) mixture as a host. We have

The trans and cis conformations are possible in bpy, as been able to observe EPR and ODMR signals of the T
l states of

The bpy T
1

state has been considered for manyshown in Fig.

years to have the trans conformation in ethanol [2], in

trans-bpy, cis-bpy and [Zn(bpy)]2+ in these solvent mixtures.

Thus Lhe separate effects of conformation and Zn 2+ coordination

Shpol'skii matrices [3] and in a single crystal of durene [4J at on the zero-field splitting (ZFS) parameters and sublevel

low temperatures. On the other hand, the stable conformation of I~inetics of bpy could be evaluated.

bpy in its metal complexes is apparently cis. It is difficult to The EPR spectra of the T
1

state of bpy were measured in i-

determine whether the observed changes in the sublevel populating

rates are due to the intrinsic effect of the coordination to Zn 2+

PrOIl-H 20 and a stretched poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) film at 77 K.

or the effect of the conformational change.
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The lack of data on

The

from

EPR signals observed in i-PrOH-1I
2

0

those observed in i-PrOH-H 20 (2:3,

B12-ii

( 3 : 2 ,

v/v) .

v/v) are different

The former signals
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can be reasonably assigned to the trans conformer, because their

resonance fields are almosl the same as those for the trans

kinetic properties observed at 1.2 K.

-1
s ); Pi' relative populating rate.

We can see from this table that the ZFS E

k i , decay rate constant (in

listed in Table 1.

ZFS parameters (in GHz) and

Table 1

Moleculea IDl b I E I c k k k kd P P Px y z x y z

trans-bpy 3.32 0.36 0.48 1.2 1.4 0.97 I' > P > Pz y x

cis-bpy 3.36 0.16 0.32 1.4 1.1 0.93 0.16 1 0.56

2+
3.33 O. 17 0.48[Zn(bpy)] 0.77 1.2 0.77 0.48 1 0.65

a trans-bpy is in i-PrOH-H 2O (3: 2, v/v) . cis-bpy and 2+[Zn(bpy) ]

are in i-PrOH-H 2O (2: 3 , v/v) .

b D (-3/2)X.=
c E (1/2)(Z Y) •= -
d Obtained from the phosphorescence decay at 4.2 K.

parameter is sensitive only to the conformational change of bpy,

lb

I
N
T
E
N
5
I
T
Y

R
E
L
A

T
I
V
E (0.)

rrom the similarity of the resonance fields betwe~n bpy in i-

in i-PrOIl-1I 20 (2:3, v/v) at 77 1(.

PrOIl-H
2

0 (2:3. v/v) and the cis conformer observed in the

stretched PYA film, bpy is expected to have the cis conformation

conformer observed in the stretched PYA film. On the other hand,

m. 415. m. us. m. m. m. 505.

WA VEL ENG T H Inm)
S10 . 5l5. 551. while the triplet sublevel kinetics are sensitive to both the

conformational change and to metal complex formation with Zn 2 +.

Fig. 2. Phosphorescence spectra of (a) trans-bpy in i-PrOIl-1I 20

(3:2, v/v), (b) cis-bpy in i-PrOIl-H 20 (2:3, v/v) and (c)

. 2+
IZn(bpYI] in i-PrOH-11 20 (2:3, v/v) at 4.2 1(.
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spin-eorrelation is preserved.

The conventional mechanism for secondary radical ion formation includes the charge

transfer reactions (2) and (3):

formed. Their recombination fluorescence is also spin--dependent and their initial spin state

the same as that of the primary pair since the process of secondary pair formation is fast and

Tl ~ 1S "-"'-+ • + e- (1)

~. + D -- s+b+s (2)

1 1
e-+ A -- A- (3)

b· + 1- __ D + lA' -- hv (4)
or

b+l __ D + 3A' -+-+ hv (5)

Here S is the solvent molecule, D and A are holes and electron acceptors, respectively.

According to this scheme spin evolution of cation radicals includes two stages. During the

first stage the unpaired electron interacts with magnetic nuclei of the solvent radical cation,

S', and then, after the charge transfer reaction, it interacts with magnetic nuclei of the

aromatic radical cation, D '. If hyperfine interactions are significantly stronger for S'

compared to D' (for example if D is deuterated) then the spin evolution is significantly faster

for the first stage than for the second. This circumstance should be reflected in a time

development of magnetic field effects. One would expect a fast increase in the magnetic field

effect for short times and then a slower increase. This, in fact, takes place for branched

hydrocarbon solvents like isooctane or 3-methylpentane. But for normal hydrocarbons, and,

especially, for cyclic hydrocarbons, like cycla-hexane and decalin, there is no evidence for the

first stage: only a slow increase of the magnetic field effect is observed.

We obtained a confirmation of this result from quantum beat experiments. Para

terphenyl--d14 and diphenylsulfide--d lO were chosen as A and D, respectively, to provide strong

quantum beats for the pair (diphenylsulfide--d lO 'jp-terphenyl--d14-) via the t.g-mechanism

[2]. According to theoretical calculations there should be a particular shift in the phase of

quantum beats if the upper-mentioned first stage of spin evolution takes place. It should be

dependent on the viscosity of the solvent and the concentration of the solute D. We could not

find any shift in the quantum beats curve for such solvents as n-pentadecane, cis--decalin and

trans--decalin even at low temperatures and at low concentrations of diphenylsulfide--d lO •

630090 (USSR)

Oleg A. Anisimov

Institute of Chemical Kinetics and Combustion, Novosibirsk

Spin Dependent Phenomena in Radical Spur RecombinationWe-l
9:00

-9:30

with magnetic nuclei, difference of g-factors of radical anion and radical cation, external

magnetic and microwave fields). These interactions are responsible for spin dependent

phenomena such as quantum beats, magnetic field effects, and optically detected electron spin

resonance (OD ESR) of radical ion pairs [IJ.

Dilute solutions of aromatic molecules are a popular object of investigation of the

primary processes of radiation chemistry and photochemistry. In this case after the primary

ionization and excitation of solvent molecules the secondary aromatic radical ion pairs are

In the present communication we will show how spin--dependent phenomena give

evidence for a novel mechanism of secondary radical ion pair formation in dilute hydrocarbon

solutions.

number of pairs which recombine to a singlet state. The primary spin state of a recombining

radical ion-pair can be altered for different reasons (hyperfine interaction of radical ion spins

Radical ion pairs are produced in liquids and solids under ionizing irradiation ('r- and {3

particles, X-rays, vacuum ultraviolet light). The products of radical ion pair recombination

are usually electronically excited molecules. Many of them fluoresce. This circumstance is

very favorable for the observation of spin--dependent phenomena in radical-ion geminate

recombination because the intensity of recombination fluorescence is proportional to the
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A possible explanation is that a significant part of the secondary aromatic radical
,

cations in normal and cyclic hydrocarbon dilute solutions are formed by a mechanism that

does not include the charge transfer reaction (2). We propose that an energy transfer process

is involved. If the energy that transfers from solvent to an aromatic molecule is sufficient to

ionize it, the secondary radical ion pairs D'/e- and D'/A- can he formed. The ,singlet state,

ISO, of the solvent cannot be responsible for this energy transfer process because it is known

that the energy transfer process for this state is diffusion controlled [3J. It should provide a

significant shift in the quantum beats curves that contradict the experimental results.

Accordingly, it would appear that there is some other excited state of the solvent that can

provide the appropriate transfer efficiency. The existence of such a state could explain not

only the spin-dependent results but also, an unusually high efficiency of energy transfer for

dilute solutions of aromatic molecules in hydrocarbons which was observed by the Lipsky

group [4J.

This mechanism can explain the difference between the spin-dependent effect in

branched and in non-branched solvents. It is known that for many branched hydrocarbons,

like isooctane, energy transfer processes do not take place. So only the conventional

mechanism is possible for these hydrocarbons.

Some support of an ionization mechanism via energy transfer has been found in our

experiments on the spur-density dependence of the magnetic field effect. For the conven

tional mechanism, eqs. (1)-(5), one can expect a significant decrease in the magnetic field

effect for X-ray irradiation compared to MeV-€lectrons because in a dense spur created by

X-rays the probability of non-spin--£ensitive cross-recombination is higher. For a 10-3 M

p-terphenyl-d" solution in isooctane (where the conventional mechanism is expected), the

time-resolved magnetic field effect decreases 2.8 times for 20-30 KeV X-rays, compared to

the (3- spectrum from a gOSf radioactive source. But for normal and cyclic hydrocarbons, only

a small decrease (ca. 30%) takes place. One can expect this behavior for an energy transfer

ionization mechanism because in this case, the secondary radical ion pairs can be formed

outside of a spur.
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Additional support for the above mechanism comes form the result of the Strasburg

group [5J who observed time-resolved magnetic field effects in 10-3 M p-terphenyl in cyelo-

hexane under synchrotron irradiation even at photon energies of 6.5 eV. This is lower than

the ionization potential of cyelo-hexane in the liquid state. For 10-3 M p-terphenyl in

isooctane (a recent result that was obtained in collaboration with the Lipsky group), the

threshold for the magnetic field effect is at N8.8 eV.
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active. Application of a magnetic field leads to the inhibition of

the RIP decay and to an increase of the yield of radical ions in
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the bulk. The following kinetic scheme has been
3 ~ +' ksep 3 ~ + .

(A D ), ' (A ... s ... D )~es

kcont ~ ~c

Ik soc (khfc+krel)

v ,kcont 1 '!. +' ~c
(A D) (A ... s ... D )

considered:

.:. +'
A + D (2 )

The magnetic field effects on the decay kinetics of

triplet-derived radical ion pairs (RIP) and radical pairs (RP)

where ksoc is the rate constant for spin-inverted et in the contact

state of the RIP caused by SOC, k is the rate constant for thesep

separation of the contact RIP, k t is the rate constant of thecon

farmed by electron or hydrogen atom transfer from aromatic amines

or phenols (D), to the quinones and the ketones (A) in solvents of

separated RIP junction to the contact RIP, k
hfc

and k
rel

are those

for T - S transitions in the separated RIP due to the hfc and the

middle polarity [1], in viscous solvents [2], in micellar solutions

[3] and on the surface of porous glass [4], have been studied by

relaxation mechanisms respectively, kesc is the rate constant for

separated RIP dissociation into the radicals in the bulk. There are

transient absorption measurements using the laser flash technique. several important solvent-dependent factors which control the

The time scale of RIPs and RPs decay is of the order of 0.01-10 ~. competition between the two different routes of backward et in

The photoexcitation of A in the presence of tertiary aromatic

amines results in an electron transfer (et) from D to 3A and to the

RIPs. The rate of SOC-induced intersystem et in the contact state

of the RIP is determined by the position of a system on the

bell-shaped energy gap dependence and by the parameters leading to

field effects (up to 50%) have been observed at 6 = 8 - IS.

this dependence. The probability of the magnetosensitive process

goes through a maximum with increase in 6. The highest magnetic
(1)

(TE»:appearance of a RIP (charge transfer triplet exciplexes
kdis ~ +'

&: A + D
3 A + D --~ 3(A~D+') - k

et A + D

In nonpolar solvents (6 5 5), the only RIP decay route is

intersystem crossing to the ground state (spin inverted backward et In homogeneous solvents of the viscosity T) ?: 1 P, it is

induced by spin-orbit coupling (SOC) in a contact state of the RIP. possible to record the microsecond kinetics of the geminate

There is no magnetic field effect. In moderately polar solvents (5 recombination of the triplet RP without coulomb attraction between

5 6 5 IS), partial dissociation takes place and there is a the radicals. In the case of triplet exciplexes as well, the most

reversible stage of formation of the distance-separated RIP

:.- +'
(A ... s ... D ) , where the spin exchange interact ion is small and

important pathway of the RP decay in viscous solvents is the

intersystem recombination induced by SOC in the contact RPs. At the

the hyperfine coupling (hfc) mechanism of S
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sufficient to observe the magnetic field effects up to 100%. This

contribution goes through a maximum with an increase in ~.

fields. The model gives a possibility to determine the relaxation

parameters from the magnetic field depe~dences.

The decay kinetics of geminate triplet-derived RP in micellar The behavior of the geminate RP and RIP adsorbed onto the

solutions depend drastically on the external magnetic field surface of silicate porous glass has similarities with that in the

(retardation up to 25 times) due to the very large contribution of homogeneous as well as in the micellar solutions. Magnetic field

the magnetosensitive pathway. The observed structural. additive and effects up to 100% have been observed, which is the result of a

magnetic field effects are satisfactorily described in terms of a significant contribution of the recombination route through the

simple kinetic scheme of the first order processes: separated RP. The pronounced internal heavy atom effect of the same
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intersystem
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kesc

and the

in the contact state of

Sk
hfc I

H « hfc

: soc~

kesc

which is mainly due to the anisotropy of the hyperfine interaction.

the radicals from the micelle

H » hfc

T+

k Ik
rel ~ kchim

::J- TO S -1' hfc I

Ikr;~ ~
k kesc esc

which inc ludes the singlet-triplet transitions in the separated

the RP. The magnetic field dependence at 0.03 < H < 0.1 T is

conditioned by the decrease in the rate of paramagnetic relaxation.

Intersystem recombination is the most important route of the decay

of micellized RPs produced in T± states in very high magnetic
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recombination process due to the SOC

states of RP due to the isotropic hfc (k hfc ) and relaxation (k rel ),

the RP recombination in the singlet state (k h' ), the escape ofc 1m
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peaks al a dieleclric constanl of " 16 - 18, falling orr rapidly below lhe

e and relatively slowly afler lhe e . We have lrled to model the system
MalIC malIC

quanlltatlvely II J. assuming SmoluchowskI's equatIon for dIffusion and a

linear time dependenco of spln- evolution uplo a Ilmillng time t , The time

dCllclidence 121 of lhe MI'E Is al80 conslstenl wllh lhe proposed model,

Selence, Jadavpur, Calculla 700032, India.

The magnelic fleld effeel (MFE) on radical paIr (HP) recombinallon

If however. alcohollc solvents are chosen as one of the components

comprising the solvent mIxture. the peak MFE decreases by about four times and

lhe ( al which (6</1/</»' peaks shirts lo 28.' This peculiar behavIour of•••
Is as much a function of the environment as the RP system itself. The

influence nf the environment on the complex Interplay between spin evolution,

alcoholic solvenls polnls lowards modiflcallon of the polentlal' energy curve

at shorl distances lhrough speclflc Interaction. The quenching of MFE in

dJffuslonul exeurslon and chemical recombinatIon has been studied by us alcoholic medIa has been Interpreled by us l~l as arIsing from fluctuations in

pairs (SSIP), Inilially In Lhe slnglel slale, combine lo form lumlnescenl

through MI!'F; on exclplcx luminescence, Photogene rated solvent-separated-ion -

used as an indirect means for monitoring the spin evolution process of such

thus increases the CIP yield The luminescence from the CIP can therefore be

local magnetic fields which In lurn are caused by hopping of hydrogen,

The effecl of spin exchangeable species, olher than the RIP, such as

Ln" - acetylacelonates on the exclplex luminescence has been reporled by us

141 ' The MI'E quenchIng efficiency, measured from the slope of lhe plot of

(M'jep) agalnsl Ln-col1lplex concenlratlon, corretates well with lhe root of the

de Gennes factor. The Implication of lhls correlatIon wIll be discussed.

All exlernally applied fleld suppresses lhe hyperflne

1 3
Inleracllon (IIF!) induced rale of lhe compellng SSIP _ SSIP process and

conlacl 1011 puirs (CIP)

(b)RP systems , This present.ation will review some of our work concerning the

dependencp. of Ml'-"E on the nature of molecules surrounding the CIP/SSIP

The MFE on lumInescent exterplex syslems has also been looked Inlo.

The effecl of the vlscoslly of the medium on lhe MFE of exclplex luminescence

Cyanopilenalllhrene (CNP) and Anthracene (An) 1 Oclafluoronaplilalene (OFN) , in

exclplex sys!.,,,,,, of Pyrene (Py) 1 Dimethylallillne (DMA), lrans-Anethole (TA) 1

M~~: 011 lho following sysloms have been sludled (a) unlinked Is not percepllble untll il is very high. In highly viscous medium of

poly-vInyl ace late In THF/DMF mIxture, the MFE on exciplex luminescence from

DPH/DMA lSI and DPB/DMA was found to be dependenl on lhe direction of lhe

151

strIkingly similar. If non-alcoholic solvent mixtures are chosen, the MFF;

group :UHj DMA as the other. Our results are summarised below.

luulinescent. I~xtcrplcx system of diphenyl-hexatriene (DPH) I OMA and

magnellc field, The .xverlmental situation Is shown in Fig. I. When lhe

molecules orlenled parallel to lhe magnellc field are chosen by excIting wIth

IIghl polarised in lhe dlrecllon of lhe fIeld , the (6</>/</» value was 3.2 'lI (±

0.2 'lI) On the olher hand, when the excIting IIghl was perpendIcular lo lhe

field, lhe (6</>/</» value reduced to 2,7 'lI (± 0,2 'lI) . SImilar resulls were

oblalned when t.he polariser was placed on the emissIon side Instead of In t.he

excllallon beam. The anlsolropiclly of lhe MFE dIsappears If solvenl vIscosity
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(b) unlinked

in presence of viscous polymeric mediuUl ;

The effect of solvf!'nl. medium on all the unlinked systems arc(a)

dlphellyl-hutadlene (IJPH) 1 OMA

presence and in absence or ot.her paramagnetic species

(c) lillked Py/DM/\ syslem consisling of a polyslyrene chaIn wilh Pyas one end

We-3-i We-3-ii



Is reduced, or If other exciplex systems such as Py/DMA or· An/DMA are· excited influence of coil extension on the 'MPE and the ( - effect compete with each,

In the same medIum. The novel anIsotropic effects are. probably a consequence other resulting in different behaviour dependlng on the nature of the solvent

of the elongated shal,e of the DPH/DPB molecule and the preservation of. the mixture.

spatial relationship between the radical partners durIng theIr lifetime. The

the two radical Ions.

extent. This indicates that there is reversible SSIP _ CIP transformation.

1
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although the lifetimes of the polymer Ilnked and the unllnkerl

The response of Py-PS-DMA polymer (M = 4770) to an externally
"

(c)

the formation and decay rates of the excipJex can be understood if one assumes

affected by 20 % by magnetic field, the decay is also affected to the same

that the triplet probability saturates out after several nano-seconds. The

time-resolved MFE curves show that not only the growth of the exclplex is

applied magnetic field is closer (as regards ([;<P/<P)max' B
1I2

" solvent effect

etc.) to that of unllnked system than to those of methylene chain linked

systems

most probable explanation seems to be. anisotropic dlpolar Interaction between

systems differ widely 161. Qualitatively, the lack of sensItivity of I.lFE on

Although the dIelectric constant effect Is sImilar to unllnked system, a

closer look shows interesting dependence on the nature of the solvent mixture.

In pure acetone ([;<P/<P) is higher than that in mixed solvent (THF/DMFf of same

C. On adding a small amount. of benzene or cyclohexane to acet.one, the ([;<P/<P)

drops consIderably. Acetone is known to be a bad solvent for polystyrene. The

Fig 1. Schematic diagram of phase sensitive detection system with modification
foJ' inclusIon of polarisers. Only one beam (excitation or· emIssion) was
rJolarised In one particular set of experiments. Osc - Oscil1ator ; Me 
Monochromator; PMT - Photomultiplier; PSD - Phase sensitive detector ..

co"nslderable deviation of acetone from the unllnked system can be explaIned on

the basis of the fact that it assumes a colled conformation In this solvent. References

Consequently. the ImmedIate environment of the exclplex become.s a mIxture of III D.N.Nalh and M.Chowdhury, Pram~na - J.Phys., 34 (1989) 51.

acetone and phenyl groups, the latt.er being provided by t.he polymer Itself. [21 S.Hasu, D.N.Nath and M.Chowdhury, Chem.Phys.Let.t.., 161 (1989) 449.

The effective dielectric constant therfore becomes less than 20, somewhere

around C corresponding t.o free Py-DMA and t.he (M/<P) increases. If any
1118lC

other solvent. (good or poor) is added, the polymer uncoils and gets extended ,

131 D.N.NaLh, S.llasu and M.Chowdhury, J.Chem.Phys., 91 (1989) 5857.

141 S.Basu, I..Kundu and M.Chowdhury, Chem.Phys.Lett.., 141 (1987) 115.

[51 R.DuLla, S.Basu and M.Chowdhury, Chem.Phys.Lelt.., 1991 (in press).

tha degree of Hxtenslon being dependent on the nature of the solvent. The
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161 S.nasu, D.N.Nath, M.Chowdhury and M.A.Wlnnik, J.Phys.Chem., (communicat.ed)
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Photoinduced charge separation of photoionizable solutes in organized

molecular assemblies such as micelies, vesicles, reverse micelies and

microemulsions is a currently active area of study with a goal to optimize the

storage of light energy. Such a goal is a type of artifical photosynthesis and in

many ways parallels natural photosynthesis, in which a chlorophyli solute in a

lipid bilayer is photoionized, resulting in electron transfer to a chain of electron

acceptors which causes net charge separation and ultimate chemical conversion

of this stored light energy into chemical energy.

In general, the net charge separation across surfactant interfaces depends

upon the following factors.

(1) The solute location within the miceliar or vesicular assembly is a

control factor for net charge separation. It is almost always found that

. the electron donor is asymmetricaliy located within the surfactant

assembly and is relatively near to the interface.

(2) Another control factor is the micelie or vesicle size. In general a smaller

size, as controlied by the length of the alkyl chain of the surfactant

molecule, leads to higher photoionization efficiency aithough the size

cannot be too small.

(3) A major control factor is the interface charge. In frozen systems it is

found that a positive interface charge is generally better because it

Th-l
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assists the electron escape across the interface whereas a negative

surface or interface charge tends to impede the electron from

traversing the interface.

(4) Likewise the interface charge density is a control factor in which a

more positive or less negative charge density enhances the photo

ionization efficiency.

(5) The ionic strength of the interface is another control factor. It can be

varied by added sans and by specific complexation of counterions by

crown ethers. The ionic strength effect depends on the charge of the

interface such that increased ionic strength can lead to either greater

or less photoionization efficiency depending on the charge of the

interface.

(6) Finally, when a specific molecular electron acceptor is present, the

relative locations of the electron donor and acceptor are major control

factors for the photoionization efficiency. For efficient charge

separation the acceptors should be close but not too close or back

electron transfer will be too facile.

Achievement and assessment of location control of donors and acceptors in

surfactant assemblies by the addition of pendant alkyl chains to donors and

acceptors. is shown to be achieveable. 1 The net photoionization efficiency can be

measured by electron spin resonance of radical ions in frozen surfactant

solutions. Assessment of relative locations of radical ions with respect to a

surfactant interface has been achieved by analysis of electron spin-echo

modulation from deuterium in deuterated water at the interface.

Results for a series of negatively charged alkylphenothiazine sulfonates in

vesicle2, micelle3 and reverse micelle4 surfactant assemblies of different interface

charge will be discussed and compared with results on neutral alkylphenothia-

ISS
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zines and positively charged alkylphenothiazine trimethylammonium bromides.

Controlling factors involve the alkyl chain length of the electron donors, the

relative charge of the surfactant assembly interface versus that of the electron

donor derivative, and the degree of molecular order in the interface.
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one hyperfine line of each radical, completely unperturbed by lines of the other one. (The

di-tert.-butylphenoxyl radical <DTBP') is separated from most AQ- and AQH' lines and

could easily be identified.)

The polarization pattern of both radicals was dominated by the triplet mechanism

(TM). therefore a single hfe intensity/time plot was sufficient for a description of the

polarization kinetics. From cornparision with the results of laser photolysis of similar

systems, a fast diffusion-controlled electron transfer from DTBP to the photo-excited AQ

Fourier-transform EPR (FT-EPR) has recently be proven to be a powerful tool for the

investigation of photo-induced chemical reactions in solution [1-3]. Single pulse FT-EPR is

a perfect stroboscopic method, combining time resolution of approximately 10 os with

frequency resolution, only limited by T2 of the radicals under investigation. This unique

combination enables the observation of intensity/time profiles of individual hyperfine

components (hfes) with unprecedented time resolution even in the case of overlapping

spectra originating from different reaction products.

In addition, the phase of the EPR lines derived from the Fourier-transformed Free

Induction Decay (FlO) carries information about the non-directly observed radical pair (RP)

precursor. Projecting the complex EPR spectrum on the rotating frame determined by the

microwave field, the time profile of the collinear ("dispersion") signal can be used to

determine the kinetics of the spin-correlated radical pair and its interaction potential [41

This report is focussed on the complete reconstruction of a sequential electron/proton

transfer reaction and on the analysis of the spin-correlated RP dissociation under the

condition of virtual jitter-free synchronization of laser- and microwave pulses even for

arbitrary short delay times.

Except for simple chemical systems, which have first been used for a vedfication of

conventional CIDEP processes, no single reaction channel can be expected in general. For

instance, the triplet quenching reaction of anthraquinone (AQ) by di-tert,-butylphenol

(DTBPH) in 2-propanol resulted in anthrasemiquinone radical ions (AQ ) and also in prot-

onated neutral hydroxy-anthroxyl radicals (AQH'> both showing a completely different in-

tensity/time profile. As is shown in fig. 1, the resulting spectrum is quite complicated.

However, an unambigous assignment was possible, leading to the identification of at least
159
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triplet can be expected [5]. However. the predominance of AQH' radicals at short delay

times clearly proves that this first step is followed by a proton transfer before the RP

dissociates. The appearance of AQ- radicals with the same rise time as observed for the

AQH' radicals actually proves that the photo-reduction of AQ to AQH' has to be described

as a sequential two-step process. This is only possible, if AQ- radicals escape DTBPH+

with a finite probability. On the long time scale (t ~ 1 ~s) we observe a proton abstraction

reaction, leading to an interconversion of AQH' to AQ-.

In fig, 2 the time/intensity profile of both radicals is depicted, In addition the result of

a simulation for both radical polarizations is shown, taking into account the following

reaction scheme: aJ charge transfe" AQT + DTBPH k q (AQ- + DTBPH+); b) proton transfer:

(AQ- + DTBPH+) kH (AQH' + DTBP'); c> radical-pair separation: (AQH' + DTBP') k s AQH' +

DTBP' ; d) proton abstraction: AQH' ka AQ- + H+ ,

As ~ result. the charge transfer rate kq. the proton abstraction rate ka in 2-propanol

and the ratio ks/kH of radical-pair separation and proton transfer rate constants from

oxydized DTBPH to AQ- could be determined. In addition, the spin-lattice relaxation rates

of the triplet precursor and of AQ- and AQH' radicals could be measured. From the signal

analysis clear evidence for a two-step sequential electron/proton transfer could be de-

duced, determining with high precision the escape probability of the primary reaction

product AQ- from its Coulomb-coupled reaction partner. It should be noted that the

proton abstraction reaction with the solvent alcohol is spin-conserving, as expected.

As a second example, the spin-correlated radical pair separation kinetics was studied

with increased time resolution. Our first experiments investigating the build-up and decay

160
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"'r--------------------------~~-..,kinetics of the dispersive signal component showed re~atively large Ouctuations of the

signal amplitude for short delay times (llt ( 200 ns) [4J. This resulted from the fact that

because of unavoidable trigger and set-up delay,s the pulse programmer could not be

triggered by the light pulse but rather the electronic discharge trigger of the excimer laser
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had to be used. Because of a noticeable jitter between this trigger and the actual light .: 80

pulse, the EPR signal b1,lild-up was seriously affected. Using a new synchronization me~hod,

time zero can now be defined within 8 ns, thus virtually eliminating this error source. With

the finally reached time resolution, the identity of the rise time of the dispersive signal

compoent with the electron tranfer rate could be demonstrated for Zn-tetraphenyltetra-

porphyrin(ZnTPP)/duroquinone (DQ) in two different solvents.
-7~1'?'OC",---------;,;;;";;;";-----;-I."J"'52~----.-;,,,,,,------.,.."'.;c";;;'----.",7.15",7,

rrequency (kHz)
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1. Introduction

irradiated with an ultra-high pressure mercury lamp. The sample solution is

sample solution is charged into a quartz flat cell with a flow system and is

164

ESR OFF
(Microwave ON)

ESRON

t-------'::' 1.0. mT

Figure 2. Effect of the ESR transi
tion of anthra-semiquinone on ESR
spectrum of the spin adduct of SOS
radical.

MAG STIRRER

Sodium dodecyl sul-

2. Experimental

irradiated with microwave from a TWT amplifier simultaneously with photoirra-

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of our apparatus. Well deoxygenated

The spin adduct yield is measured by

switching t~e connection of the

diation at various magnetic fields.

Anthraquinone was obtained from

the conventional ESR method after

original ESR system.

cavity from the TWT amplifier to the

Tokyo Kasei Kogyo and recrystallized

from ethanol.

fate and 3,5-dibromo-4-nitrosoben_

performed at ambient temperatures.

used as supplied from Nakarai Chemi-

zenesulfonate (a spin trap) were

respectively. Experiments were

cals and Sigma Chemical Company,

50S radical escaped from the micelle. To confirm the radical pair mechanism

both the transient radicals as the functions of magnetic field is still insuf-

magnetic field. Since the magnetic field effect appears strongly in photo-

the result[6], a very large magnetic field effect was detected on the yield of

Although the magnetic field dependent yield of a chemical reaction has

radical, had been already detected as the function of magnetic field[5). As

been interpreted with the radical pair model[l,2), it is rare that both the

reduction of quinones and ketones in the micellar solutions[3,4], we tried to

detect the SOS radical by spin trapping whose counter part, the semiquinone

In the present talk, we would like to show our recent results as well as

and to get into details of the phenomenon, however, only the observation of

ficient. A detailed theoretical curve fitting of the magnetic field effect or

some direct confirmation should be needed for that.

our previous studies[6,7) which we believe is the most clear and direct evi-

dence for the radical pair mechanism of the magnetic field dependent chemical

reaction. We recently constructed a new apparatus for this method, which we

about 40 % decrease in the yield of the spin adduct of 5DS radical by irradi-

radical pair are detected through measuring the spin adduct yield. We observed

call ·product yield detected ESR a where ESR transitions of the transient

sting the ESR transition of anthrasemiquinone radical simultaneously with the
163

'component radicals of the pair were detected as the functions of the external
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The sample solution was buffered with 50 roM sodium phosphate at pH 6.0.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the ESR spectra of an UV-irradiated SDS (0.2 M) micellar

solution of anthraquinone (0.1 mM) with simultaneous irradiation of microwave

at 9.39 GHz at the resonance magnetic field for the semiquinone radical (334.7

mT;lower) and at a magnetic field (330 mT; upper) off-resonant for both the

intermediate radicals. The microwave power was about 0.5 W. Since the ESR

spectrum of the spin adduct indicates that the radical trapped has one alpha-

proton (sH=0.76mT), thus it is safely assigned to the SDS radical as in the

previous study[7). The observed reduction in the spin adduct yield is about

accumulated ~ the spin adduct decreases ~ the spln flip of either th~ SDS

radical QL the semiquinone radical. This is the direct evidence for the

radical pair theory of this kind of magnetic' field dependent chemical reac-

tions. As an extension of this teChnique, isotope enrichment was demonstrated

by selective induction of one of the ·E~R transi~l~ns of the intermediate

SDS(D) and SDS(H) radicals in the same type of reaction [8].

This phenomenon may be classified as one of the nRYDMR n experiments,

where fluorescence from a transient species is "monitored(9). In the present

experiment, on the contrary, the yield of the final stable product is meas

ured. Therefore our experiment represents the first reaction control by the'

40 % which is the maximum resonant-microwave effect ever observed. Figure 3

~ 30
o
~

~o 40

332 333 334 335

Bo (mT)

336 337 338

Figure 3.
PYESR spectrum for
UV-irradiated 0.1
mM anthraquinone
solution of 0.2 M
SDS micellar
solution.

ESR transitions of the intermediate radical pair. 'In addition the ESR spec-

trum of the spin adduct has information about the structure of the transient

free radical. We are now improving the apparatus by introducing a laser and

pulsed microwave to reduce the dielectric heating of the sample which prevent

us to perform the experiment with the microwave'power more than a few watts.
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Electron Spin Echo Study ofCross Relaxation in Free Radicals

withCIDEP

P. P. Borbat, A. D. Milov, and Xu. N. Molin

Institute of Chemical Kinetics and Combustion,

630090, Novosibirsk, USSR

support existence of considerable cross-relaxation feature below 170K in toluene and

below 220K in 2-propanol.

The published data on photolysis of acetone in 2-propanol at different

temperatures shows that at temperatures below 220K initial EA polarization of

acetone ketyl radicals transforms to A*E one at -lO~s after laser flash. This

behavior has been explained by existence of sufficiently high multiplet nuclear spin

polarization in radical which is transformed into electron spin multiplet

polarization by cross-relaxation due to scalar mechanism.

We studied CIDEP of t-butyl radical which is known to show also unusual

CIDEP behavior at times up to 100~s. Radicals were produced in laser photolysis of

di-t-butyl ketone solutions in toluene and 2-propanol in wide temperature region.

Radical concentration was changed by means of laser flux attenuating and solution

diluting. To test if cross-relaxation mechanism is responsible for observed CIDEP

behavior we used spin echo technique with extra pumping microwave pulse. This

pulse rotates magnetization of detected component on desired angle and then the

magnetization evolves prior detection.

In the spin-echo experiments without pumping pulse for 2-propanol at 160K

kinetics of magnetization of t-butyl radical components corresponding Mz=±3/2

cross at 10~s thus indicating transformation of EA to A*E polarization.

In toluene close to room temperature we find CIDEP after 90° pumping pulse to

originate mainly from F-pairs. At lowering temperature F-pairs contribution as

follows from concentration dependence of recovery curves gets smaller thus

allowing investigation of cross relaxation effects. At temperature 233K at 50~s

spectrum appears to be A*E but at some lower temperatures, at any case below 170K

spectrum appears as EA* up to 150~s. Experiments with pumping pulse strongly

IW In
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CIDEP Studies on the Photoinduced Electron

Transfer Reactions from Metalloporphyrins

to Quinone

The CIDEP spectra observed at room temperature in 2-butanol

(BuGH) are shown in Figure 1. The nine peaks(g = 2.0025 and a =
N

1.60G) observed at l~s after the laser pulse are definitely

assigned to those of ZnTPp-d20~' An another set of nine peaks(g =

Seigo Yamauchi, Toru Ueda, Minoru Satoh, Kimio 2.0040, aD = 0.36G) at 2~s is assigned to that of BQ-d4~' The

Akiyama, Shozo Tero-Kubota, Yusaku Ikegami and polarization of the spectra shows an absorption(A) of the

Masamoto Iwaizumi microwave and is dominated by the triplet mechanism(TM). At

Institute for Chemical Reaction Science,

Tohoku University, Sendai 9S0, Japan.

-5.~C the contribution of the radical pair mechanism(RPM) appears

and the peak of the ion pair is observed as shown in Figure 2.

From an analysis of the splitting of the E and A peaks the ion

. The photoinduced electron transfer reactions in the systems of

Zn and Mg tetraphenylporphyrins(TPP) and l,4-benzoquinone(BQ) were

pair is assigned to the solvent separated ion pair(SSIP)[2].

contact ion pair(CIP) is not observed by TREPR.

The

investigated by means of a time-resolved EPR(TREPR) technique and The peak of the pair decays faster«0.5~s) than those

observing these three species we examine effects of a solvent, a

intermediates, the porphyrin cation, the quinone anion and their

ion pair were definitely assigned with the EPR parameters. By

deuteration of the compounds. Three kinds of reaction (~~s) of the isolated ions. The dacay rate of the deuterated

ion pair is very similar to that of the hydrated ion pair

( + -
ZnTPP ..•• BQ.). This fact indicates that the decay of the ion pair

is not mostly controlled by a spin-lattice relaxation process but

salt and an axial ligand on the reaction. We also investigate an

effect of a central metal by comparing the results of the systems

using an excimer laser( Lumonics HE-420) pumped dye laser(

Lumonics Hyper Dye 300) at 5S5 or 56lnm. Transient EPR signals

-sse

1.6 G

Figure 2

Aroom ~:mp

ZnTPf>-dj,) \!\
............

of 0 I 2 " =4Nm,

b) 21"

by a dynamics of the pair[3].

Figure 1

BQ-d
4

The Sl states of metalloporphyrins were excited by

TPP-d20 was synthesized originally from toluene-dS'

of ZnTPP-BQ and MgTPP-BQ.

was synthesized from phenol-d
6

• The typical concentrations of the

deaerated samples are 1 x 10-4M for ZnTPP and MgTPP, 1 x 10-2M for

BQ, O.lM for the salt, and 1~2M for the axial ligand in alcohol

solutions.

were detected with a boxcar integrator(NF EX53l). Detailed

descriptions of the TREPR system were reported previously[l]. TREPR Spectra of ZnTPp-d
20

- BQ-d
4

in BuGH
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Reaction scheme for pre-reduced photosynthetic reaction centres.

prQ

Fig. I

Th-8-ii
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The presence of a third electron spin (Ql, affects the singlet--triplet interconversion of the

primary radical pair, by facilitating both ST+
I

and ST_
I

mixing in addition to tbe usual ST
O

process. When coupled with the anisolropy of the magnetic inleractions in the reaction centre,

this leads to some interesting electron spin polarization (ESP) behaviour. ESP can be observed in

pre-reduced reaclion centres for both 3p and, if the FeZ+--<juinone complex is disrupted, in the

semiquinone Q- (see Refs I and Z for reviews). Both cases will be discussed.

The appearance of the EPR spectrum of 3p is dominated by the anisotropic zero-field

splitting, Fig. ZA. Under conditions of continuous illumination at low temperature, a polarized

spectrum is observed, Fig. ZB with· a AEEAAE pattern. This observation is easily understood

within the framework of the ST
O

radical pair mechanism, which populates only lhe cenlral triplet

sub-level.· Thus the I-I> >- 10> transitions are absorptively polarized while the 10> ---; 1+1>

transitions are emissive. However at tempera lures above about 20 K, the spectrum for

Rhodopseudomonas viridis changes to AEAEAE, Fig. 2C. That is, the polarization of tbe Y

peaks is inverted implying that for certain orientations of the magnetic field with respect to the

3 h .zero-field splitting tensor, the 1+1> and I-I> states of P are more heavily populated t an IS

10>. This anisotropic polarization is only seen when lhe (Q-Fe2+) complex is intact and when

there is a large exchange interaction bctween C and Q-. It will be shown that this bchaviour

may be understood by considering rapid spin-lattice relaxalion of the 'iron--<juinone complex

- 2+together with the anisotropy of the EPR frequency of (Q Fe ) [3].

hv

Department of Biophysics, University of Leiden, The Nctherlands

ELECfRON SPIN POLARIZATION IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC BACTERIA

P. J. Hare. D. A. Hunter, D. J. Riley and J. J. Semiyen

Physical Chemistry Laboratory, Oxford University, United Kingdom

F. G. H. van Wijk and T. J. Schaafsma

Departmcnt of Molecular Physics, Wageningen Agricultural

University, The Netherlands

P. Gast and A. J. Hoff
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The primary steps of bacterial photosynthesis .take place in a pigment-protein complex

known as the reaction centre, and may be summarized as follows:

Th-8-i

The photlH:xcited electronic singlet state (p') of the primary donor (a bacteriochlorophyll dimer)

undergoes rapid electron transfer (- 3 ps) to the primary acceptor I (a bacteriopheophytin) which

in turn transfers an elcctron (in about ZOO ps) to the secondary acceptor, an iron--<juinone complex

(QFeZ+).

In pre-reduced (i.e. Q --; Q-) reaction centres, electron transfer to (QFeZ+) is blocked,

and different dccay channels for the primary radical pair [P+C] bccome possible, Fig. 1. Formcd

from p' in a spin-<:orrelated singlet configuration, l[p+C] can undcrgo charge recombination to

givc the primary donor in its ground (P) or excited singlct (p') state. At the samc time, l[p+C]

is converted coherently by Zeeman, hypcrfine, cxchangc and dipolar intcractions into the triplct

radical pair, 3[p+C], which may collapsc with conservation of spin angular momentum, to give

3p, an excited triplct state of the primary donor, which in turn reverts slowly (- 100 IJS) to P.



A

t3

The EPR pattern of Q- in reaction centres which lack the iron~emiquinone coupling also

show anisotropic polarization, Fig. 3. Emission is observed for g ~ g"" and g ~ 8zz while for

g ~ 8yy very little polarization is found. It will be shown that this observation can be rationalized

by considering the anisotropy of the dipolar coupling of C with Q-, which is the interaction

principally responsible for singlet-triplet interconversion in the primary radical pair [4].

[1 ]

[2]

c

magnetic field-

Fig. 2 Schematic, first derivative, EPR spectra of the donor triplet state, 3p, in Rps.
viridis. (A) Unpolarized spectrum. (B) Low temperature polarized spectrum. (C) High
temperature polarized spectrum.
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Fig. 3 Light and dark, first derivative, 35 GHz EPR spectra of Q- ID pre-reduced,
perdeuterated cells of Rhodospirillum rubrum at 80 K. [Adapted from Ref. 5]
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The Role of Spin Chemistry in the Primary Events of

Photosynthesis'

Gerd. Kothe and Stefan Weber

Institut fUr physikalische Chemie, Universitat

Stuttgart, D-7000 Stuttgart 80, Germany

James R. Norris", Seth S. Snyder, Jau Tang and

Marion C. Thurnauer

Chemistry Division, Argonne National Laboratory,

Argonne, Illinois, 60439

Andrea L. Morris, Richard R. Rustandi and Zhiyu Wang

"Department of Chemistry, The University of

Chicago, Chicago, Illinois, 60637
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The primary electron transfer process in many natural and artificial

photosynthetic systems proceeds via a radical pair mechanism. We have

developed theoretical treatments and have performed various transient

experiments such as RYDMR (reaction yieid detected magnetic resonance) [1]

and FT-CiDEP (Fourier transform-chemicaliy induced dynamic eiectron spin

polarization) [2] to understand the role that spin chemistry may play in

photosynthesis. In addition, understanding the mechanism and the dynamics

This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Basic Energy Sciences,
Division of Chemical Sciences under contract W-31-109-Eng-38. C--"-C--C-C--::--:l
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for the unpaired electron spin system permits the characterization of the

structure and function of natural and artificial photoreaction centers.

Previously, we presented a general description of eiectron spin

polarization for interacting radical pairs and formulated a simple vector modei

as an aid to visualizing CIDEP [3]. in this current paper, we have extended our

vector model to include the Redfield density matrix formalism in order to

accommodate explicitiy the processes of sequential electron transfer, relaxation

and coherence. Even with the additionai compiications of relaxation and

coherence, visualizing CIDEP with a vector diagram is straightforward. Such

visualization is often crucial for planning and interpreting new experiments.

The formal calculations [4] wlli be illustrated using radical pairs occurring

in photosynthetic reaction
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1

centers, including oscilla·

tions attributable to coherent

spin dynamics. Quantum

beats, as shown in Figure 1,

have been observed as

predicted for radical pairs in

fully deuterated algae using

Ultrahigh time resolution CW

C (exp.)

EPR [4,5]. Time domain o 100

t [nsJ

200 300

simulations provide informa-

tion on T" T2 , and the

lifetime of the radical pair.

Figure 1. Time domain profiles observed using a 600
ps nitrogen laser (1.6mJ pulse energy) for excitation of
a sample of fully deuterated (99.7%) whoie cells of
Synechoccus lividus at room temperature.
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Quantum Beating of EPR Line Intensity of Spin

Correlated Radical Pairs

Kev M.Salikhov

Zavoisky Physical-Technical Institute

of the USSR Academy of Sciences, Kazan,

USSR

In photosynthetic reaction center ion-radical pairs

start out in a singlet state, that is in correlated spin

pair configuration. Two electron systems can be characterized

by dipolar (linear in spin operators) and quadrupolar

(bilinear in spin operators) ordering of spins. Spin

correlated radical pairs initially have non-zero quadrupolar

ordering 'and zero dipolar ordering. But dipolar order is

exactly what can be observed directly in EPR experiment. Spin

evolution transforms initial quadrupolar ordering to

observable. It happens that observable has to show quantum

beats under circumstances outlined. In fact a zero quantum

coherence which initially exists in radical pairs is

transferred into one-quantum coherence detected in EPR

experiments. This process reveals itself as beatings of EPR

line intensities during time resolved continuous wave

experiments and electron spin echo signals.
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line using a pulsed ESR spectrometer for laser photolysis. The values obtaiiled

are listed in Table 1.

( 2 )

( 3 )

where [ Q J is the concentration of quinonEl. Then T2i is given by

-1 -1
TZi = T2 + ( 1 -D/E Di ) ktr ( Q L

-1. where k
tr

[ Q 1 replaces T •

, The values of TZi for the Mx= 0 line at the different concentrations of

quinone were de:terminad.by the o~servation of free induction decay (FID) of the
University, Toyonaka, Osaka, 5'60 Japan

HidetaCla Tokio""" Naruhiko Sone,. Risao Mural, and

I<eij i I<uwata

Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Osaka

Pulsed ESR Study on Electron Spin Rslaxation of Free Radical

Intennediates'in. PhotoreduCtion
Th-3
10:30

-10:50.

Table 1. Values of T2i

According to Eq. ( 3 ) T2i was plotted vs. [Q 1 as shown in Figure 2.

Electron spin relaxation .tiIres of free radical interrrediates in photoreduc

tion were investigated in relation to CIDE?spectra.

Thl' b;yperfine structure IMs) of .CIDE? spectrum for 't:he negative ion of 2,6- '
, .

di-tert-butyl p-benzoquinone(2;6-DBQ) in the rnixtureof 2-propanol and triethyl-

amine was composed of three emissive lines with intensity ratio .ofnearly 1 : 3 :

1. The ratio changed from 1 : 3.2 : 1 to 1 : 2.5 : 1 as the concentration of qui

none decreased from a.os to a.a05 ltD1dm-3 as shown in Figure i.

( Q 1 / rrol am-3

5 x la-3

2x'10·2

5 " 10.2

330 1: 20

ZaCl :t 2Cl

170 j; 20

ol....-->--''------,-- ---,--:--'::-:

0.01 0.05
[ Q 1 I mol dm- 3

Figure 2. Plot of Tzivs. [Q 1

From the interoept and slope of the plot T2 and kti:- were eV:aluated to be
. . . 7 ~ 3 ~ . '
340 ns and 6 x 10 rrol dm s , respectively .

At the c6ncentrationof 5 x 10-3 rrol dm-3, T
2i

is close to T
2

and this fact

shows minor contribution of electron transfer to TZi ' The difference between the

intensity ratio of 1 : 2.5 : 1 at this concentration and the ultimate ·ratio of
( I )

,

O.2mT 0.02 M '0.005 M

-------~ ------- -------~ -----_.

0.05M

-1 -1 /-1TZ' = TZ + ( 1 - D.E D,)"
1 . ~ . ~

-------~ -------

Figure 1. CIDEP spectra of nElgative ion of 2,6-DFlo

The spin-spin relaxationt:ilne T
2

of the negative ion in the system of elec

tron transfer between thenagative ion and the neutral rrolecule is depandent On

.the concentration of the neutrai rrolecule. The' effective spin-spin relaxation

tiIre T
2

, for i-th line is given by 1)
, ~

where Pi is the degener~cy of i -th line and T is the life tiIre 6f electron trans

fer. The life time T is given by the bimolecular rate constant ktr

1 : Z : 1 shows that the .contribution of electron transfer, yetreffiO\ined to .small

. Th·3-1
Th-3-1i



exteJTt or some, other origin of this difference nay exist.

As shown in Figure 3 the t~ profile of the decay of CIDEP' was also depen

dent on the ooncentration of quinone.

Figure 3. Time profile of decay of CIDEP

At low concentration the Torrey oscillation appeared due to the decrease' in

T2i
2). <fue deoays of CIDEP were, reproduced by the calou1ation using the nodified'

Bloch equations3)as shown in Figure 4.

References

[l]p.J.Hore and K.A.McLauchlan, Mcl.Phys. ,42 (1981)1009,

[2]F.J.Hore and K.A.McLauchlan,J.Magn.Reson. ,36 (1979) 129.

[3]R. W.Fessenden,J.Chem.Phys., 58 (1973) 2489;J .B.Pedersen , ibid. ,59 (1973) 2656.

[4]J.H.Freed,J.Phys.Chem. ,71(1967)38.

CIDEP spec'trum.

radical intermediates including alcohol rad:l.cals,,;ere similar to that of 2; 6-DBQ

and much smaller than the effective spin-lattice relaxation time Tl,eff' In the

caSe of photolysis spatial distribution of free radical interlrediates may be not

unifonn as compared to the solution of the negative ions prepared ohemically.

The effect of spatial distribution on T2i , however, was found to be much srrall .

. as was shown in the experiment to check: the effect of light intensity on theT
Em

0.005 M0.02 tv10.05 M

A ,A

T2, eff = 300 ns

E

T2 ,eff = 400 ns

.. Figure 4. Time profile of decay of CIDEP ( calculated )

The lIeisenberg spin exchange between the negative ions is an origii> of the

ohange in T2i" Thus, T2i is dependent on the concentration of the negative ion4~

The concentration of the negative ion is probably detennined by the intensityot

'the laser light,provided the c:oroplete absorption of the laser light 'by the sample

solution. To decrease the ooncentration of the negative ion the las.er light was

weakened t~ 40 % by inserting a mesh in the light path, however, nO change in. the

time profile was found. The result shows the absence of the contribution of spin

exchange to T2i'

In the photolysis of other guinones and carbonyl compounds T2i of the free

Th·3·ii1
Th·3·iv
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During recent 17 years, magnetic field effects (MFE) on dynamic

behavior of excited molecules have been extensively studied in Japan.

Studies made hitherto in Japan are mainly concerned with MFE on various

kinds of photochemical reactions in solutions and MFE on photophysical

and photochemical phenomena in the gaseous state ..

The main studies made hitherto in Japan on MFE ·on photochemical

reactions in Solutions aJ::e listed in Table 1. The studies in Japan·

started in 1976 when MFE on photodecomposition of diben~oyl peroxide

in toluene and also on photoisomerization of isoquinoline N~oxide in

ethanol were· studied by Tanimoto et. al. and by Hata, respectively.

From the theoretical ~nd experimental consideration of magneti fie

dependence.of quenching; the former reaction was found to be~ue to

the !J.g mechanism, namely the singlet-triplet mixing of a radical pair

caused by the difference in the g value between two· compon\ilnt. radicals.

The .photoisomerization of isoquinoline N-oxide in ethoanol shows a

characteristic magnetic field dependence that the magnetic quenching

sharply occure at·"l T. This is due to the conibination of the hyperfine

coupling and level crossing cauSed by the Zeeman shift (hfc-J).

Quite recently Hata studied MFE on the photochemical reaction

·of 4-methyl-2-quinolinecarbonitrile with (S)-or(R)-2-phenylpropionic

acid in benzene and found that magnetic fields increase the reaction

yeald (hfc mechanism) for the case of reaction with the (R)· acid, while

no effect for the case of reaction with the (5) acid. This strong

by supports that the former reaction proceeds through a radical-pair

Hata found that the product of the reaction with (S)-acid in the

presence of. H~·~O. OdT is optically active. T.o my knowledge this. is

the first observation of magnetJ.cally induced asymmetric synthesis

and may be a new type of MFE on photochemical: reactions which cannot

be interpreted in terms of .the radical pair model. It is desirable

·to .elucidate the mechanism of this reaction.

.At the peginning of 1970' s MFE studies on photochem'ical reactions

in solutions were hidden in a veil of secret. They are now almqst

sys·tematJ.cally J.nterpreted in terms of the radical-pair theory considering

the singlet-triplet mixing due to the hfc, electronic Zeeman interaction,

leve~ crossing, and. r'elaxaticn mechanism. It may be essential for

the future d~velopment of this field to find sU9h new phenomena as

magnetically induced asymmetric synthesJ.s found by Hata, MFE on photochromic

reactJ.ons and photocatalytic reactions, MFE on biological phenomena

and others.

Let us turn to MFE on dynamic behavior of gaseous excited molecules.

Since 1974.when fluorescence .from the lAZ state of CS2 was found to

be magnetically quenched, MFE on emission from nonmagnetic excited,
singlet state has been extensively.studied from both theoretical and

experimental points of view. Works on this SUbject· made. in Japan are

listed in Table 2. From therestilts shown in this table, MFE on

fluorescence and photochemical reactions in the gaseous state can be

classified as shown in Tables 3 and 4.



Table 1

Magnetic Field Effects.cn Photochemical Reacticns

in SQlut~on ------~ Main Works in Japan

Lett. BCSJ, Bull. Chern. Soc. Japan.

MP, Mol. Phys.

Subject

photodecomposition

of dibenzoy1 peroxide

photoisomerization
- "
of isoguinoline
N-Oxides

general theory

photosubstitution of

guinolinecarbonitri1e s

* CPL, Chem. Phys.

CL, Chern. Lett.

Author .and Reference*

Tanimoto, Hayashi, Nagakura,

saJeuragi, Takurnaru~,,
CPL 41(1976)267.

sakaguchi, Hayashi, Nagakura,.
BCSJ 53(1980)39

Hata; CL (1976)547,
BCSJ 58(1985)1088.

BCSJ 59(1986)2723.

Itoh, Hayashi, Nagakura;

l-lP 17 (1969 )561.
Hayashi, Nagakura;
BCSJ 51(1978)2862.

Hata, Yamada 1 CL (1980)989.

Hata, Hokawa, CL (1981)507.
Hata, Nishida; BCSJ (1985)3423.

Remark

L\ g

'classifi

cation

hfc-J

Hamil tonian

r"eaction yield

(Llg, hfc, mixed),'

ag, hfc-a.

l

Subject

photcdecomposion of

sulfur and phosphorus

compounds

phot6isomerization

of olefin

photochemistry
of bichrcmophonic

chain compounds

._-_._--,._.._---

Table,l (oontinued)

Author .and Reference

Hayashi, Sakaguchi, Tsunooka,

¥anagi, Tanaka,
CPL 136(1987)436.

Hayashi, Sakaguchi, Kamachi,

Schnabel, JPC 91(1987)3936.

Hiramatsu,' Nakagaki, Tanimoto,

Mutai, Tukada, Nagakura,

CPL 142(1987)413.

sakuragi, Nakagaki, Dguchi,

A~ai, Tokumaru, Nagakura l

CPL 135 (1987) 325.

Tanimoto, Okada, Itoh, Iwai,
Sugioka, Takemura, Nakagaki,

Nagakura, CPL 136(1987)42;
apc 93(1989)3586.
Tanimoto, Takashima, Hasegawa,

Itoh, CPL 137(1987)330.
Nakagaki, Hiramatsu, l-lutai,

~animotdr Nagakura,
CPL 134(1987)171.

,Nakagaki, Mutai, Nagakura,

CPL 154(1989)581;
167 (1990) 439.

Remark,

53% incJ:ease (1. 2T)

in the ~02Ph yield.

8-9% decrease in

the cage product

yield (0.64T).

through ion

radical pair.

exciplex

flu,orescence
J©(cH'~

M~ MI:

hydrogen
abstraction . .

OKidation and
reduction.

swi tching o·f
reaction path.



Table 1 (continued)

. __.,~----------------~-

Table 1 (continued)

Subject Author aild Reference Remark
Subject Author and Reference* Remark

'Hatal CL (1991)155.

Morita 1 Eigasayama, ~amaokai ''3"5% increase, hfc.

CL (1986)963.

l?hoto-Frie~, rearrangement

of 1-naphthyl acetate

photoinduced electron

transfer

photocrosslinking of
pOlystyrene

magnetically induced

asymmetria synthesis

Nakagaki, Hiramatsu,

Watanabe, Tanimoto, Nagakurai

JPC 89(1985)3222.

Tanimoto, Watanabe, Nakagaki,

Hirarnatsu r Nagakura;
CPL 116(1985) 341.

Tanimo~o, Takayama, Itoh,

Nakagaki, Nagakural
Cl?L 139(1986)414.

Nakamura, Uehata" Motonaga t

Ogata, ,Matsuo;

cL (1987)543.

Uehata, Na~amura, Usui,
'Matsuo; JPC 93(1989)8197.

Yonemura, Nakamura., Matsuo;

CPL, 155(1989) 157.

hfc
isotope effect.

TMPb in 2-propanol,
15% photocurrent
increase
1-acetonaphthone

and dipyeylamine
, in micelle.

porphyrin~viologen,

radical-pair decay
rate reduced.'

phenothiazine-v~ologen

-cyclodextrin.

photoreduction of
carbonyl' compounds

effect of paramagnetic
(lanthanoid icn,s
and copper' complex)

electrolytic oxidation
and reduction

Sakaguchi, Nagakura,

Hayashi; CPL 72(1980)420.

Sakaguchi, Hayashi,

Nagakura; JPC 86(1982)3177.

Tanimoto, Udagawa, Itoh;,

JPC 87(1983)724.
Hayashi, Nagakura;

BCSJ57 (1984,)322.

Sakaguchi, Hayashi, Murai,

Ihaya; CPL 110(1984)275.

Sakaguchi, Haysahi;
CPL 106(1984)420.

Tani~oto~ Kita, Itoh,

Okazaki, Nakagaki,

Nagakura; CPL 165j1990)184.

watanabe, Tanimoto, S.akata,

Nakagak.i, Hiramatsu,

Magalira; BSCJ 58 (1987) 125,1.
Watanabe, Tanimoto, N,akagaki r

Hiramatsu, Nagakura;
BSCJ 60(1987)4166.'

benyophehone

in micelle.

isotope effect.

T_1-S crossing.

relaxation

(theoretical) .

relaxation
(CIDEP) •

enhance trip'let

r a l1ical-pair
,recombihation

and biradic,al decay.

reduction and

oxidation of Fe

ion.

oxidation of

phenylac,etate
ion.

*JPC, J. Phys. Chern.
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Table 2

·...,······"c..__··_--·--_._-.-_·_-.-_··.. ·__··__·-.. ·..--1-'-·_··,

Table 2 (continued)

Magnetic Field Effects On Dynamic Behavior of, .

Gaseous Excited Molecules ---- Main Works in Japan

Subject

MFE on emission intensity
on OH in flames

Author and Reference". ,

Hayashi;

CPL 87(1982)113.

Remark

10% increase

(1.5T) .

Kate; Na from Nak,

J)'araday Discuss. 82 (1986) 1. Rb from l'b2'

MFE on· the Dln~3zf emission Kate;

and photqdissociation of Nak JCP 80(1984)3936.

SUbject

magnetic field

effect (MFE) on
fluorescence of

gaseonsCS2

MFE on fluores

cence o~ gaseous
glyoxal and
methyl
derivatives

MFE on fluores
cence of gaseous

D1 CO

Author and Reference*

Matsuzaki, Nagakura;

CL(1974)675;BCSJ49(19761359.
HCA·61(1978)675.

Orita, Morita, Nagakura;

CPL 81 q981) 29; 33.
Imamura, .Tama i , ',' FUkuda,

Yamazaki, Nagakura, Abe,

Hayashi; CPL 135(1987)208.
Oohi, Watanabe, Tsuchiya;

CP 113(1987)271.
Imamura, .Nagakura; Abe,

Fukuda, Hayashi;

JPC 93(1989)69.
Abel Hayashi, Imamura,

N",gakura; CP 137 (1989) 297.

:Matsuzaki,·Naga~ura;

CPL 37(1976)204.
Hashimoto,'NagaKura, Nakamura,

Iwata; CPL 74(1980)228.
Nakamura, Hashimoto,

Nagakura;

J. Luminescence 24(25(1981)763.

Orita, Morita, Nagakura;

CPL 81(1981)409;

86 (1982) 123.

Remark

fluorescence from.
1A2
theoretical

obs . of the fast
component in p'

region

magnetic quantum

beat

. absorption and
excitation spectra in

N2 laser region
fluorescence from 1B2
me'chanism

glyoxal

methylglyoxa1

glyoxal, excitation

energy dependence

collision induced

magnetic quenching.

MFE on emission of

radicals in flames

population of sublevels
at photodissociation

MFE on dynamics of CA 2

excited to d3J1u

MF~ on 1 2 emission

MFE on. dynamics

of C~2 excited to.c1ITu

MFE on dynamics o~ CA2

excited to Dl,r.t.

Wakayama, Ogasawara,

llayashi; CPL 105(1984)209.

Wakayama, ogasawara;

Nishikawa, O~yagi,

Hayashi; CP~lO~(1984)207.

Fukuda, Abe, Hayashi,

Imamura, Nagakura;

CL (1986)777.

Kate, Yokoyama, Baba,
Tarnai, Yamazaki, Nagakura;

JCP 87(1987)1987.

Baba, Kimura, Tsuboi, Kato,

Nagakura; BCSJ 62(1989)17.

Baba, Nakahori, Iida,

Kate; JCP 93(1990)4637.

Kate, Kobayashi, Chosa,

Nakahori, Iida, Kasahara,

Baba;JCP 94(1991)2600.

Na D line, intensity

increase (3 times).
HPO, Snll,

intensity decrease.

CH, intensity

decrease. by 5% (1. 8T) .'

intensity increase

of· Na D2 line.

emission intensity

decrease, magnetic

predissoci.ation ..

intensity decrease/

magn'etic~

predissociation.

predissociatioh
increase.

magnetic guenchihg,

indirect magnetic
pr'edissociatiori. '

*HCA, Helv. Chim. Acta. CP, Chern. Phys. *JCP, J. Chem. Phys.
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Table 2 ,( continued)
Table 3

Subject

Zeeman quantum beat

spectroscopy

MFE on the intensity

of N+O afterglow.

MFE on the.flourescence

polarization of

pyrimidine

MFE on fluorescence

of pyrimidine

MFE on fluorescenCe
of pyrimidine-d4

MFE on fluorescence
of .d-triazine

Author and Reference

Watanabe, Tsuchiya,.

Koda; JCP 82(1985)5310.

Ochi, Tsuchiya;

CPL 140(1987)20.

Fukuda, Hayashi, Nagakura;
CPL 119(1985)480.

Sumitani, Abe, Nagakura;
JCP 94 (1991) 1923.

Ohta, Fujita, Babai

CPL135(1987)330.

Qhta, Takemu;ra, Fujita,

Baba; JCP 88 (1988.) 4197.

Ohta;

CPL 151(1988)93.

Ohta, Takemura;
JCP 93(1990)877~

Remark

acetylene

NO B-band intensity

decrease for =0

mixing bf B2 and

a 4

magnetic quantum
beat.

intensity decrea.se,

spin decoupling.

fluorescence
enhancement, quantum

beat frequency decrease.

spin decoupling.

Magnetic Quenching of Fluorescence of Gaseous Molecules

(1) Direct Mechanism ---- Electronic Zeeman Interaction of a

~repared Excited State with Quasi-Continuum States (Higher

Rotation-Vibration Levels of the Ground State):

CS2(lA2) under high magnetic fields.

strong interactionbetwee'n the Renner-Teller coupled
rovibronic states:

CS2 (lA2 ) -CS2 (-lB2 )

Y.. Fuj imura, H. Hayashi and S. Nagakura, Chem .. Phy.s. ,

to be published.

(2) Spin Decoupling:

pyrazine, pyrimidine," ~-triazine,

CS2 under low magnetic ·fields.

(3) Magne.tically Induced Predissiociation:
(a)' direct interaction with a repulsive state,

CA2 (C1)(u);

(b) interaction with a repulsive state via intermediates,

CIJ 2 (D 1r.u).

(4) Collision Induced Magnetic Quenching:

D2CO, glyoxal.

(5) M);'E On Excited State Formation Processes:

C2' HPO, SnH, CN, CH.



...._.__._-----_._-------:-------~-------

Table 4

Magnetic Enhancement of Fluorescence

(1) Magnetic Enhancement of Mixing through Rotational Perturbation:

CN(B~X 0 .... 0) band, magnetically enhanced by mixing

- of (B v'=O) with (A v'=lO) ;

H. E.Badford and H. P. Broida, J. Chem. Phys., 38(1963)644.

(2) Cancellation of Strong Hyperfinc Interaction by an External

Magnetic Field:

pyrimidine~d4' 80 0: 'Slfluorescence

(3) Magnetic Enhancement of Excited state Formation Processes:

Fluorescence from NO (B27( v'=2),

N+O ---1' NO (a47C) '-'-7 NO (b4.r:-) -----'-------'» NO (B270 •
enhanoed

t.~
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